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Patrick G. Deoux, 
President. 

An Enriching and Rewarding Year 

Building on the vision and orientations of previous Boards, the Institute 
passed through several important stages this year, leading it to a new 
threshold of maturity. In the context of an increasingly complex society, 
the fundamental role of planners is continually changing and being 
demystified, thus requiring the Institute to adapt to the evolution of our 
profession and the needs and aspirations of its members. A number of 
achievements distinguished the Board's work in 1998-1999. 

The most important initiative is without a doubt the restructuring of the 
national office, which led to the hiring of a new executive director, Lise 
Newton, whose experience in the field of government relations 
strengthened the orientation that CIP had established in recent years. 
Following up on one of this year's recommendations of the task force 
responsible for developing a communication plan, a vacant position in our 
team gave us the opportunity to appoint Donald Roy as Communications 
Officer. Finally, Christine Helm, a pillar of our Institute for several years, 
was appointed Finance Manager in charge of an increasingly substantial 
budget. We believe that this new distribution of tasks will significantly 
improve the quality of services offered to our members, and will facilitate 
the implementation of the Board's strategic plan and its annual action plan . 
In the midst of this structural reorganization, three task forces were active 
over the course of the year. 

Our Communication Plan was completely revised in order to take into 
account the new technologies available to us, and to reflect more 
accurately the objectives of the lnstitute's strategic plan. A implementation 
plan for this program has already been initiated by our Communications 
Officer. This plan will allow us, in the coming year, to concentrate our 
financial and human resources on strategic promotional activities aimed , 
among other things, at raising the profile of our profession among the 
general public and government bodies. From now on, our resources in this 
area are at the disposal of affiliated bodies. 

With the objective of bringing our professionals and principal 
intermediaries closer together, a task force on the establishment of a class 
of associated membership was set up following one of the resolutions of 

the last annual general assembly. It's worth remembering in this regard 
that a legislative basis already exists for this class of members. The 

task force will give an account of its work at the general 
assembly of members in Montreal, and our members will be 
consulted about the possible scenarios over the course of the 
year. 

Regarding the development of CIP's international activities.he 
Board took an important step in ratifying an international 
development strategy for our activities, with the principal 
objective of promoting the expertise of our professionals as well 
as opportunities to work abroad. It is in this context that CIP 
managed a CIDA program that allowed more than twenty 
graduates to apprentice abroad for several months. Moreover, in 

collaboration with CMHC and the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the 
Institute established several partnerships that will allow us to 
promote the initiatives of our members on the international 
scene. 

As this issue of Plan Canada makes clear, our national review has 
also undergone a process of renewal, one that will continue 

throughout 1999. Plan Canada has served planners well for many years 
and deserved to be rejuvenated. Members are invited to participate over 
the coming months in the efforts of the task force who, as in the past, will 
do everything possible to ensure that its content is adapted to their needs. 
With confidence and enthusiasm, the Board has entrusted SIC-Richelieu 

Inc. to publish its professional review for the next three years. 

Thanks to this restructuring, the Institute was in a position to 
undertake structuring activities, such as our participation in Paul 
Martin's Finance Committee, where we helped to ensure the 
continuation of the employment program for young people. 
We also met with the Minister of Public Works and 
established a strategic alliance. Finally, the lnstitute's web site 
evolved into a more interactive format, providing services 
and information that will forge stronger ties between 
planners across the country. 

In closing, I am convinced that the work of the Board this 
year will help to strengthen the foundations of our 
profession in Canada, thus bringing about an enriching 
and rewarding year that will lead us into the third 
millennium. 

Patrick G. Deoux 
MICU 
President 
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Une annee Jructueuse et enrichissante 

Batissant sur la vision et Jes orientations donnees par Jes Conseils 
precedants, l'lnstitut a franchi cette annee plusieurs etapes importantes le 
menant vers un nouveau seuil de maturite. Dans le contexte d'une societe 
de plus en plus complexe, le role fondamental des urbanistes ne cesse de 
croTtre et de se demystifier, obligeant ainsi l'lnstitut a s'adapter a /'evolution 
de notre profession et aux besoins et aspirations de ses membres. Plusieurs 
realisations ont marque le travail du Conseil en 1998-1999. 

L 'initiative la plus importante est sans aucun doute la restructuration du 
bureau national qui a donne lieu a l'embauche d'une nouvelle directrice 
generale, Lise Newton, dont /'experience dans le milieu des relations 
gouvernementales vient confirmer /'orientation que s'etait deia donne /'ICU 
ces dernieres annees. Faisant suite a l'une des recommandations du groupe 
de travail charge de developper cette annee un plan de communication, un 
paste vacant au sein de notre equipe nous a donne /'occasion de s'adioindre 
un responsable des communications, Donald Roy,. Enfin, Christine Helm, un 
pi/ier de notre lnstitut depuis de nombreuses annees, s'est vue confier le 
poste de responsable des finances afin de gerer un budget de plus en plus 
important. Nous crayons que cette nouvelle repartition des taches 
ame/iorera significativement la qualite des services offerts a nos membres et 
favorisera la mise en ceuvre du plan strategique et du plan d'action annuel 
du Conseil. Dans la foulee de cette reorganisation structure/le, trois groupes 
de travail ont ete actifs au cours de /'annee. 

Notre Plan de communication a ete entierement revise a fin de tenir compte 
des nouvelles technologies a notre disposition et de mieux refleter Jes 
obiectifs du plan strategique de l'lnstitut. Un programme de mise en ceuvre 
de ce plan a deia ete initie par notre responsable des communications ce qui 
nous permettra dans /'annee qui vient de concentrer nos ressources 
humaines et financieres dans des activites de promotions strategiques visant, 
entre autres, la reconnaissance de notre profession aupres du public et des 
organismes gouvernementaux. Nos ressources dans ce domaine sont 
desormais a la disposition des organismes affilies. 

Avec pour obiectif de rapprocher nos professionnels et nos interlocuteurs 
principaux, un groupe de travail sur l'etablissement d'une classe de 
membership associe, a ete constitue a la suite d'une des resolutions de la 
derniere assemb/ee generale annuelle.Rappelons a cet egard qu'il existe deia 
une legislation de base pour cette classe de membres. Le groupe de travail 
rendra compte de ses travaux a l'Assemblee generale des membres de 
Montreal et Jes scenarios actuellement etudies feront l'obiet d'une 
consultation aupres de nos membres au cours de l'annee. 

Dans le domaine du deve/oppement des activites internationales de /'ICU, le 
Conseil a franchi un cap important en enterinant une strategie de 
developpement international de nos activites avec pour obiectif principal la 
promotion de /'expertise de nos professionnels et /es occasions d'emploi a 
/'etranger. C'est dans le cadre de cette demarche que /'ICU a gere cette 
annee un programme de /'ACDI qui a permis a plus d'une vingtaine de 
finissants en urbanisme d'effectuer des stages de plusieurs mois a travers le 
monde. De plus, en collaboration avec la SCHL et le ministere des Affaires 
etrangeres, l'lnstitut a mis en place plusieurs partenariats qui nous 
permettront a /'avenir de favoriser Jes initiatives de nos membres sur la 
scene internationale. 

Comme en temoigne /e present numero de Plan Canada, notre revue 
nationa/e a e//e aussi fait l'obiet d'un renouveau dont le processus se 
poursuivra en 1999. Plan Canada a bien servi Jes urbanistes pendant de 
nombreuses annees et meritait une cure de raieunissement. Les membres 
sont invites a participer au cours des prochains mois aux travaux du groupe 
de travail qui s'attachera a assurer, comme par le passe, un contenu adapte 
a /eurs besoins. C'est en toute confiance et avec enthousiasme que /e 
Conseil a confie a la firme SIC-Richelieu inc. la publication de sa revue 
professionnelle pour Jes trois prochaines annees. 

Grace a cette restructuration, l'lnstitut a ete en mesure d'entreprendre des 
activites structurantes dont entre autres, notre participation au Comite des 
finances de Paul Martin ou nous avons contribue a conserver le programme 
d'emploi pour Jes ieunes, et notre rencontre avec le ministre de Travaux 
publics Canada avec qui nous avons initie une alliance strategique. Enfin, le 
site Web de l'lnstitut a Jui aussi evolue vers sa seconde generation et a pris 
une nouvelle forme plus informative et interactive, offrant aux membres 
services et informations qui contribueront a unifier plus que iamais Jes 
urbanistes a travers /e pays. En visitant ce nouveau site, vous pourrez en 
apprendre beaucoup plus sur Jes activites dont ii a ete brievement question 
dans ce message. 

En terminant ie suis convaincu que Jes travaux du Consei/ de cette annee 
contribueront a conso/ider Jes assises de notre profession au Canada et Jui 
offriront une annee fructueuse et enrichissante qui nous fera franchir Jes 
portes du troisieme millenaire. 

Patrick G. Deoux 
MICU 
President 
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RAPPORT DU CONSEIL 
COUNCIL REPORT 

The 1998-99 CIP Council held its 
fourth meeting on February 27 
and 29, 1999, in Halifax. 
Members of the Atlantic Planners 
Institute from the Halifax region 
hosted CIP Council at a well 
attended social on the evening of 
Friday, February 26. CIP Council 
was very appreciative of the 
opportunity to meet planners 
and students and to obtain 
insights into the planning issues 
and projects in the region. API 
Council was also very 
accommodating, inviting 
President Elect Don Harasym to 
sit in on a portion of its Council 
meeting held on February 26. 
Thanks are also extended to 
APl's representative on CIP 
Council, Mark Poirier and his 
wife Martha, for their great 
hospitality on Saturday evening, 
February 27. 

Le Consei/ de /'ICU a tenu sa 
quatrieme assemblee Jes 27 et 
28 fevrier 1999, a Halifax. Le 
soir du vendredi 26 fevrier, Jes 
membres de /'lnstitut des 
urbanistes de /'At/antique de Ja 
region d'Halifax ont accueilli le 
Conseil de /'ICU a une petite 
fete qui a eu beaucoup de 
succes. Le Consei/ de /'ICU a 
beaucoup apprecie cette 
occasion de rencontrer des 
urbanistes et des etudiants et 
d'avoir un ape(l;u des problemes 
et des projets d'urbanisme de la 
region. De plus, le Consei/ de 
/'/UA s'est montre tres accueil
Jant en invitant le president 
designe, Don Harasym, a sieger a 
une partie de son assemb/ee du 
26 fevrier. Enfin, nous desirons 
remercier le representant de 
l'IUA au Consei/ de /'ICU, Mark 
Poirier, et son epouse, Martha, 
pour /eur grande hospitalite /ors 
de Ja soiree du samedi 27 fevrier. 

quite variable among the regions. 
Discussion meetings were held 
with the directors of three 
university planning programs and 
the Executive. As a result of a 
judicial notice, OUQ has been 
advised that it can no longer use 
the title probationary planner. An 
important reorganization at the 
heart of OUQ has occurred as a 
result of a recent resignation. 
Starting March, 1999, a staff of 
three will assume all 
responsibilities. A new member of 
the Council has been elected 
representing the East Quebec 
region. Two Council members are 
up for re-election in March, one 
for the South Shore and one for 
the Montreal region. The OUQ 
President, Mr. Jacques Chenier, 
begins the second year of his 
mandate. 

The OPPI representative Valerie 
Cranmer reported that a proposal 
has been received from students 

'---------------------------,----------------~ to cut the student fee. 

Introduction of 
Communications and 
International Affairs 
Officer, Don Roy 

Council welcomed CIP's newest 
staff member, Communications 
and International Affairs Officer 
Don Roy. During a 34 year career 
with the Department of National 
Defence, Don acquired an 
impressive portfolio of 
qualifications. His last position 
was Senior Public Affairs 
Operations Officer for the 
Canadian Forces. Other 
accomplishments include 
achieving the rank of Major, 
developing and managing a wide 
range of public affairs programs 
in a number of locations 
including British Columbia, 
Yugoslavia and Quatar (Gulf 
War). In addition to a geography 
degree, Don has accreditation 
with the Canadian Public 
Relations Society and did post 
graduate studies in International 
Relations. Don has begun 
implementation of CIP's 
Communications Strategy by 
preparing one and three year 
rolling plans as well as ideas for 
individual activities. 

Presentation de /'agent 
de communications, 
Don Roy 

Le Consei/ a souhaite Ja 
bienvenue au tout nouveau 
membre du personnel, Donald 
(Don) Roy, agent de 
communications. Pendant Jes 34 
annees qu'il a passees au 
ministere de Ja Defense nationale, 
Don a accumule un nombre 
impressionnant de competences. 
Son dernier paste etait ce/ui 
d'officier senior des operations 
pour Jes affaires publiques dans 
Jes Forces canadiennes. Parmi ses 
autres realisations, mentionnons 
qu'il est devenu major, qu'il a 
con~u et dirige divers programmes 
d'affaires publiques a de 
nombreux endroits tant au 
Canada qu'a /'etranger, y compris 
la Colombie-Britannique, la 
Yougoslavie et le Qatar (Guerre 
du Go/fe). En plus de detenir un 
dip/6me en geographie, Don est 
un membre agree de Ja Societe 
canadienne des relations 
publiques et possede un dip/6me 
d'etudes superieures en relations 
internationa/es. II a commence a 
mettre en ceuvre une strategie des 
communications de /'ICU en 
preparant des plans d'action d'un 
an et de trois ans et en proposant 
des idees pour certaines activites. 

Affiliate Report 
Highlights 

Affiliate representatives 
summarized activities in their 
regions. The API representative, 
Mark Poirier reported that a 
scholarship committee has been 
established to determine how 
funding from API should be 
distributed. Mark also reported 
that an earlier decision to produce 
a newsletter only by the web is 
being revisited. API is now 
looking at producing several 
issues each year. Mark advised 
that enrollment in planning 
programs in the Maritimes is 
down substantially and that there 
are concerns about the future of 
these programs. Legislation for 
planners in Nova Scotia is nearing 
approval. Since API is 
incorporated through Federal 
legislation, this initiative has raised 
some questions regarding 
membership across provincial 
boundaries. On March 10, 11 and 
12, API, in association with the 
Halifax Regional Municipality, the 
Downtown Halifax Business 
Commission, the Community 
Planning Association of Canada, 
the Nova Scotia Department of 
Housing and Municipal Affairs 
and the Daltech Department of 
Urban and Rural Planning, will be 
sponsoring a forum on growth in 
the Halifax metropolitan region. 

The OUQ representative, 
Huguette Beland, reported that 
discussions on the affiliate's 
strategic plan took place with 
representatives from each region 
of Quebec. Participation was 
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Consideration is being given to 
restructuring the student fee, 
recognizing that some way is 
needed to reach out to students 
to become members. Attempts 
are also underway to promote the 
idea of having liability insurance 
for all members, including 
municipal employees. It appears 
that there is the potential for 
municipal employees not to be 
covered by local government 
liability insurance. The cost is 
estimated at $50 per member per 
year. A membership outreach 
program for senior planners is 
under consideration. One option 
would be to sponsor a weekend 
session similar to a program 
several years ago for academics. A 
course on ethics is to be 
developed for all members. The 
OPPI annual conference will be 
held in Collingwood in 
September, 1999, and in Niagara 
Falls in 2000. 

The Manitoba representative, 
David Palubeskie, reported that 
MPPI has taken a proactive role in 
the preparation of a Sustainable 
Development Act. The Act is 
intended to guide the behaviour 
and decision-making of all 
government departments, 
agencies and crown corporations. 
MPPI. is part of a multi
stakeholder consultation initiative 
"to consider and make 
recommendations to government 
on how Manitoba can best 
implement Sustainable 
Development Principles and 
Guidelines into decision-making, 
including environmental 
management, licensing, land use 
planning, and regulatory 
processes". MPPI. is also involved 

in the Winnipeg Capital Region 
Review. A submission was made 
to a review panel summarizing a 
historical overview of the region 
and the issue of growth, 
documenting why things are as 
they are and making 
recommendations on a 
framework for regional 
cooperation. Mr. Palubeskie 
advised that, to gain influence 
with the provincial government, 
municipalities around Winnipeg 
are very interested in the review. 

The Saskatchewan representative, 
Denton Yeo, reported that APCPS 
has formed a twenty-member 
committee of active and retired 
members to develop a position 
paper for presentation to a 
Provincial Task Force on Municipal 
Legislative Renewal. Mr. Yeo also 
advised that the affiliate 
newsletter, Scenario, was 
published in February under new 
editorial leadershipprovided by 
Dwight Mercer. Dwight has also 
initiated a weekly e-mail service 
which has attracted interest from 
other planners across the country. 
Dwight can be reached at: 
dmercer@dlcwest.com The next 
annual conference will be in 
partnership with the 
Saskatchewan Economic 
Developer's Association. It is 
expected that both groups will 
benefit from interaction at the 
conference. 

The AACIP representative, Bea 
Frieson, advised that a consultant 
has been hired to provide office 
support for the affiliate. Fifty-one 
new examiners were recently 
recruited. Work is underway to 
prepare advisory materials, and a 
check list is under preparation for 
use by examiners. The Annual 
General Meeting and conference 
will be held in Red Deer in April. 

The PIBC representative, Linda 
Allen, advised that PIBC's Code of 
Professional Conduct is in the 
final drafting stage. The new code 
was requested by the PIBC lawyer 
as a result of recent discipline 
matters. PIBC Council met with 
faculty and students from the 
University of British Columbia 
School of Community and 
Regional Planning at the end of 
January. Two new CIP Fellows, 
Hugh Kellas and Tony Parr, were 
welcomed. Don Harasym 
attended on behalf of CIP. A 
policy and procedures manual is 
being prepared by PIBC to 
provide ongoing guidance on 
policy and procedure matters as 
Council members change. The 
affiliate's education committee 
has been reactivated to look at 
ways of providing courses. 
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Points saillants 
des rapports des 
groupes affilies 

Les representants des groupes 
affilies ant resume les activites 
tenues dans /eurs regions. Le 
representant de l'IUA, Mark 
Poirier, a annonce qu'un comite 
des bourses d'etudes a ete cree 
pour determiner comment 
distribuer /es subventions de 
l'IUA. JI a egalement annonce 
qu'on a remis a l'etude une 
decision prise anterieurement de 
produire un bulletin uniquement 
sur le Web. L'IUA songe 
maintenant a produire plusieurs 
editions par annee. Par ailleurs, 
Mark a fait remarquer que le 
nombre des inscriptions aux 
programmes d'urbanisme dans /es 
Maritimes a beaucoup diminue et 
qu 'on s'inquiete au sujet de /eur 
avenir. Quant a la loi sur les 
urbanistes en Nouvelle-Ecosse, 
elle doit etre approuvee bient6t. 
Comme l'IUA est constitue en 
societe en vertu de la /oi federate, 
cette initiative a sou/eve des 

questions au 
sujet de 
!'adhesion 
des 

President's Report 

President Deoux reported that, 
in January, he attended a 
meeting with the Hon. Alfonso 
Gagliano, Minister of Public 
Works responsibe for CMHC 
(reported in the January
February issue of Plan Canada) . 

The Minister indicated his 
interest in increasing CIP's 
involvement in his areas of 
responsibility. Patrick also advised 
that Cl P's contract with the 
Atlantic Planning Institute for CIP 
to handle membership invoicing, 
applications and changes on 
behalf of API is working very 
well . API is pleased to have CIP 
do this work and, in so doing, 
meet the needs of Francophone 
members in the Maritimes. 
President Deoux also reported on 

a meeting with representatives of 
Industry Canada to discuss 
partnerships with CIP, and on a 
meeting with CIDA which 

province. Entin, /es 10, 11 et 12 
mars, f'IUA commanditera, en 
association avec la Municipalite 
regiona/e d'Halifax, la 
Commission commerciale du 
centre-ville d'Halifax, 
/'Association canadienne 
d'urbanisme, le ministere du 
Logement et des Affaires 
municipales de la Nouvelle
Ecosse et le Da/tech Department 
of Urban and Rural Planning, un 
debat sur la croissance de la 
region metropolitaine d'Halifax. 

La representante de l'OUQ, 
Huguette Beland, a annonce que 
des discussions sur le plan 
strategique ont eu lieu avec des 
representants de chacune des 
regions du Quebec. La 
participation des regions a ete 
assez inegale et les rencontres ant 
ete tenues avec /es directeurs des 
programmes de planification de 
trois universites et la direction. A 
la suite d'un avis juridique, 
l'OUQ cessera d'utiliser le titre 
d'urbaniste stagiaire pour ce/ui de 
stagiaire en urbanisme. A la suite 
d'une demission recente, une 
importante reorganisation a eu 
lieu au sein de l'OUQ. A compter 

de mars 
1999, la 

resulted in a commitment of 
$50,000 in funding for an 
International Forum to be held in 
conjunction with the 1999 CIP 
Conference in Montreal. Michel 
Frojmovic will be working on an 
agenda for the workshop 
including affiliate involvement 
and the solicitation of further 
funding from other agencies. The 
total budget for the forum is 
projected at around $100,000. 
Other activities of the President 
included meeting with 
representatives of SIC to finalize 
the production contract for Plan 
Canada, attending at the 1999 
CAPS Conference, attending a 
political dinner with Members of 
Parliament and senior aids, and 
the drafting of a CIP/OUQ 
membership recruitment 
brochure aimed at Quebec 
planners. 

permanence sera composee de 
trois personnes qui assumeront 
toutes les responsabilites. Un 
nouveau membre du Consei/ a 
ete elu pour representer /'Est du 
Quebec. Deux membres du 
Conseil doivent etre ree/us en 
mars, un pour la Rive-Sud et 
/'autre pour la region de 
Montreal. Le president de l'OUQ, 
M. Jacques Chenier, entreprend la 
deuxieme annee de son mandat. 

La representante de /'OPP/, 
Valerie Cranmer, a annonce que 
/es etudiants ont depose une 
proposition visant a reduire leur 
cotisation. On songe done a la 
restructurer, reconnaissant qu'il 
taut trouver un moyen d'obtenir 
que les etudiants deviennent des 
membres. Par ailleurs, on tente de 
promouvoir l'idee d'avoir une 
assurance responsabilite pour tous 
/es membres, y compris /es 
employes municipaux. If semble 
possible en effet que ceux-ci ne 
soient pas couverts par le regime 
d'assurance responsabilite du 
gouvernement local. Le cout de 
/'assurance est estime a 50$ par 
membre par annee. On est en 
train d'etudier un programme 
d'extension a /'intention des 
urbanistes cadres superieurs. Une 
solution serait de parrainer une 
rencontre d'une fin de semaine 
semblable au programme offert 
aux universitaires ii y a quelques 
annees. Un cours de deontologie 
doit etre prepare a /'intention de 
tous les membres. La conference 
annuef/e de /'OPP/ aura lieu a 
Collingwood, en septembre 1999, 
et a Niagara Falls, en 2000. 

Le rapport du president 

Le president, Patrick Deoux, a 
annonce qu 'il a assiste, en janvier, 
a une rencontre avec l'Honorable 
Alfonso Gagliano, ministre des 
Travaux pub/ics charge de la 
SCHL (annoncee dans /'edition de 
janvier-fevrier de Plan Canada). 
Le ministre a fait part de son 
interet pour augmenter la 
participation de /'ICU dans les 
domaines dont ii a la 
responsabilite. Patrick a 
egalement annonce que le contrat 
de /'ICU conc/u avec l'lnstitut des 
urbanistes de /'At/antique pour 
que /'ICU s'occupe au nom de 
l '/UA des envois aux membres, 
des demandes et des 
changements donne vraiment de 
bans resu/tats. L'IUA est heureux 
que /'ICU fasse ce travail et 
reponde ainsi aux besoins des 
membres francophones dans les 
Maritimes. Le president a par 
ailfeurs fait part d'une rencontre 
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Le representant du Manitoba, 
David Palubeskie, a annonce que 
le MPPI. a joue un role proactif 
dans la preparation de la Loi sur 
le developpement durable. La loi 
est censee guider les ministeres 
du gouvernement, /es agences et 
les corporations de la Couronne 
quand ifs doivent agir et prendre 
des decisions. Le MPPI. fait partie 
d'un projet de consultation aupres 
des parties interessees "a fin 
d'etudier et de recommander au 
gouvernement la meilfeure fa<;on 
pour le Manitoba de mettre en 
application des principes et des 
directives de developpement 
durable dans les prises de 
decision, y compris la gestion de 
/'environnement, /'octroi des 
permis, l'amenagement du 
territoire et /es processus de 
reglementation ". Le MPPI. 
participe egalement a l'Etude de 
la region de la capita/e, 
Winnipeg. Une proposition a ete 
presentee a un comite d'examen, 
resumant /'histoire de la region et 
la question du developpement, 
justifiant pourquoi /es chases sont 
comme elfes le sont et 
recommandant un cadre de 
travail pour la cooperation 
regiona/e. M. Palubeskie a fait 
remarquer que, pour avoir de 
/'influence sur le gouvernement 
provincial, /es municipalites 
autour de Winnipeg se montrent 
tres interessees a /'etude en cours. 

Le representant de la 
Saskatchewan, Denton Yeo, a 
annonce que l'APCPS a cree un 
comite forme de 20 membres 
actifs et retraites afin d'e/aborer 
un expose de principes a 
/'intention d'un groupe de travail 

avec des representants d'lndustrie 
Canada pour discuter des 
partenariats avec /'ICU et d'une 
rencontre avec l'ACDI qui a 
donne lieu a un engagement de 
50 000$ en vue de financer un 
Forum international devant avoir 
lieu conjointement au congres de 
/'ICU 1999 a Montreal. Michel 
Frojmovic preparera un ordre du 
jour pour !'atelier, y compris la 
participation des affi/ies et des 
demandes de fonds a d'autres 
agences. On prevoit que le 
budget global pour le forum 
s'elevera a environ 100 000$. 
Parmi les autres activites du 
president, ii convient de 
mentionner des rencontres avec le 
representant de SIC- Richelieu 
inc. afin de rediger la version 
definitive du contrat pour la 
production de Plan Canada, la 
participation a la Conference de 
l'ACEU 1999, la participation a 

provincial sur la refonte des lois 
municipa/es. M. Yeo a egalement 
fait remarquer que le bulletin des 
membres, Scenario, a ete publie 
en fevrier sous la direction d'un 
nouveau directeur en chef, 
Dwight Mercer. Celui-ci a par 
ailleurs lance un service de 
courrier e/ectronique 
hebdomadaire qui a sou/eve 
l'interet d'autres urbanistes dans 
le pays. On peut atteindre Dwight 
a dmercer@dfcwest.com . La 
prochaine conference annuel/e 
aura lieu en association avec la 
Saskatchewan Economic 
Developer's Association et on 
prevoit que les deux groupes 
beneficieront de /eur interaction. 

La representante de l'AAC/P, Bea 
Frieson, a annonce qu 'un 
consultant a ete embauche un 
pour offrir un soutien 
administratif aux affilies. 
Cinquante et un nouveaux 
examinateurs ont ete recrutes, et 
on est en train de preparer de la 
documentation et une liste de 
verification a /'intention des 
examinateurs. L'Assemb/ee 
generate annuel/e et la conference 
auront lieu a Red Deer en avril. 

La representante du PIBC, Linda 
Allen, a annonce qu 'on en est 
rendu a la redaction de la version 
definitive du Code de deontologie 
professionnelfe du PIBC. Le 
nouveau code a ete demande par 
/'avocat du PIBC a la suite de 
questions disciplinaires recentes. 
A la fin de janvier, le Conseil du 
PIBC a rencontre des professeurs 
et des etudiants de /'Ecole 
d'urbanisme communautaire et 
regiona/e de l 'Universite de la 
Colombie-Britannique. Deux 
nouveaux boursiers de /'ICU, 
Hugh Kel/as et Tony Parr, ont ete 
accueillis. Don Harasym a 
participe a la rencontre au nom 
de /'ICU. Le PIBC est en train de 
preparer un manuel des politiques 
et procedures afin de fournir aux 
membres du Conseil !ors de leur 
remplacement des lignes de 
conduite suivies de questions de 
politiques et de procedures. Le 
comite de /'education des affi/ies 
a ete reactive afin de trouver des 
moyens d'offrir des cours. 

un dTner politique avec des 
deputes et des consei lfers 
principaux, et la redaction d'un 
dep/iant de l'ICUIOUQ 
s'adressant aux urbanistes du 
Quebec pour recruter des 
membres. 
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Student 
Representative's Report 

Student representative Adam 
Legge reported that the 1999 
CAPS Conference was a great 
success and that three students 
have been recruited to run for 
the position of CIP 
representative. Adam further 
advised that there was much 
discussion at the conference 
regarding the future direction 
and existence of CAPS. A student 
at DalTech, Thomas Madden, has 
prepared a discussion report on 
the future role of CAPS. One 
option would be to establish a 
more formal organization with an 
executive. It was noted by Adam 
that this initiative would be a 
challenging one , recognizing that 
students are very mobile and that 
many are looking for 
independence from formal 
organizations. Students are 
concerned about their education 
preparing them for professional 
practice. Ideas identified included 
encouraging the use of more 
professionals in schools and 
requiring internship as part of a 
degree. Students indicated great 
interest in the development of a 
student web page that listed 
students, provided links to 
schools and included information 
on the CAPS Conference. 
Maintaining up-to-date 
information for a web page 
would be a major constraint. 

Associate 
Membershie 
Review ProJed 

Chair of the Membership 
Committee, Bea Frieson, 
submitted an interim report 
to Council on the project. 
Only fifty-five members are 
in the associate category. All 
affiliates indicated that the 
category in not widely 
publicized or promoted Six 
options were identified by the 
Public Associates Membership 
Review Task Force: 

• Take it off the books. Keep CIP 
only for planning professionals. 

• Create a "Friends of the 
Institute " category. This option 
would be for the general public 
with no restrictions and aimed 
at increasing the profile of the 
organization . 

Le rapport du 
representant etudiant 

Le represent.ant etudiant, Adam 
Legge, a annonce que la 
Conference de l'ACEU 1999 a 
obtenu un grand succes et que 
trois etudiants ant ete recrutes 
pour postuler au paste de 
represent.ant de /'ICU. II a 
egalement annonce qu'on a 
beaucoup discute a la conference 
de /'orient.ation et de /'avenir de 
l 'ACEU. Thomas Madden, un 
etudiant a Da/Tech, a prepare un 
document de discussion sur le 
role de l'ACEU a l'avenir. Une des 
solutions envisagees serait de 
creer un organisme a caractere 
plus officiel avec un cadre de 
direction. Adam a fait remarquer 
que cette initiative poserait tout 
un defi, etant donne que les 
etudiants sont tres mobiles et que 
ban nombre cherchent a rester 
independants des organismes 
officiels. Les etudiants se posent 
des questions au su;et de 
/'enseignement qui leur est offert 
pour /es preparer a l'exercice de la 
profession. Parmi /es idees 
proposees, mentionnons celle de 
faire appel a plus de 
professionnels dans /es eco/es et 
exiger un sf.age avant l 'octroi du 
dip/6me. Les etudiants ant 
manifeste beaucoup d'interet 
pour /'elaboration sur le Web 
d'une page etudiante qui don
nerait une liste des etudiants, 
fournirait des liens avec les ecoles 
et comprendrait des informations 
sur la Conference de /'ACEU. 
Cependant, ce serait un probleme 
ma;eur de maintenir a ;our /es 
informations de cette page. 

• Create an associates category 
for related professional, 
political and community based 
organizations. Examples: 
economic development 
organizations, recreation and 
culture groups, developers, 
downtown business 
associations, planning advisory 
committees, building 
inspectors. 

• Create a Non-CIP Practicing 
Planners category. Objective : 
To reach out to current 
practicing planners who are not 
members. 

• Promote an affiliate based 
category with no national links. 
This would allow local interests 
to form based on local issues. 

• Create a public category for 
students who have non-related 
degrees but who are interested 
in CIP. 

The Task Force is to prepare a 
final report for CIP for the AGM 
in June. 

CIP Requirements 
for Accreditation 
of Planning 
Programs 

CIP has been approached by the 
Association of Canadian 
University Planning Programs 
(ACUPP) to modify its 
requirements for full time 
equivalents CIP Council member, 
Mark Poirier submitted a report 
to Council on the issue. CIP's 
present requirement is that two 
full time equivalents (FTE's) teach 
full time. It is suggested that this 
requirement be replaced by the 
provision that two members 
must have their major 
appointment in the planning 
program. After consulting several 
sources, including the Director of 
the Planning Accreditation Board 
in the United States, Mark 
recommended to Council that 
the ACUPP proposal be accepted 
with the proviso that CIP 
continue to require the outside 
professional FTE to be (part time) 
faculty members. This will ensure 
that the institution is setting 
some minimum standard for the 
FTE, such as CIP membership. 
Mark also stated that, since the 
US Accreditation Board allows 
each institution to set its own 
standards for the amount of 
teaching time, CIP should allow 
the same. Council resolved to 
accept this recommendation in 
principle and refer it to ACUPP 
for comment. 

La revision de la 
categorie des 
membres associes 

Bea Frieson, presidente du 
Comite d'adhesion, a 
presente au Conseil un 
rapport provisoire sur cette 
revision. Cette categorie 
compte seulement 55 
membres. Tous les affilies ont 
indique qu'elle n'est guere 
publicisee ou promue. Le 
groupe de travail charge de 
reviser la categorie des 
membres associes a propose 
six options : 
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Les conditions de l'ICU pour la 
reconnaissance des programmes en 
urbanisme 
L'Association universitaire 
canadienne des programmes en 
urbanisme et amenagement 
(ACUPP) s'est adressee a /'ICU 
pour qu'il modifie ses conditions 
touchant les equivalents a temps 
plein. Mark Poirier, membre du 
Conseil de /'ICU, a presente un 
rapport au Consei/ ace su;et. 
Actuellement, /'ICU exige que 
deux equivalents a temps plein 
(ETP) enseignent a temps plein. 
On voudrait maintenant 
remp/acer cette condition pour 
que deux membres occupent des 
pastes principaux dans un 
programme d'urbanisme. Apres 
avoir consulte plusieurs sources, 
dont le directeur du Planning 
Accredit.ation Board des Et.ats
Unis, Mark a recommande au 
Conseil d'accepter la proposition 

de l'ACUPP sous reserve que 
/'ICU continue d'exiger que les 
ETP professionnels de l'exterieur 
soient des enseignants (a temps 
partiel). Grace a cette disposition, 
/'institution sera assuree de 
pouvoir fixer des normes 
minima/es pour /es ETP comme, 
par exemple, /'adhesion a /'ICU. 
Mark a egalement fait remarquer 
que, puisque l'Accredit.ation 
Board des Et.ats-Unis permet a 
chaque institution de fixer ses 
propres normes touchant le 
nombre des heures 
d'enseignement, /'ICU devrait 
faire de meme. Le Conseil a 
reso/u d'accepter cette 
recommandation en principe et 
de la soumettre a l'ACUPP pour 
obtenir ses comment.aires. 

1999 Bud_pAudget 1999 
Manager Christine Helm 
submitted a report on the 1998 
Draft Audited Statement and 
reported that the deficit for 1998 
will be much larger than 
anticipated, largely because 
revenues from the WorldLink 
Program will be deferred to 
1999, and because Plan Canada 
subscriptions have been set up to 
reflect the income statement for 
the year of the subscription. 
Council resolved to refer the 

1999 budget to the Executive 
Committee. 

• L'eliminer. Reserver /'ICU 
uniquement aux professionne/s 
en urbanisme. 

• Creer une categorie d'«Amis de 
l'institut». Cette option serait 
pour le grand public sans 
restriction aucune et aurait pour 
but de rehausser le profil de 
l'organisme. 

• Creer une categorie de 
membres associes pour les 
professionnels et /es organismes 
politiques et communaut.aires 
s'interessant a l'urbanisme et a 
l 'amenagement. Exemples : /es 
organismes s'occupant de 
developpement economique, 
les groupes culture/s et de 
/oisirs, les promoteurs, les 
associations favorisant le 
developpement des centres 
d'affaires, les comites 
consult.atifs en urbanisme, les 
inspecteurs de batiments. 

La responsable de 
/'administration, Christine Helm a 
presente un rapport sur /'et.at 
verifie provisoire de 1998 et 
an nonce que le deficit pour 
/'exercice 1998 sera plus grand 
que prevu, en grande partie parce 
que /es recettes provenant du 
Programme WorldLink seront 
repartees a /'exercice 1999 et que 
les abonnements a Plan Canada 
ont ete et.ablis de maniere a 
refleter l'etat des resultats pour 
/'annee de l'abonnement. Le 
Conseil a reso/u de soumettre le 
budget 1999 au Comite executif. 

• Creer une categorie d'urbanistes 
praticiens non membres de 
/'ICU. Obiectif: ioindre /es 
praticiens urbanistes qui ne sont 
pas membres de /'ICU. 

• Promouvoir une categorie sans 
liens nationaux fondee sur 
/'affiliation. Ceci permettrait a 
des groupes d'interet locaux de 
se former en fonction de leurs 
preoccupations. 

• Creer une categorie publique 
d'associes a /'intention des 
etudiants detenant des 
dip/6mes non relies a 
l 'urbanisme, mais interesses a 
faire partie de /'ICU. 

Le groupe de travail doit preparer 
un rapport final en vue de 
l'Assemblee generale annuelle de 
l'ICU en juin . 
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Other 
Divers Bu S le ne s s • Gary Klas~en, president sortant, 
a annonce que Mark Seasons et 

• Past President Gary Klassen 
advised that confirmation has 
been received from Mark 
Seasons and Mary Bishop as 
candidates for President Elect. 

• Christine Helm recommended 
that a bylaw change be made 

on election mailouts. The cost 
of mailing is extremely high 
and the current bylaws require 
first class post. The option of 
LCP sort would save in excess 

of $2,000, compared to the 
present cost of $5 ,500. Council 
endorsed the preparation of a 
bylaw amendment for 
circulation to affiliates for 
feedback. 

• CIP Council member Huguette 
Beland submitted a report on 
the CIP Official Language 
Policy. Huguette emphasized 
the importance of good french 
and good translation in written 
material. A final version of the 
report will be submitted to 
Council at its next meeting to 
be held in June. 

• Don Harasym reported that the 
Executive Committee met three 
times since the last Council 
meeting in November 1998, 
Issues addressed included 
review of the Plan Canada 
publication submissions and 
the decision to choose SIC
Richelieu Inc., the 1999 
Conference budget, the CIP 
office restructuring plan, 
retention of Michel Frojmovic 
for continuing consulting 
relating to international affairs, 
the establishment of a Plan 
Canada Task Force chaired by 
Valerie Cranmer, evaluation 
and renewal of contractor 
Grant McNeil as CIP's 
Conference Coordinator, 
employment of Don Roy as 
CIP's Communications and 

International Officer, the CIP 
presence at the APA 
Conference in Seattle in April , 
and the performance appraisal 
of Executive Director Lise 
Newton-Lalonde. 

• Chair of the 1999 Awards for 
Planning Excellence Jury, 
Denton Yeo, reported that a 
total of 55 submissions have 
been received this year, which 
is an increase of 20 over last 
year. 

• Submissions were received 
from Michael Gray, Mary 
Bishop and Elizabeth Miller, 
requesting Council's support to 
continue the "Planners 
Working with Kids Committee" 
in order to complete a 
workbook. Council supported 
the initiative and suggested 
that copies of the workbook be 
distributed to affiliates after 
completion. 

• Go for Green has asked CIP to 
enter into a contract to update 
the current cycling manual. CIP 
has invited proposals for the 
update and it is expected that 
the manual will be completed 
by the end of March 1999. The 
update will provide the latest 
developments and trends 
regarding the design of 
infrastructure for cycling. 

• CMHC contributions to the 
1999 conference now 
approach $20,000. The agency 
is impressed with CIP's 
International Strategy and is 
interested in partnering on a 
newsletter focusing on 
exporting. CIP's 
Communications Officer will be 
researching this idea and 
reporting back to Council. 

• Proposed amendments to the 
National Housing Act were 
discussed. Bill C-66 will enable 
CMHC to adjust its insurance 
and guarantee operations and 
will give the organization broad 
authority to help Canadians sell 
their housing expertise abroad. 
The Bill would authorize 
CMHC to carry out research 
and planning activities and 
provide information and 
services related to housing 
finance, living environments 
and community planning and 
to promote and develop the 

export of this expertise. CIP 
Council resolved to request 
CMHC for clarification of these 
new responsibilities. 

• Council resolved to send a 
letter endorsing Health 
Canada's " Canada's Physical 
Activity Guide for Older 
Adults ". 

Mary Bishop ont confirme qu 'ils 
poseront leurs candidatures au 
paste de president designe. 

• Christine Helm a recommande 
une modification aux statuts et 
reglements au su;et des envois 
postaux en vue des elections. Le 
coat de ces envois est 
extremement eleve et Jes 
reglements en vigueur exigent 
le courrier de premiere c/asse. 
L'option PPIF permettrait 
d'epargner plus de 2000$ 
comparativement au coat actue/ 
de 5500$. Le Conseil a 
approuve la preparation d'un 
amendement aux reglements 
qu'on doit distribuer aux affilies 
pour obtenir /eurs 
commentaires. 

• Huguette Beland, membre du 
Conseil de /'ICU, a presente un 
rapport sur la politique des 
langues officielles de /'ICU. Elle 
a souligne /'importance d'avoir 
des documents ecrits en bon 
fran<;ais et de bonnes 
traductions. Une version finale 
du rapport sera presentee au 
Consei/ /ors de sa prochaine 
assemblee en ;uin. 

• Don Harasym a annonce que le 
Comite executif s'est reuni trois 
fois depuis la derniere 
assemblee du Conseil en 
novembre 1998. Les questions 
sou/evees ont compris la 
revision des propositions pour 
la publication de Plan Canada, 
la decision de choisir SIC
Richelieu inc. , le budget de la 
Conference 1999, le plan de 
restructuration des bureaux de 
/'ICU, le maintien en fonction 
de Michel Fro;movic a titre de 
consultant permanent au 
chapitre des affaires 
internationales, la creation d'un 
groupe de travail Plan Canada 
preside par Valerie Cranmer, 
/'evaluation du contractant 
Grant McNeil a titre de 
coordonnateur du congres de 
/'ICU et le renouvellement de 
son mandat, l'embauche de 
Donald Roy a titre d'agent des 
communications, Ja presence de 
l'ICU a la Conference de /'APA 
tenue a Seattle en avril, et 
/'evaluation du rendement de Ja 
directrice generale, Lise 
Newton-Lalonde. 

• Denton Yeo, president du ;ury 
des Prix d'excellence en 
urbanisme 1999, a annonce 
qu'on a rer;u en tout 55 
propositions cette annee, soit 
20 de plus que /'an dernier. 
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• Michael Gray, Mary Bishop et 
Elizabeth Miller ont depose une 
proposition demandant l'appui 
du Consei/ pour maintenir le 
"Comite Planners Working with 
Kids" afin determiner un 
manue/. Le Consei/ a approuve 
le pro;et et suggere de distribuer 
des exemplaires du manuel aux 
affilies /orsqu 'il sera termine. 

• Go for Green a demande a 
/'ICU de conclure un contrat 
pour mettre a ;our le manuel de 
cyclisme actue/. L'ICU a 
demande des propositions pour 
cette mise a ;our et on prevoit 
que le manuel sera termine a la 
fin de mars 1999. La mise a ;our 
fera etat des derniers 
developpements et des 
dernieres tendances touchant la 
conception des infrastructures 
pour le cyc/isme. 

• La contribution de Ja SCHL au 
congres 1999 atteint 
actuellement pres de 20 000$. 
L'agence est impressionnee par 
la Strategie internationa/e de 
/'ICU et interessee a former un 
partenariat pour produire un 
bulletin portant sur 
/'exportation. L'agent des 
communications de /'ICU fera 
des recherches a ce su;et et 
presentera un rapport au 
Conseil. 

• On a debattu Jes amendements 
proposes a la Loi nationale sur 
/'habitation. Le pro;et de Joi C-
66 permettra a la SCHL 
d'a;uster ses operations en 
matiere de protection et 
d'assurance tout en Jui donnant 
le pouvoir general d'aider Jes 
Canadiens a vendre a l'etranger 
leur expertise en matiere 
d'habitation. Le pro;et de Joi 
permettrait a la SCHL de faire 
des recherches, de mener des 
activites de planification, de 
fournir des informations et des 
services ayant trait au 
financement a /'habitation, aux 
milieux de vie et a la 
planification communautaire, 
de promouvoir et de deve/opper 
/'exportation de cette expertise. 
Le Conseil de !'ICU a decide de 
demander a la SCHL des 
ec/aircissements au su;et de ces 
nouvelles attributions. 

• Le Conseil a decide d'envoyer 
une lettre approuvant le Guide 
canadien d'activite physique 
pour Jes adultes ages de Sante 
Canada. 

Plan Canada Strategy 
Session 
Council concluded its meeting by 
holding a strategy session on the 
future of Plan Canada. The 
intention was to provide 
members of Council with an 
opportunity for input to the Plan 
Canada Task Force chaired by 
Valerie Cranmer. 

Reunion strategique SU 
Plan Canada 
Le Conseil a termine son 
assemblee en tenant une reunion 
strategique sur /'avenir de Plan 
Canada dans /'intention de 
fournir aux membres du Conseil 
une occasion d'offrir des idees au 
groupe de travail Plan Canada 
preside par Valerie Cranmer. 

Professional 
Development 
Council was advised that a 
proposed virtual continuing 
professional development course 
is proposed to be offered in 
October 1999. The Professional 
Development Committee has 
recommended that conference 
participants gather in video 
capable rooms in five centres 
across the country. Three two
hour sessions are suggested, the 
first (on-line) dealing with the 
limits on privatization and the 
implications for planners, the 
second (off-line) to consider 
regional experiences and the 
third (on line) attempting to 

reach consensus on planners' 
professional and practice 
guidelines. If offered, a 
comprehensive evaluation will be 
needed to determine the 
effectiveness of the project. 

Le perfectionnement 
professionnel 
Le Consei/ a appris qu'un cour.s d 
perfectionnement professionne/ 
en education permanente pourrai 
etre offert en octobre 1999. Le 
Comite du perfectionnement 
professionnel a recommande que 
/es participants a la conference se 
rassemblent dans des salles 
munies d'un equipement video 
dans cinq centres a travers le 
pays. On a propose trois seances 
de deux heures chacune, la 
premiere (en direct) portant sur 
Jes Ii mites de la privatisation et d 
ses repercussions sur les 
urbanistes, Ja deuxieme (en 
differe) portant sur Jes 
experiences regionales et la 
troisieme (en direct) pour tenter 
d'obtenir un consensus touchant 
Jes lignes de conduite des 
urbanistes dans l'exercice de leur 
profession. Si la conference a lieu, 
ii faudra etablir une evaluation 
globale pour determiner si le 
pro;et est efficace. 
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Conferences 

Council received a conference 
update report from Communica
tion Works consultant Grant 
McNeil. Mr. McNeil reported that 
preliminary programs in English, 
French and Spanish were 
prepared. Almost 150 proposals 
were received in response to the 
call for papers and it is likely that 
the conference will be one of the 
largest that CIP has sponsored . 
The 2000 conference will be in 
Charlottetown, 2001 in Ottawa 
and 2002 in British Columbia. 
Halifax has agreed to take on the 
2003 conference. 

CIP Communications 
Strategy 

To facilitate implementation, 
Council resolved to create a 
communications advisory 
committee to include Linda Allen 
and David Palubeskie. The 
committee will be working with 
the Communications Officer to 
develop an implementation 
strategy for consideration at the 
next Council meeting. 

Conferences 
Grant McNeil, consultant de la 
societe Communication Works, a 
presente a~ Conseil un rapport 
d'etape sur la congres annue/ de 
/'ICU. M. McNeil a annonce 
qu 'on preparait Jes programmes 
preliminaires en anglais, en 
franr;ais et en espagnol. En 
reponse a un appel de 
communications, on a rec;u 
presque 150 propositions et ii est 
probable que le congres sera l'un 
des plus importants que /'ICU ait 
parraine. Le congres organise en 
2000 aura lieu a Charlottetown, 
ce/ui de 2001 a Ottawa et ce/ui 
de 2002 en Co/ombie
Britannique. Halifax a accepte 
celle de 2003. 

La strategie de l'ICU en 
matierede 
communications 

Afin de faciliter la mise en ceuvre 
de cette strategie, le Consei/ a 
reso/u de creer un Comite 
consultatif sur Jes 
communications devant 
comprendre Linda Allen et David 
Palubeskie. Le comite travail/era 
avec /'agent des communications 
pour concevoir une strategie de 
mise en ceuvre en vue de la 
soumettre a la prochaine 
assemblee du Conseil. 

Plan 
Plan Canada est la plus 
importante revue nationale 
d'urbanisme. La nomination 
recente d'une nouvelle equipe de 
production se traduira, dans un 
avenir rapproche, par une 
nouvelle presentation. De plus, le 
conseil a approuve un plan de 
communication. Dans le cadre de 
ces activites, le conseil a cree un 
groupe de travail au debut de 
l'annee, dont le mandat est 
d'etudier le contenu de Plan 
Canada. Le groupe de travail 
s'est donne comme premiere 
tache de recueillir !'opinion des 
membres au su;et de certains 
aspects de la revue. II a done fait 
parvenir un questionnaire a tous 
Jes membres en avril et Jes 
premiers resultats sont 
encourageants. Les donnees ainsi 
recueillies contribueront aux 
deliberations du groupe de 
travail. Pour obtenir plus 
d'information, communiquez 
avec Valerie Cranmer, presidente 
du groupe de travail, au 
(905) 985-7208 ou a /'adresse de 
courrie/ [cranmer@speedline.ca]. 

Plan Canada is the most 
important national review of 
urban planning. The recent 
appointment of a new 
production team will soon show 
itself in a new look for the 
journal. Furthermore, the board 

has approved a communication 
plan. As part of these activities, 
the board created a work-group 
at the beginning of the year, 
whose mandate is to study the 
content of Plan Canada. The first 
task of this group was to survey 
the opinions of members on the 
subject of certain aspects of the 
review. Thus, in April it sent out a 
questionnaire to all members, 
and the results are encouraging. 
The data collected in this way 
will contribute to the discussions 
of the work-group. To obtain 
more information, contact the 
chairperson of the work-group, 
Valerie Cranmer, at 
(905) 985-7208, or by e-mail at: 
cranmer@speedline.ca 

Professional 
Development 
Program 

Programme de 
perfectionnement 
professionnel 

HoNOUR RoLL 

CIP views its Professional Development Program as an essential 
element in the professional growth of its members. The program 's 
objective is to honour planners who have shown a continuing interest 
in their professional development. Members are encouraged to submit 
their name using the approved form to CIP's national office for 
recognition of their activities. The form, with accompanying definition 
and evaluation criteria, is available on CIP's Web Site, http://www.cip
icu.ca or by calling CIP office at 1(800)207-2138 or (613) 237-7526 
or dropping an e-mail note at general@cip-icu.ca. Successful 
applicants will received a congratulatory letter and certificate from CIP, 
have their name added to the Professional Development Honour Roll, 
and have their name published in Plan Canada as well as on CIP's 
Web Site. 

For this session, CIP is pleased to honour the following Planners: 

TABLEAU D'HONNEUR 

L'I. C. U. considere son programme de periectionnement professionnel 
comme un element essentiel de /'evolution professionnelle de ses 
membres. L'ob;ectif de ce programme est, en effet, de rendre hommage 
aux urbanistes qui ant fait preuve d'assiduite dans /eur 
periectionnement. Nous encourageons Jes membres qui desirent que 
/eurs efforts soient reconnus a soumettre /eur candidature au siege 
national de /'/. C. U. grace a notre formulaire officie/. Vous pouvez 
obtenir ce formulaire, ainsi que la liste des definitions et des criteres 
d'eva/uation, sur le site internet de/'!. C. U. : http:/ l www.cip-icu.ca, ou 
en telephonant a nos bureaux, au numero 1(800)207-2138 ou 
(613) 237-7526. Vous pouvez egalement faire parvenir un message par 
courrier e/ectronique a /'adresse general@cip-icu.ca. Les candidats 
retenus recevront une /ettre de felicitations ainsi qu'un certificat de 
l'I.C.U. De plus, /eur nom figurera au Tableau d'honneur du Programme 
de periectionnement professionnel et sera pub/ie dans la revue Plan 
Canada ainsi que sur notre site internet. 

Pour la presente session, l '!.C.U. est heureux d'honorer Jes urbanistes 
suivants : 

Rick Brundrige Williams Lake, BC 

Valdene Buckley Winnieeg, MB 

Catherine Cieely Calgai:y, AB 

Bruce Curtis London, ON 

Kenneth J. Forrest Frederiction, NB 

Susan Girt Hamilton, ON 

Bernard Mccann LaSalle , QC 

Leslie McEachern Thunder Bay, ON 

Antonella Nicaso North York, ON 

Alain Pinard Cambridge, ON 

William Pol London, ON 

Colleen Sauriol Pembroke, ON 

Bruce Singbush Windsor, ON 

Betty Summerhayes Mt. Pleasant, ON 
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We welcome the following new 
full and provisional members to 
the Institute 

Nous souhaitons la bienvenue au 
sein de l'lnstitut aux nouveaux 
membres a part entiere et 
provisoires suivants: 

New Full Members 
Membres a part entiere 
Robert P. Armstrong OPPI 
Ramona Boddington OPPI 
Pino Di Mascio OPPI 
Albert Dunphy API 
P. Anne Farrell OPPI 
Tom Harper AACIP 
Chadwick Jeffery OPPI 
Steven Jew OPPI 
Richard Levy AACIP 
John Meligrana OPPI 
Mark Paoli OPPI 
Nathalie Prud'homme OUQ 
Leonard Sielecki PIBC 
Jane M.F. Sodero API 
Anna Vakil OPPI 

Provisional Members 
Membres provisoires 
Peter Alexander PIBC 
Anthony Biglieri OPPI 
Katherine Brandt PIBC 
Devery L. Corbin PIBC 
Marc Cormier API 
Joseph J. D'Abramo OPPI 
Richard A. D'lorio OPPI 
Stacey D. Daigle API 
Donna Davis-Lohnes API 
Joel P. Doherty OPPI 
Albert I. Duff OPPI 
Pierre J. Dupuis API 
Alison J. Evans API 
Sharon Folkes PIBC 
Ken A. Foulds OPPI 
Samantha J. Hastings OPPI 
Sean D. Hertel OPPI 
Darwin Horning PIBC 
Jackie M. Hubbs OPPI 
Antonio Iacobelli OPPI 
Theresa Jarratt API 
Scott M. Kapuscinski OPPI 
Carolyn A. Kellington OPPI 
Katherine Kirzati OPPI 
Thomas Knight PIBC 
Kyle A. Knoeck OPPI 
Kemp MacDonald PIBC 
Malik F. Majeed OPPI 
Alice Mclafferty OPPI 
John W. Meek OPPI 
Gerry Melenka OPPI 
Edward J. Mihalcin OPPI 
Stephen Monet OPPI 
Nancy Mudrinic OPPI 
Nicole R. Nelles PIBC 
Michael Oard PIBC 
Mary R. Paron OPPI 
Alan Pattisor:i PIBC 
James E. Pickering OPPI 
Rodney A. Price OPPI 
Angela D. Russell API 
Tegan Smith PIBC 
Paul R. Smith OPPI 
Sandra E. Stevenson OPPI 
Derek S. Teevan OPPI 
Paula Tenuta OPPI 
Paul Thompson PIBC 
Robert Vastag OPPI 
Edward Versteeg API 
Rong Yu OPPI 
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Tuneline 
A l'agenda 
Timeline is a chronological list of 
events of interest to planners. 
Full and provisional members can 
earn points towards their CIP 
Continuing Professional 
Development Certificate by 
attending these or other events. 
To obtain a copy of Short 
Courses and Seminars: Business 
Management and Technical 
Training, a comprehensive, bi
annual directory of training and 
professional development 
programs, please contact 
DEVELOPMENT PUBLICATIONS 
INC. at (416) 972-1027. 

A /'agenda est une enumeration 
chronologique des adivites 
d'interet pour Jes urbanistes. Les 
Membres a part entiere et 
provisoires peuvent accumuler 
des points en vue d'un certificat 
de perfedionnement 
professionnel de !'ICU en 
participant a ces adivites ou a 
d'autres. Pour obtenir un 
exemplaire de Short Courses and 
Seminars: Business Management 
and Technical Training (ouvrage 
publie en anglais seulement), un 
repertoire biennal comp/et des 
programmes de formation 
professionnelle, veuillez appeler: 
DEVELOPMENT PUBLICATIONS 
INC. au (416) 972-1027. 

MAY '99MAI 

International Federation 
for Housing and Planning -
International Conference 
May 23-26 mai 
Saint Petersburg 
Info: SFHP (Finland) 

Douglas Gordon 
Tel: 3589 148 88 422 
Fax: 3589148 2196 
Email: douglas.gordon@ara.fi 

Planning Institute of 
British Columbia 
May 25-28 mai 
Whitehorse Yukon 
Info: Dennis Shewfelt, 

Conference Chair 
Email: dennis.shewfelt@gov.yk.ca 
WEB: www.pibc.bc.ca 

JUNE '99 JUIN 

FCM Annual Conference 
and Municipal Expo 
Congres annuel et expo 
municipale de la FCM 
June 4-7 juin 
Halifax, NS. 
Info: FCM, 24 Clarence St., 

Ottawa ON K1 N 5P3 
Tel: (613)241-5221 
Fax: (613) 241-7117 

CIP/OUQ Conference 
Congres ICU/OUQ 
THE CITY AND ITS REGION 
LA VILLE ET SA REGION 
June 6-9 juin 
Montreal, QC. 
Info: CIP, 116 Albert St., 

Suite 801 
Ottawa ON K1 P 5G3 

Tel: (800) 207-2138 or/ou 
(613) 237-7526 

Fax: (613) 237-7045 
Email: montreal99@cip-icu.ca 
WEB: www.cip-icu.ca 

SEPTEMBER '99 
SEPTEMBRE 

Ontario Professional 
Planners Institute -
Beyond the Horizon 
September 22-25 septembre 
Blue Mountain Resort 
Info: OPPI/IPPO 

2-1, 234 Eglinton Avenue 
East, Toronto ON M4P 1 K5 

Tel : (416) 483-1973 

Fax: (416) 483-7830 
Email: oppi@interlog.com 
WEB: www.interlog.com/ ~oppi 

Transportation 
Association of Canada 
September 26-29 septembre 
Saint John N.B. 
Info: Transporation Association 

of Canada, 
2323 St. Laurent Boulevard, 
Ottawa ON K1G 4J8 

Tel: (613) 736-1350 
Fax: (613) 736-1395 
Email: mcomeau@tac-atc.ca 

Professin 
On the Horns of the Modern/Postmodern Dilemma 
Ian Wight Ph.D. MCIP 

THE INTENTION TO PRODUCE this theme issue was formed almost thre 
years ago, when the Plan Canada Editorial Board was doing some long-range issue 
planning. "Planning Professionalism" was one of the two most popular nominated 
themes in a poll of Board members at that time. I was the lead "nominator" back then, 
lobbying for an issue that would concern itself with, among other things, "the 
professional essence of planning. "I wondered whether that essence could still be 
rendered as classical, early modern "Praxis" - which I felt to be intuitively ''good" an 
inspiring - or whether the essence was reconstituting as less than classy, early 
postmodern "Pragma," which !further speculated to be comparatively "bad" and 
troubling. 

Perhaps my Board colleagues, in 
voting so strongly for the theme, 
were having the same kind of 
misgivings. My inclination now, 
after working intensely on the 
issue for some time, is to assess 
the underlying sense as one of 
being in transition, from 
something familiar but worn-out 
to something strange, but 
possibly - "just" possibly -
worthy of at least some 
consideration. More categorically, 
I would suggest that those of us 
professing planning in these 
postmodernizing times find 
ourselves - if we care to actually 
reflect beyond our frantically 
busy "doing" - on the horns of 
the modern/postmodern 
dilemma. Both horns can be 

pretty sharp and uncomfortable 
at times. And the distance 
between them can be 
frustratingly wide, and not easily 
bridged. 

Much of our current or recent 
planning professionalism - I 
conjecture - is rooted in a 
modernist world-view, which is in 
the process of being transcended 
by a postmodernist world-view 
(a view that nevertheless also 
includes modernism as we know 
it, at least for the time being). 
Many of today's planners are, 
perhaps unknowingly, well
schooled in manifestations of 
modernism, and well-practiced in 
aspects of the modernist project, 
but they are (consciously or 
unconsciously) struggling to 
figure out the significance - for 
their planning and their 
professionalism - of the 
emerging postmodernism. Public 
domain planning and 
professionalism - I suggested to 
my corps of contributors - are 
probably two of the most 
compelling markers of 
modernism. Are they, in equally 
compelling measure, doomed by 
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postmodernism? Or can we 
intuitively (if not by reason) 

anticipate an explicitly 
postmodern planning 
professionalism that is as 
serviceable and fundamental as 
its forebear? 

More dramatically, will 
postmodernism render planning 
and professionalism - as we have 
come to know these terms -
redundant? And if so, what will 
or might replace them? Will it, 
for example, be a new depth of 
noble higher-meaning-filled 
Praxis, or a fresh spread of 
expedient "Pragma" undergoing 
constant decomposition and 
reconstitution - organic, self

organizing, earthy? The hope is 
that at least some of these same 
questions might exercise those of 
you who choose to make a real 
"meal" of this issue. 

When planning the menu for the 
issue, there was little doubt in my 
mind - especially given the tenor 
of the above contexting and 
questioning - that it would have 
to be a case of "Sandercock for 
starters." This will be a very 
unfamiliar dish for many of you 
who haven't been near a 
planning theory course in the 
past five years or so. Think of her 
as the Perloff or Faludi, or 
Friedmann or Forester, of your 
particular day in the planning
theory sun - before you escaped 
the heat and/or pain! Leonie 
Sandercock has recently 
authored Towards Cosmopolis: 
Planning for Multicultural Cities 
(1998; Wiley), a book that has 
attracted glowing reviews from 
some of her peers. Sandercock's 
piece here began - at my 
invitation - as a re-working, with 
planning practitioners in mind, of 
her Towards Cosmopolis 
appendix, "The Planner TAMED: 
Preparing Planners for the 

Twenty-First Century" (which 
was actually written for a plann 
educator audience). With the 
benefit of comments from the 
Editorial Board and from our 
three commentators, Sandercock 
ended up scrapping her 
adaptation, and authoring a 
substantially new piece of work 
for our consideration. We are th 
particular beneficiaries of some 
new imagery that she has forged 
out of the heat of the exchange 
- our possible professional 
disposition as "anti-hero" and/o 
"passionate pilgrim" - another 
"take" on the make-up of the 
"horns" of our 
modern/postmodern dilemma. 
And in the process Sandercock 

provides us with a richly succinct 
portrait of the postmodern 
planner. Consider the view: coul 
you "wear" it? 

Though he may not agree, I 
would suggest that there is a 
strong complementarity between 
Sandercock's contribution and 
that of Reg Lang, with his focus 
on where "professional meets 
personal" and his call for 
"bringing the whole self to 
work." We often hear the trite 
characterization of planning as 

both an art and a science, but 
what is rarely mentioned is the 
possibility of planning not just as 
applied art and applied science, 
but also as the application of 
"humanity" (as in the collective 
output of the humanities), and 
especially as the application of 
one's own personal humanity. 
This is where Sandercock and 
Lang come through - together -
in spades, for myself; it is 
inspiring stuff that might help at 
least in negotiating, if not in 
dissolving, the dilemma that 
exercises us. Lang asserts that 
the conventional image of 
"professional" is unable to 
capture the fullness of planning 
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practice: professional planners 
are not just providers of 
independent professional 
opinion. But this fact sets up the 
professional/personal battle
ground for our affections and 
dispositions. Perhaps this issue of 
Plan Canada can be used by 
groups of such perplexed-but
wisdom-seeking planners, in their 
confusing local realities, to fuel 
some necessary dialogue-cum-
t erapy. 

With Nancy Marshall's 
contribution the focus shifts from 
the individual professional to the 
collective profession. She 
wonders "what's a profession 
anyway?" and "how does CIP
style planning rate?" And she 
appears to conclude her own 
survey in general agreement with 
Lang's assessment ("At best, it's 
still evolving"). Looking out from 
the broader perspective of the 
discipline of planning, with her 
structural framework of a set of 
classical "components of 
professions," she expands on his 
assessment with her own finding 
of "a group of certain planning 
practitioners and educators -
especially those 'institutionalized' 
within CIP - attempting to 
'professionalize."' But Marshall 
seems mostly exercised by the 
question of why a vocational 
group, namely CIP-affiliated 
planners, is apparently so 
desperate to call their occupation 
a profession, while seemingly 
more and more practitioners 
unaffiliated with CIP - whether 
formally trained as planners or 
not - are unconcernedly working 
in the field, calling themselves 
planners. Her closing query: 
"Ultimately, does it really make a 
difference if planners are socially 
endorsed as 'true professionals' 
or not?" Well ... does it? 

Given all the flux and differing 
perspectives alluded to in 
Marshall's piece, perhaps we 
should not be surprised at the 
difficulty faced by John Curry, 
our next contributor, in locating a 
ready definition of professional 
planning practice, for his survey 
of how Canadian university 
planning programs currently 
attempt to teach this "subject." 
How does one teach such "a 
moving target" in these 
transitioning times? Through 

considerable "diversity" - rather Jacobs is dealing in "codes" -
than conventional but macro moral codes, at the 
"univers(al)ity" - it seems! Of level of " syndromes." Public 
particular note is the increasing planning has traditionally been 
prominence of practitioners situated within the guardian 
sharing in the teaching of this (politics) moral syndrome, but 
subject with academics - a much recent planning has 
development that can only be strayed into the realms of the 
greeted with relief, given Curry's commercial syndrome; we have 
observation that: "Many become "hybridized" to some 
practicing planners continually extent, and Brown considers if 
pursue the new, the unique, the we might - as a profession -
'cutting edge' idea,otwcie"'-·p,--~o~c·-casionafly risl<ing-thirnclious 
and thus constantly recreate the status of "monstrous moral 
practice of planning" (my hybrids." 
emphasis). Curry has also 
included a revealing personal 
vignette on his own "continuing 
education" as a planner, 
encouraging the suggestion that 
perhaps the central postmodern 
planner trait will be that of social 
or civic entrepreneur, on a 
transformative ecological 
sustainability mission. Might this 
combination span the horns of 
our dilemma? 

Through some fortunate timing, 
this issue of Plan Canada has 
been able to host a rather rare 
but very relevant refereed article. 
A student, Andrew Gowdy, and 
one of his professors at Queen's, 
Sue Hendler, have combined to 
produce a case study of 
environmental values and 
professionalism in planning. In 
the process they bring the 
contribution of over one hundred 
Ottawa-Carleton region planning 
practitioners, as respondents to 
the in-depth questionnaire 
survey at the heart of the study. 

Elsewhere in this issue, in 
"Reviews," there is - for Plan 
Canada - a long overdue review 
of Jane Jacobs' latest major work, 
Systems of Survival: A Dialogue 
on the Moral Foundations of 
Commerce and Politics. The 
overview, by David Brown, a 
student in the University of 
Manitoba City Planning program, 
is complemented by Brown's 
personal view of the book in the 
context of planning 
professionalism - a view enriched 
by his own previous experience 
as an architect and now in design 
consultancy. Like us in part here, 
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The issue has also been enriched 
by some specially commissioned 
commentaries - mainly on 
Sandercock, but also on the 
theme more generally - by two 
former Presidents (now Fellows) 
of CIP, and by one current 
aspirant. Gary Davidson has 
picked up on some of my 
opening "Pragma" imagery, 
with some "rummaging in the 
compost" which he seems to 

pply-happilyt oth h'isqo, .. w=n..--------------. 

and Sandercock's efforts. With 
this fascinating presentation, I 
was mainly moved to wonder if 
Davidson was coming through 
too much as a purveyor of the 

Pragma that concerned me -
or was he pointing out 

something more 
"natural" that I 
should be less 



In a distinctly feisty and pointed or is she over on the moral high more of our discretionary time La professio response to Sandercock (in terms ground, keeping her distance and income? What should we be 
of her manifesto for planning from the swamps of practice (as "reading" that we are not 
educators), based in large part on Davidson and Witty seem to "reading" now, that we are not 
his own doctoral research survey think)? What do you think, "well-read" about, to enhance Face a un dilemme entre modernisme et postmodernisme 
of practitioners, Dave Witty gentle reader? our education, to improve our Ian Wight Ph.D. MCIP 
expresses some disturbing views all-round/all-over literacy? Might 
about the serious gulf he senses Sandra Smith, like Seasons, casts I humbly suggest that you could 
between planning academics and a vote for the "passionate do a lot worse than start right LE THEME DU PRESENT NUMERO nous practitioners, and about his pilgrim" attitude, in her specially- here, with this planning 
respondents' sense of a tailored "Bridging the Gap" professionalism issue of Plan est venu a !'esprit voila deja pres de trois ans, a/ors que Ii 
profession in crisis. He takes (between theory and practice) Canada and its stimulating set of Direction de Plan Canada se penchait sur la planificatioa 
exception to what he interprets contribution. She considers the contributions. des futurs numeros de la revue. «La profession 
as yet another planning academic "theory" of professional title - as d'urbaniste» etait l'un des deux themes retenus par les 
heaping "blame" on the possibly an elaborate myth-based Acknowledgments: I am deeply membres de la Direction. 
profession's institutes, and the cloak or mask - up against the indebted to all the contributors 
practitioners therein, for the more fundamentally valued for their enthusiastic participation 
parlous state of planning in the "practice" of high standards, or -in this project. It has been one of Je militais a cette epoque pour Le postmodernisme rendra-t-il 
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d'urbaniste Dans notre rubrique «Lu pour 
vous», un compte rendu du 
dernier ouvrage de Jane Jacobs 
System of Survival: A Dialogue on 
the Moral Foundations of 
Commerce and Politics presente 
par David Brown, etudiant en 
amenagement urbain a 
l'Universite du Manitoba, donne 
un aperc;u de l'etude dans le 
contexte de l'urbanisme 
professionne/. Comme certains 
d'entre nous, Jane Jacobs 
s'occupe aussi de «codes», mais ii 
s'agit la des macro-codes de la 
morale, a /'etat de «syndromes». 
Traditionnellement, l'urbanisme 
du domaine public a ete influence 
par le syndrome du gardien, mais 
ii s'est /aisse envahir recemment 
par le syndrome commercial ; 
nous sommes devenus des 
hybrides, en quelque sorte, et 
Brown se demande si /es 
professionnels que nous sommes 
ne risquent pas un jour de se voir 
attribuer le statut adieux de 
«monstres hybrides» de la 

qu'application des sciences 
humaines, et encore mains en tant 
qu'extension de nos propres 
qualites humaines. Cest la 
precisement que se completent, a 
mon sens, la pensee de 
Sandercock et cel/e de Lang. De 
tels propos devraient nous aider a 
gerer ce di lemme auquel nous 
sommes confrontes. Lang pretend 
que le «professionnel» tel qu'on 
le conc;oit actuellement est 
incapable d'apprehender 
/'exercice du metier d'urbaniste 
dans toute sa complexite : ce 
metier ne consiste pas 
uniquement a prodiguer des 
conseils independants, ii sollicite 
egalement nos sentiments et nos 
dispositions individuelles. Le 
present numero permettra peut
etre a certains groupes 
d'urbanistes d'etablir un dialogue 
salutaire. 

L'article de Nancy Marshall 
oriente le debat vers la profession 
proprement dite. «Qu'est ce 
qu'une profession?», «Comment 
se definit la profession d'urbaniste 
(de calibre ICU)?». Ses 
conclusions semblent rejoindre 
celles de Lang. Jetant un regard 
plus large sur notre discipline, en 
s'aidant de la structure classique 
commune ou es es pro essions, 
elle prolonge les observations de 
Lang et parle d'un regroupement 
de certains praticiens et 
enseignants de 
l'urbanisme - en 
particulier de ceux 
qui sesont 
«institution-
nalises» au 
sein de /'ICU 
-dans le but 
de former une 
profession. 
Marshall semble 
particulierement se 
preoccuper de savoir 
pourquoi un groupe a 
vocation commune tient 
tant a donner a ses 
activites le nom de 
profession, a/ors que 
de plus en plus de 
praticiens, non 
membres de /'ICU, 
ayant ou non une 
formation 
academique en 
urbanisme, oeuvrent dans ce 
domaine et se donnent le nom 
d'urbanistes. Que les urbanistes 
soient reconnus par la societe en 
tant que professionnels fait-il une 
difference? 
Notre col/aborateur John Curry a 

ecope de la difficile tache de 
formuler une definition de 
l'urbanisme professionnel en vue 
d'effectuer un sondage sur 
/'enseignement de cette matiere 
dans /es universites canadiennes. 
Comment enseigner une matiere 
en pleine transformation? II 
semble que ce soit par la 
«diversite» plutot que par 
«l'univers(al)ite». Le nombre 
croissant de professionne/s qui 
poursuivent une formation 
academique est rassurant. Seton 
Curry, «de nombreux urbanistes 
en exercice cherchent 
constamment a se conformer aux 
mode/es sociaux /es plus recents 
et, par consequent, remettent 
sans cesse en question la pratique 
de /eur profession». Curry trace 
un aperc;u de sa propre 
«formation continue». En plein 
postmodernisme, l'urbaniste 
deviendra-t-il davantage un 
entrepreneur social, ou «civique», 
garant de transformations saines 
et durables? 

morale. 

Nous presentons egalement les 
commentaires de deux anciens 
presidents de /'ICU et d'un 
postulant sur le travail de 
Sandercock et sur le theme 
general de la revue. Gary 
Davidson reprend le theme dl! 

Un article inhabituel mais «pragmatisme» avec la passion 
pertinent d'Andrew Gowdy, qu'il semble appliquer a ses 
etudiant, et d'un de ses propres recherches et a celles de 
professeurs a l'Universite de Sandercock. Davidson s'attarde-t-
Queen, Sue Hendler, presente ii trop sur fa notion de 

une etude de cas sur l'u-rb.~a~n-,is~t=e~___.._r~ag_matisme ui m'est si chere, 
ce I env ronnement, sur ou tente-t-il d'attirer I' ttention 

les resultats d'un sondage effedue sur quelque chose de P. us 
aupres d'une centaine «nature/» ? 

d'urbanistes professionnels 
de la region d'Ottawa

Carleton. 
Dave Witty donne une replique 
mordante a Sandero basee en 
grande partie sur sa 11 erche de 
doctorat aupres des ur, anistes 
professionnels. II y fait · tat du 

. gouffre qu'il per'°it entre les 
enseignants et les prati iens de 
l'urbanisme et s'interro e sur la 
perception de Sanden ck d'une 
profession en aise. II s ttaque a 
ce qu'il voit comme un nouvelle 
a«usation d'une univ itaire a 
l'endroit des institutions 
professionnelles, et de /eurs 
membres, devant /'et.at peu 
reluisant de la planification dans 

le domaine public. Witty prend 
la defense des professionne/s 

et souligne la necessite, pour 
les enseignants, e /es 
consulter. Selo lui, les 
pratidens ne s nt pas les 

seuls couPalijes. En fait, 
ifs sont vent /es 

victimes. pes 
paroles fures, 

particu ierement 
pour ne 

caca emicienne 
Te(fonnue 
pour son 
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ouverture d'esprit. Mais Witty 
n'est pas du genre a porter des 
jugements hfitifs ou ma/veil/ants. 
If taut plutot voir son message 
comme un appel a la cooperation 
et au dialogue. 

Mark Seasons reagit aussi a 
/'article de Sandercock en y 
prenant appui pour lancer des 
elements de discussion 
concernant ce qu'il perc;oit 
comme un «besoin urgent et 
continu» d'assurer le 
professionnalisme en urbanisme. 
Contrairement a Davidson et 
Witty, Seasons aime /'image du 
«pelerin passionne». If y voit 
/'attitude que nous devons 
necessairement adopter, en tant 
que professionnels, pour 
complementer nos connaissances 
et nos habiletes. Se/on moi, 
Seasons traite de la planification 
non seulement comme d'un outil, 
mais encore comme d'une fin en 
soi. If serait bon de souligner, a 
titre d'element de discussion a 
tout le mains, que, par le passe, la 
planification urbaine gravitait 
autour de preoccupations d'ordre 
technique, a/ors que /es theories 
de planification recentes 
s'attardent plutot aux imperatifs 
moraux. Le defi actue/ est peut
etre de composer, dans une 
symbiose morale, a la fois avec 
/es ressources et /es objectifs 
moraux. C'est peut-etre dans 
cette optique que les suggestions 
de Sandercock doivent etre 
perc;ues. La planification en tant 
que point de depart d'une 
recherche et d'une pratique 
morales est-elle une notion 
valab/e (question a /aquelle 
Seasons repondrait par 
/'affirmative), ou Sandercock 
s'e/oigne-t-elle de la realite en 
adoptant une attitude morale sans 
rapport avec la pratique de la 
profession, comme semblent le 
croire Davidson et Witty? 

Dans son article traitant des liens 
a etablir entre la theorie et la 
pratique, Sandra Smith, a l'instar 
de Seasons, penche vers le 
«pelerin passionne». Elle oppose 
a la «theorie» d'un titre 
professionnel (un masque, un 
mythe complexe, sans plus?) les 
valeurs plus 
fondamen
tales d'une 
attitude 
profes
sionnelle 
basee sur 
/'excellence, la 
qualite et la 
probite. 

Finalement, notre analyse en long 
et en large de la planification 
dans un contexte canadien se 
termine avec un article de Barry 
Melotte, president du Royal 
Australian Planning Institute. 
Dans son texte, Melotte reproduit 
/'echeancier du RAP/ National 
Council au tournant du 
millenaire. Cet article, le dernier 
mais le plus concis, illustre bien le 
defi pose par le postmodernisme 
auque/ Sandercock, d'entree de 
jeu, fait allusion. C'est un 
requisitoire en faveur du 
changement. Les urbanistes, qui 
vivent de transition, vont devoir 
eux-memes changer. Peuvent-ils 
le faire? Veu/ent-ils le faire? 

L'environnement de l'urbaniste 
est parseme d'embuches et de 
frustrations, lui /aissant 
/'impression d'etre a la merci des 
evenements, le poussant meme a 
remettre serieusement en 
question sa vocation. Le fait que 
sa profession ne soit reconnue 
qu'a moitie n'arrange rien. 
Pourtant, nous ne pouvons nous 
/aisser affecter par cet etat de 
chases, sinon tout sera be/ et bien 
perdu. En tant qu'urbanistes 
professionnels, membres ou non 
d'une association telle /'ICU, et si 
nous vou/ons conserver notre 
integrite, nous devons nous 
attarder a ce que nous pouvons 
faire personnellement, c'est-a-dire 
maintenir notre sens moral et 
approfondir nos connaissances. 
Plutot que de nous arreter a un 
besoin de reconnaissance des 
autres, attardons-nous a ce qui est 
dans notre interet, a ce que nous 
pouvons faire individuellement et 
en tant que professionnels. 
Comment pouvons-nous nous 
affimer individue/Jement? 
Comment pouvons-nous 
conso/ider notre profession? A 
quoi devons-nous consacrer notre 
temps et notre argent? Quels sont 
/es sujets que nous devrions 
approfondir, que nous 
connaissons mat et qui pourraient 
completer notre expertise? Puis
je me permettre de souligner le 
fait que la simple lecture du 
present numero de Plan Canada 
et des articles qui le composent 
represente deja un pas en avant? 

Remerciements : Je tiens a tl!moigner ma gmlitude 
a lOUS les collaborateurs du present numero. Ce 
fut l'une des experiences Jes plus enrichissantes 
que j'aie connues au sein de l"ICU et de Plan 
Canada. La teneur des echanges a atteint un 
n.iveau que je ne saurais reflCter clans ces pages . 
Les discussions et les e<:hanges avec mes 
confreres de la redaction ainsi qu'avec Bob 
Robertson (de Maple Ridge) , Greg Scerbak (de 
Grande Prairie) et Pamela Robinson (de 

Toronto) m"ont ete d'un grand secours.Je dois 
tout particulifrement a Pamela l'inspiration 

pour le mot de la fin. Merci a tous ! 
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A Portrait of Postmodern Planning: 

Anti-Hero and/ or 
Passionate Pilgri1n? 
Dr. Leonie Sandercock 

A FEW YEARS AGO I FLEW OVER THE CITY in a helicopter 
with fellow city planners. Why couldn't all this be different, we asked: why should this 
house, this street, stay where it is? An unjustifiable, irrational city - untidy, crowded, 
anarchic. Let's put air ducts into its gasping lungs: let's relieve its clogged arteries and 
cut through its concentric circles. Traffic is choking its inner core: it is cowardly and 
sentimental to want to spare its undulating and redundant mysteries. This is the 
eleventh hour, time for major surgery. We managed to rearrange the city down to the 
last grain of sand. Upheavals of imagination erupted under our fingers. Then we came 
down and saw under our giant dragonfly mountains of smoke, whirling dust. 
George Konrad, The City Builder (1977) 

A dozen years before the fall of 
the Berlin Wall signaled the 
symbolic end of the hopes that 
had been invested in socialism, 
and the system of central 
planning that was its core, the 
anti-hero of Hungarian George 
Konrad's novel endures his own 
crisis of conscience. In a 
harrowing monologue that runs 
the length of the novel, this 
unnamed anti-hero, this 
twentieth century architect/city 
planner in an unnamed East 

European city, considers his life, 
his work, and the many-layered 
history of the city he and his 
family - architect/planners all -
have helped to mould. In his 
mind, the narrator/anti-hero 
carries on an impassioned 
dialogue with the city, cursing 
and praising, excusing and 
lamenting. This city builder's 
ruthless honesty and intelligence, 
his expanding awareness of 
having "got it wrong" in a 
myriad of ways, make him, in a 
sense, the battleground where 
modernist ideas (and idealism) 
are locked in confrontation with 
an ambiguous present and an 
even more uncertain future. His 
is a journey from hubris to 
humility. 

For as long as there have been 
cities, there have been women 
and men seeking to define and 
then perfect the art and science 
of city-building. Artists and 
designers, inventors and 
theologians, feminists and 
socialists are among the many 
who have turned their thoughts 
to perfecting the pattern of 
human settlement. From 
architectural to political, technical 

to religious, social to spiritual to 
environmental solutions, we have 
juggled with the elements of the 
city - its political economy, its 
built, social and natural 
environments - dreaming its 
perfection many times over, but 
never bringing the dream to 
fruition. Around the turn of the 
last century a new profession 
emerged, staking out a claim for 
itself in relation to city-building. 
The profession of town and 
country planning, these days 

more usually referred to as urban 
and regional planning, emerged 
at that time in response to the 
perceived ills of the industrial city, 
and among its founding ideas, 
although always contested, was 
a distinct stream of utopian 
thinking. Perhaps the most 
powerful expression of this 
utopian stream was the paradigm 
that came to dominate planning 
in the twentieth century: the so
called modernist paradigm. 

I want to take the fictional 
journey of George Konrad's anti
hero as a reflection of the 
journey of the planning 
profession in the twentieth 
century. I want to suggest that 
the profession is now "between 
paradigms", wandering between 
two worlds, one of them lost, the 
other yet to be found. For the 
past thirty years, the modernist 
paradigm has been under attack 
from within planning and 
architecture as well as from 
outside these professions. It may 
be crucial at this moment to 
remind ourselves that the 
modernist vision was indeed a 
vision, both profoundly idealistic 
and profoundly technocratic. It 

was faith in the powers of 
scientific and technical reason 
that underpinned the vision, and 
undermined it. 

If the modernist project has 
crumbled, as many have argued, 
how might it be reconstructed in 
such a way that its idealism, its 
ethical underpinning, is not lost? 
What can we learn from the 
anti-hero's journey? What might 
inspire and reinvigorate us for 
the next century? And what 
qualities will we need, as a 
profession, to face the 
challenges of the twenty-first 
century? 

The Anti-hero's Journey 

Many of us have written at 
length about the fatal flaws of 
the modernist planning project. 
Here I can only summarize, 
acknowledging the risk of 
caricature. The dream of the 
modernist project was the dream 
of the Rational City (Boyer 
1983). The hubris of the city
building professions was their 
faith in the liberating potential of 
their technical knowledge, and 
their corresponding belief in their 
ability to transcend the interests 
of capital, labour, and the state, 
to arrive at an objective 
assessment of the public interest. 
Consider the following five pillars 
of modernist planning wisdom, 
along with some ways of 
thinking beyond their limitations. 

In the old model, planning was 
concerned with making public 
decisions more rational. The 
focus was predominantly on 
advance decision-making; on 
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developing blueprints for the 
future; and on an instrumental 
rationality that closely considered 
and evaluated options and 
alternatives. While means-ends 
rationality may still be a useful 
concept at the end of the 
twentieth century - especially for 
tasks like building bridges and 
dams - we also need a different 
kind of rationality that focuses on 
the formulation of goals. Rather 
than being technically-based, this 
rationality is communicative, with 
a greater and more explicit 
reliance on practical wisdom. 
Ignorance of the future is not a 
solvable problem; it is rather an 
inescapable part of the human 
condition. We cannot 
comprehend a world-continually 
in flux, and thus our ability to 
project the future consequences 
of alternative actions with any 
degree of certainty is severely 
limited. 

In the old model, planning was 
regarded as most effective when 
it was comprehensive. 
Comprehensiveness was written 
into planning legislation, and 
referred to multifunctional 
and multisectoral spatial 
plans as well as to the 
intersections of 
economic, social, 
environmental, and 
physical planning. 
Planning's task was 
understood as one of 
coordinating and 
integrating, and was 
regarded as necessarily 
hierarchical. Today, planning 
is no longer seen as being 
exclusively concerned with 
integrative, comprehensive, 
and coordinating action, and 
is increasingly identified 
with negotiated, political, 
and focused planning 
(Christensen 1993), a 
planning oriented less 
to the production of 
documents and more to 
interactive processes, and 
to people. 

In the old model, planning 
emerged out of the engineering 
mindset of the late nineteenth 

century, and drew its authority 
from a mastery of the theory and 
methods of the social and natural 
sciences. Planning knowledge 
and expertise was thus grounded 
in positivist science, with its 
propensity for quantitative 
modeling and analysis. Today 
there is growing acknowledgment 
that there are many kinds of 
appropriate knowledge in 
planning. New epistemologies -
among them hermeneutics, 
action research, feminist and 
other ways of knowing and social 
learning - are displacing the sole 
reliance on the powers of 
positivist social science as a basis 
for action. Local communities 
have grounded, experiential, 
intuitive, and contextual 
knowledges which are 
manifested more often in stories, 
songs, visual images and speech 
than in the typical planning 
sources. Planners need to learn 
and practice these other ways of 
knowing. 



Plan 

In the old model, planning was a 
project of state-directed futures, 
part of a two-hundred-year 
modernization project that began 
with the industrial revolution. 
There is now a thriving, 
community-based planning 
practice in which planners link 
their skills to the campaigns of 
mobilized communities, working 
as enablers and facilitators. 
Rather than speaking for 
communities, as in the older 
advocacy model , this new style 
of planning is geared to 
community empowerment. 
Planners bring to the table skills 
in research and critical thinking, 
knowledge of legislation and the 
workings of state agencies, 
specific skills in fields like housing 
and local economic development, 
organizing and financial skills, 
and a commitment to social and 
environmental justice. 

This is not, however, meant 
to be an argument for the 
rejection of state-
directed planning. 
There are 
transformative 
and oppressive 

possibilities in state planning, just 
as there are in community-based 
planning. And victories at the 
community level almost always 
need to be consolidated in some 
way through the state, through 
legislation and/or through the 
allocation of resources. 

In the old model, as it existed 
until at least the late 1960's, 
planning was held to operate in 
"the public interest" , and it was 
assumed that planners' education 
enabled them to identify that 
public interest. In the wake of 
Marxist, feminist, and 
poststructuralist dismantlings of 
this concept, it seems more 
useful to talk about planning for 
multiple publics, or for a 
heterogeneous public. Planning 
has never been value-neutral. It 

ought now to be 
explicitly value

sensitive , 

eradicating difference. 
This, in 
turn, means 
deconstructing a myth 
of "community " often 
held to be the radical 
Other to the public 

interest, 

acknowledging that the 
dominant notion has typically 
been an ideal of homogeneous 
and exclusionary groups, and 
replacing this notion with a 
concept that is more inclusionary 
and democratic. In this new 
arena of planning for multiple 
publics in multicultural societies, 
new kinds of multi- or cross
cultural literacies are essential. 

These are the bare bones of a 
shifting paradigm. The old 
planning served modernist cities 
in a project that was, in part, 
dedicated to the eradication of 
difference: to the erasure of 
history, context, culture. Its 
dominant images are of identical 
Levittowns sprawling across the 
landscape, and of identical 
(colour-coded) high-rise towers 
planted in windswept 
wastelands, each of them 
"machines for living" in the 
modern age. The new planning, 
defined schematically above, 
emphasizes communicative 
rather than instrumental 
rationality ; is less document
oriented and more people
centred; practices many ways of 
knowing rather than relying 
exclusively on technical 
knowledge; works through 
community-based organizations 
as well as through state agencies; 

questions the 
notion of "the 
public interest" 
and affirms the 
existence of 
multiple publics. 
A "politics of 

cultural recognition" 
(Tully 1995) is 

fundamental to the new 

The inspiration for and 
legitimation of this 
postmodern planning 
project comes from the 
wide variety of social 

movements that have emerged 

across the planet in recent 
decades, each demanding that its 
voice be heard in decisions 
affecting neighborhoods, cities 
and regions. I am thinking of 
three broad socio-cultural forces 
which have been and will 
continue to reshape our cities : 
migration and an accompanying 
new politics of multicultural 
citizenship; postcolonialism and a 
corresponding politics of 
reclaiming urban and regional 
space by indigenous and 
formerly colonized peoples; and 
the rise of civil society in the 
form of multiple urban and 
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environmental movements , all 
seeking to expand our 
vocabulary of justice (from 
economic to social, cultural and 
environmental) and to expand 
our democratic practices. These 
struggles, in their failures as well 
as their successes, are managing 
to transform values and 
institutions, and the stories of 
these struggles constitute an 
emerging planning paradigm 
which requires a very different 
style of planning, a familiarity 
with the lifeways of different 
communities, and new kinds of 
cultural , political, economic and 
environmental literacies. 

Some necessary qualities 
of a twenty-first century 
planner: technical and 
other literacies 

When students sign up for a 
planning course they usually 
assume that they are going to be 
acquiring "the skills of the 
profession". And indeed we 
teach them many skills that could 
be described as technical , among 
them basic statistics and 
computing, economic and 
demographic data-collection and 
analysis, the use of GIS and other 
computer packages , report
writing and basic graphics, and 
of course the ability to read plans 
and a sound knowledge of 
planning legislation. Not all 
planners need all of these skills. 
Some of them can be picked up 
or refined in the workplace. 
Some technical skills become 
quickly outdated as technologies 
advance. It is important to be 
cautionary in how we teach 
these techniques . Technical skills 
come with embedded 
assumptions, are used in highly 
ideological ways, and always 
depend on certain values that 
inform their use. How does a 
transportation planner decide 
what data to feed into her 
model? Why is the model 
privileged over other forms of 
analysis? The politics of statistics 
- beautifully articulated in Alonso 
and Starr's The Politics of 
Numbers (1987) - needs to be 

taught within a statistics course. 
Being technically literate, then , 
ought to imply a whole lot more 
than familiarity with a range of 
technical skills and subjects. 

It goes without saying that the 
kinds of technical skill listed 
above are an essential part of 
any planner's basic tool-kit, and 
need continual refreshing and 
upgrading. What is problematic 
is an educational and political 
climate in which both practicing 
and trainee planners/students 
think that this is all there is to 
planning. What further qualities 

are required of a planning 
profession that is committed to a 
larger project of positive social 
change? For that we need a 
whole other set of knowledges, 
or literacies, about context, 
about history and culture, about 
human and organizational 
behaviour, about politics and 
power. We need not only 
analytical and critical thinking, 
but substantive as well as 
process-oriented knowledge 
concerning such challenging 
issues as local economic 
development, cultural diversity, 
environmental degradation, and 
the relationship between design 
and behaviour. Let me expand 
on this, then , by talking about 
the multicultural, ecological, and 
design literacies that ought to be 

part of planning curricula as well 
as subjects for a continuing 
professional education program. 

Multicultural Literacy 
When people with different 
histories and cultures arrive in 
our cities, their presence 
inevitably disrupts the normative 
categories of social life and urban 
space. The same is true when 
existing residents, hitherto 
invisible, begin to assert their 
difference, make claims on urban 
space and services, and challenge 
accepted social norms - women, 
gays, indigenous peoples, 
claiming and contesting urban 
space and trying to make a place 
for themselves: places of 
tolerance, places of community, 
safe places. Their urban 

experiences, the focus of their 
struggle to redefine the 
conditions of belonging to 
society, are not only reshaping 
cities today, but are of necessity 
reshaping the way we think 
about planning. 

As new and more complex kinds 
of ethnic, racial , and cultural 
diversity come to dominate the 
city, these multiple experiences 
increasingly demand a new basis 
for understanding and defining 
planning. There is a new cultural 
politics of difference in the air, 
and planning needs to come to 

terms with it. Historically, 
universalist ideals of community 
and citizenship have operated to 
construct a homogeneous 
society. Planners have 
encouraged the ideal of towns 
and neighborhoods in which 
people all know one another and 
have the same values and life
styles. The current popularity of 
both the "new urbanism " and of 
gated communities is the latest 
manifestation of this denial of 
diversity and fear of difference. 



Given that we are living in what 86). This is a very different ensemble of buildings and analyze landscape architects, and are the same. 
Canadian philosopher James Tully approach from that which prevails the qualities of good public space. communities to do just that, in Engineering students do not study 
has described as "an age of in most of our planning schools, Second, there's the ability to read public history and public art, in how, as engineers, they can 
diversity" in which the desire for in which there might be one the "maps" and blueprints of the community mapping and urban engage in a special way to make 
cultural recognition, for voice and subject devoted to "the design profession and comment landscape projects that seek a the world a better place. They are 
space, has forcefully emerged environment", or in which only on them intelligently, to be able to more culturally inclusive approach not invited or challenged to 
(Tully 1995), it seems essential those students who are enrolled translate visual renderings into a to planning. This can only be become part of a broader vision. 
that planners find ways to in the "environmental stream" or completed three-dimensional done by designing with culture, as Nor are students in other courses. 
respond. One way is to think take the "environment elective" scheme and speculate about its well as designing with nature. 
about how the built environment get any exposure to likely impact. Third, there's the Young people are not being 
affects, and is affected by, cultural environmental thinking. Orr's ability to engage in site planning Restoring design literacy to the educated to take their place in 
diversity. Another is to ask whose approach is essentially ethical. as part of a team whose other profession requires teamwork society. They are being trained -
cultural norms are embedded in members are trained in the design among planners, landscape trained in a narrow body of 
planning legislation, and whether A recently completed PhD thesis professions. And, finally, there's a architects, urban designers, artists, knowledge and skills that is 
it is appropriate, in multicultural by Wendy Sarkissian (1996), one more general wisdom, an and communities. This needs to taught in isolation from larger and 
societies, that the norms of one of Australia's leading social understanding of and feel for the begin in planning schools, and vital questions about who we are 
particular culture should be planning practitioners over the city of memory, of desire, and of involves the blurring of jealously and what we might become. 
dominant. Yet another response is past two decades, endorses Orr's spirit without which the planning guarded boundaries between the 
to learn new languages, both premise that the environmental professional is rendered one- different factions of the "city- There is, in other words, a 
literally and metaphorically: new crisis cannot be solved by the dimensional, devoid of passion for building professions" . complete absence of a larger 
ways of knowing, being and same kind of education that or any understanding of the vision, and many young people 
acting, ways that are more helped create the problems: a magic of the city (as opposed to who enter university in the hope 
humble, more collaborative, more modernist education that its social structure or political Conclusion: Planning as that what they learn will help 
respectful of the value of privileges scientific and technical economy). an ethical inquiry and them make a better world soon 
difference and cultural diversity. knowledge. Sarkissian has practice find out that this is not a consi-
Planning's core concepts of developed a five-dimensional In the end, we cannot ignore the de ration" (The Age, 3 March 
rationality, comprehensiveness, model of ecological literacy for inescapable connections between There are, and will continue to be, 1999). 
and the public interest need re- planners, with the overarching the built environment and human multiple roles for planners, 
thinking in the light of new goal of nurturing an ethic of care well-being, both individual and including that of facilitating global This is a powerful indictment of 
concepts of empowerment, for nature. She emphasizes collective. We can't deny the economic integration through professional education at my own 
alternative ways of knowing, and teamwork, experiencing nature power of design in daily life, for spatial planning. But the university, in my own city. Is it any 
multiple publics. directly, a grounding in good and bad. This power can be normative position which this different in yours? 

community (including community as simple and obvious as the essay has taken is for a 
This is what I mean by struggles for social and transformative effect of trees in a consciously ethical and political Passionate pilgrim that I am, my 
multicultural, or inter-cultural, environmental justice), and the residential street, the qualities of profession, one which is prepared personal vision is for a planning 
literacy. It involves valuing study of environmental ethics. natural light in a dwelling or to address issues of social, profession that embraces 
alternative forms of knowledge While there are obviously skills work-space, the sounds of water cultural, and environmental justice concerns for social and 
and methods of knowing, workshops that can be run for created by a fountain in a busy in cities and regions whose environmental justice, for human 
including traditional ethnic or practicing planners on topics such downtown development. Or it contours are shaped by larger community, for cultural diversity, 
culturally specific modes: from as environmental impact can be as complex as the forces of economic and and for the spirit. In modernist 
talk to storytelling, as well as a assessment, what is really needed workings of patriarchy in and demographic mobility and planning's pursuit of the rational 
wide range of non-verbal forms is a kind of re-visioning of upon space, through design. technological change. Such a city, some of its capacity to 
of expression, such as music and planning through an ecological Feminist architects, urban stance amounts to a paradigm- address these concerns was lost. 
painting. It involves listening and lens, as exemplified in recent designers and planners have been shift and demands new planning We must return to those age-old 
interpreting, developing skills that work by Timothy Beatley on interested in these connections, literacies. This (possibly heroic) questions of values, of meaning, 
are sensitive to everyday ways of Ethical Land Use (1994) and The specifically as they affect the lives call for an ethical planning which of the good city: but in 
knowing. It suggests a different Ecology of Place (1998). of women in cities and suburbs. is inclusive of technical matters, attempting to answer those 
practice in which communication Books like Redesigning the but which goes beyond them in questions we must look for 
skills, including openness, Design Literacy American Dream (Hayden 1984), the way it poses questions and guidance from those hitherto 

I 
empathy, and skillful and attentive In the US from the 1950's Discrimination by Design the way it seeks answers, is an excluded or marginalized; we 
listening, are crucial; in which we onwards, and in Australia from (Weisman 1992), and Gendered explicit assertion of planning's must listen to all voices. We must 
are alert to and respect class, the 1970's onwards, the case has Spaces (Spain 1992) offer insights ongoing moral relevance in respect the city of memory (the 
gender, and ethnic differences in been made that urban planning is on the powers of design to addressing and redressing the past) as it jostles with the city of 
ways of knowing, and actively try fundamentally a social or policy express and enforce relations of problems of cities and regions. desire (the present and future) . 
to learn and practice those ways science, and that questions of subordination. Other writers on The importance of this exercise We must rediscover the city of 

I in order to foster a more design belong in architecture urban design have noted the was brought home to me recently spirit, and invent new forms of 

!' 
democratic and inclusive schools. This separation of design architectural tropes that send by the words of Tan Le, a twenty- enchantment of the built 

I planning. It involves learning to from planning, of the built messages about who belongs in a one year old law student who environment. The goal of 
work with diverse communities, environment from the social and space and who does not, referring was named Young Australian of planning education is not how to 
rather than speaking for them. political environment, has to shopping malls and other the Year in 1998. In March of this stuff the most facts, techniques 

~ impoverished our understanding public/private places where only year she wrote the following in and methods into students' , Ecological Literacy of the urban field and the arts of certain kinds of people are Melbourne's metropolitan daily minds, but how to raise these 
~ American environmental educator city-building. The retreat from wanted (Davis 1990; Sorkin most basic questions of values: 

I David Orr has described an design was a reaction against 1992). 
newspaper: 

m ecologically literate person as simplistic cause-effect notions of "I have just completed a law How might we manage our co-

I someone who is engaged, how the physical environment Understanding the social and degree. One of the reasons I existence in shared space? How 
~ informed, has local knowledge determines human behaviour; it psychological aspects and impacts chose law - and many other might we live with each other, in 

i and a sense of place, experiences was also a rejection of the of design does not reduce young people also include this active acceptance of all of our 

~ their kinship with all forms of life, aesthetic emphasis of design planning to mere physical reason for choosing it - was differences, in the multicultural 
/j and seeks to assert and practice programs in favour of a social and determinism (as many of us because I believed a law degree cities and regions of the next 

I civic competence. Such a person, political-economic emphasis. believed in the 70's), but rather would enable me to contribute in century? And how might we live 
; according to Orr, will appreciate Much has been lost as a result of enriches its capacity to create a special way, to do what I could lightly and sustainably on the 
~ "something of how social this separation. First, there is the meaning. We need to connect the earth? ·~ to make a better world. «· ~· structures, religion, science, ability to "read" the built history of struggles over urban 
~~ Of course I can do this as a 
\:1 politics, technology, patriarchy, environment and understand space with the poetics of My hope is to inspire coming ~~ lawyer, but nothing in the entire r; culture, agriculture, and human what makes it work, or why it occupying particular places. Some generations to want to answer 
~ law curriculum addressed this 

cussedness combine as causes of doesn't work; to look at a urban planners are now working issue in a serious and engaging these questions, and to shine 
ii! our predicament" (Orr 1992, 85- streetscape or park or square or with artists, anthropologists, some light for them. ~(, way. And other tertiary courses 
~ 
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Summary 
A Portrait of Postmodern 
Planning: Anti-Hero 
and/or Passionate 
Pilgrim? 

Many commentators have 
argued that the modernist 
planning project has failed. This 
paper proposes a way forward 
for the profession, offering a 
portrait of the postmodern 
planner as a passionate pilgrim, a 
tireless seeker after social, 
environmental and cultural 
justice in the planning of human 
settlements. I outline five critical 
elements of the shift from a 
modernist to a postmodern 
paradigm; I ask what, or whom, 
might inspire our vision of 
planning for the twenty-first 
century; and I sketch some of the 
qualities, or literacies (technical, 
multicultural , ecological, and 
design-based), that the 
passionate pilgrim will need for 
the journey into the next century. 
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Resume 
Portrait d'un 
urbanisme 
postmoderne: Anti
heros et/ou infatigable 
pelerin? 

De nombreux observateurs ont 
pretendu que la periode 
moderniste de l'urbanisme etait 
un echec. Cet article propose une 
perspective d'avenir en trac;ant un 
portrait de l 'urbaniste 
postmoderne. JI le presente 
comme un pelerin passionne 
poursuivant sa quete inlassable 
d'une iustice sociale, 
environnementale et culture/le 
dans l 'amenagement des milieux 
de vie. On y expose cinq 
elements marquants du passage 
du modernisme au 
postmodernisme ; /'auteur 
cherche a savoir de quoi ou de 
qui devrait surgir noire vision de 
l'urbanisme du 21eme siecle et y 
ebauche quelques-unes des 
aptitudes ou des connaissances 
(technique, cultures, ecologie et 
design) qui seront necessaires a 
cet infatigable pelerin pour 
poursuivre sa route dans le 
prochain siecle. 
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Rummaging in the 
Compost 
GMJ Davidson Ph.D. FCIP 

n invitation to " philosophize" 
alilout the planning profession 
a its meanderings is just too 
goo to pass up, even when one 
is constrained to a thousand 
words. As the tooth grows 
longer, much of the writings on 
planning leave us, in Richard 
Sennett's words, " to rest uneasily 
in that nebulous zone just left of 
centre, where high-flown words 
count for more than deeds" _, 

In my opinion , which is based on 
my reading of the appendix for 
planning educators in Towards 
Cosmopolis, Sandercock's writing 
falls , plop, right in the centre . It's 
of the " trash it, dump it, 
resurrect it" approach to 
planning. The inherent problem 
is that it is trapped in the 
paradigm it eschews. It is literally 
rummaging in the compost of 
planning at a considerable 
distance from current planning 
action . It is squarely "in the 
box", and may even be a vague 
attempt at digging all the way 
down to an older notion of 
comprehensiveness, as it 
structures its own grand designs. 

Let's look deeper. The notion that 
"both practicing and trainee 
planners/students think that this 
[technical skill] is all there is to 
planning" is not dissimilar to the 
notions underlying earlier attacks 
on "comprehensive planning" by 
social activists, marginalized 
communities and 
environmentalists. It is not that 
the current analysis is not 
accurate. Earlier criticisms were 
equally valid, as the next ones 
will be. Sandercock's notions 
about working with 
communities, dealing with 
change and deploying ethical 
values as critical elements in 
planning are, again, remarkably 
similar, as are the calls for 
integrating education and 
practice. 

Nothing new here. Nor is there 

anything new in the solution. As 
with numerous past cries for 
change, the solution is always a 
new categorization, better 
education, or a " re-thinking in 
light of new concepts" . In short, 
we need a planning revolution, 
wholesale change or some other 
grand design that the author is 
promoting. Well, I'm on board . 
Who doesn 't need a wholesale 
shake-up? Besides, it diverts 
attention and can even be fun 
for planners, who then have no 
need to make real changes in 
communities. 



The dilemma is not in the 
analytical findings, which suggest 
a definitional approach focused 
on socio-spatial processes, or a 
concept of planning that features 
the urban habitat to the exclusion 
of all other types of space. If the 
task is to prevent defining 
planning in a way that it does not 
continually become redundant, or 
fall into the refrain of "nothing is 
certain save for uncertainty" , 
then the task itself is redundant, 
not the particular approach to 
planning. New analysis will 
always render the current view 
insupportable. New communities, 
interests and structures will 
always criticize the existing 
paradigm, and these critiques will 
come faster. The reality is that 
planning, as we know it at any 
given time, will eventually 
become redundant. The 
challenge is that "eventually" will 
come more rapidly. 

Breaking the redundancy cycle 
means embracing the concept of 
redundancy itself. It means 
anticipating change. It means 
being flexible . It means planning. 
It means integrating and thinking 
in an interdisciplinary fashion . 
Students, teachers and 
practitioners need to learn this -
constantly. 

Let's return to some key factors 
considered at the outset: working 
with communities, dealing with 
change and deploying values. A 
great deal is known about 
communities, the changes they 
experience and their values. 
Critical to this understanding is 
how communities and their 
values are formed and adapt. This 
is not a fast or smooth process. 
One may talk about community 
mobilization or empowerment, 
but most planners know such 
statements are just talk. 
Communities resist change and 
values evolve slowly. People who 
talk about far-reaching change, 
and about what ought to be, are 
not talking about real 
communities. They are describing 
hypothetical communities -
possibly communities as they 
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should be, but more likely 
communities as they wish them 
to be. There is too much known 
about communities and about 
how their values and interests are 
aggregated for one to be 
surprised by the failure of calls for 
rapid, far-reaching change. 
Communities are too messy for 
simplistic solutions. 

Change is a core concept in 
planning, and some of its key 
elements are known. It is often 
random and chaotic. It reflects 
response to crisis and pressure. 
But mostly, it is difficult to 
predict. This doesn't mean that 
some planners don't work well in 
environments characterized by 
change, chaos and uncertainty. 

How do they do it, and how is 
this capacity learned? This is a 
large and central question, but 
some key elements can be put 
forward. Planners that deal well 
with change are essentially 
heuristic in outlook. They operate 
according to a structure of goals 
derived from community values; 
an understanding of planning 
principles or approaches; and 
internal concepts of integrity. 
These can be, and often are, 
balanced in an operational 
approach that many people -
whether they are professionals or 
members of the public - can 
recognize. 

Often the notion of planning 
principles is a hot button, and a 
negative one at that. Most of the 
discussion on planning principles 
is critical in nature - a 
retrospective analysis of faults . 
The conclusions may be true 
enough, but they only underline 
the dilemma of those looking for 
stability and the right approach. 
Since neither exists, it is the 
search itself that is flawed . 
Regardless of the elegance of the 
approach, it will be partial. It will 
always exclude some and include 
others. It will always fall into the 
trap of its own critical analysis. All 
attempts at systematic 

comprehensiveness fall short, as 
do evocative titles such as my 
"rummaging" or her "passionate 
pilgrim". All these fall too close to 
Sennett's concern, noted at the 
outset of these ramblings, about 
"high-flown" words replacing 
(down-to-earth, well-composted) 
deeds. 

Planners would do well to get 
beyond this self-destructive 
tendency and recognize that 
change - like that other, more 
personal organic material -
happens, and when it does you 
learn and apply your new 
knowledge. As change occurs 
more rapidly you learn and apply 
faster. Eventually, you learn and 
apply continuously and 
simultaneously. Now, this is not a 
novel suggestion, but it is rarely 
practiced. Possibly as a profession 
we have become too dependent 
on (making) plans rather than 
(doing) planning. Or maybe we 
have come finally to a critical 
fault in the analytical paradigm: 
the assumption that analysis can 
be complete, or can lead directly 
to corrective action. 

To me, it seems that planning has 
become a simultaneous quest for 
learning and application within a 
set of community and personal 
values. Do you get it "right"? Of 
course not! This is, fundamentally, 
an irrelevant and mundane 
question. It leads to a desire to 
create typologies and approaches 
which become the next windmill 
to tilt at. 

The right question, it seems, is to 
be found somewhere in the chaos 
of community, values and 
change. It is an individual 
question with an evolving answer 
that is evaluated by countless 
communities on a daily basis. The 
sobering fact is that communities 
are often very perceptive in their 
evaluations of planning thought 
and practice. Good Luck and 
Learning! 

I Richard Sennett, The Corrosion of Character, W. W. 
Norton & Company, New York, 1998, Pg. 61. 
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Towards Collaboration 
between Planning 
Practitioners and 
Academics 
by David R. Witty Ph.D., 
FCIP 

While working continually as a 
consultant, I have spent the last 
few years exploring the nature of 
planning practice in Canada.1 

That exploration has provided 
me with some useful insight into 
the views that practitioners have 
about the profession, planning 
education and the future of both. 
It is from this perspective that I 
have written this brief 
commentary on the appendix of 
Leonie Sandercock's new book, 
Toward Cosmopolis (1998) . The 
appendix, entitled "The Planner 
Tamed: Preparing Planners for 
the Twenty-First Century" , was 
prepared with planning 
educators in mind. Sandercock 
places her proposals in the 
context of a modernist practice 
being challenged by a 
postmodernist critique. She 
describes the professional 
identity of modernist planners as 
being "a-political , value-neutral, 
a 'man without qualities' carrying 
a tool-kit of technical problem
solving skills", and defines her 
project in terms of the question: 
"What kinds of knowledge do 
planners need in a postmodern 
age in which nothing is certain 
save uncertainty itself?" 
(Sandercock 222) . 

It is my opinion that too many 
academic writers have 
undertaken their ongoing 
analyses of the planning 
profession while looking down 
on the world of practice from the 
closed window of academia2. In 
their reviews of planning and 
their proposals for a "relevant" 
profession, academic writers 
have ignored detailed dialogue 
with those most affected by their 
comments: the planning 
practitioners3 . But these reviews, 
carried out too frequently from a 
single perspective, have not 
prevented academics from 
espousing new cures for the 

profession . That has been the 
history of modernist critiques -
and judging by Sandercock's 
work, Towards Cosmopolis 
(1998), it may be the legacy of 
postmodernist critiques as well.4 

Sandercock does provide a 
provocative and useful review of 
the failure of planning schools to 
develop a broader set of 
"knowledges" or "literacies" 
(technical, analytical , 
multicultural, ecological, design) . 
But she focuses her blame on 
"professional institutes [which] 
dictate the numbers and kinds of 
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courses planners must take, education. She is correct in 

precisely because these very identifying the demand for 
professional institutes are the relevant education, but she has 
gatekeepers of the tight fallen into the modernist trap of 
boundaries without which, they blaming the profession itself and 

fear, there would be no the "gatekeeping role .. . 
profession" (Sandercock 225) . established by professional 
Like most academic reviewers of institutes" (Sandercock 221 ). 
planning, Sandercock has failed Where are the planning schools 
to consult the very people to in teaching the history of theory 
whom she is directing so much (e.g., the Commission of 
advice: the planning practitioner. Conservation), emerging theories 

What do practitioners think? (e.g., healthy communities, an 
Does the profession ham-string issue in which CIP - read 
the teaching of planning, as practitioners - played a major 
Sandercock would have us role nationally) , and critical 
believe - or is the teaching of theory? It is not because Cl P 
planning in fact fraught with accreditation has demanded that 
internal problems? these should not be taught! 9 

My recent survey of Canadian Sandercock has identified "five 

planners and research into what literacies - technical, analytical, 

practitioners think about the multi- or cross-cultural, 

profession, planning theory and ecological , and design", which 
education suggests that she believes should form the 
practitioners are not the only basis of planning education. It is 
culprits. In fact, they are too my belief, based upon my own 
often the victims! Victims of an experiences and the findings of 

education that has distanced my research, that her 
itself from practice,5 not because recommendations would very 
the profession has demanded likely receive significant support 
such distance, but because from practitioners. But, in my 
academia has too often used view, Sandercock places blame 
exclusionary ways of thinking. for the lack of appropriate 
Victims because their teaching programs at the wrong 
professional body, CIP, has, in door. She blames the profession . 
their view, failed to be relevant My findings suggest that 
to practitioners. 6 professionals want exposure to 

new methods, design , trends and 
My survey of Canadian planners critical thinking. I make this 
reveals that practitioners want to conclusion based upon my 
modify the way they "do survey findings, my past and 
business" . They agree that their current involvement in CIP, and 
profession runs the risk of my twenty years of experience 

becoming irrelevant. A majority - teaching part-time in planning 

especially among those new to and other schools.10 

the profession - believe that the 
profession is in a state of crisis. While many theorists (John 
Most planners (in every age- Friedmann and Kent Gerecke, for 
group) think that the profession example) have implied that few 
is in a state of crisis because of planners are interventionist by 
the political nature of planning, nature, I found in my survey that 
and because planners work in an more than half of my 
overly political environment. respondents believed that 
Planners see themselves as being planners should do whatever is 
compromised by the "politics of within their means to defend 
place ". But they do not see a ecological and social needs. 
way out .7 Likewise, slightly more than half 

of my respondents felt that 
What about their views on their planners should be active in 

• education? The results are telling. protecting community values. 
Only 17% of all my surveyed Many planners in my survey 
planners think that planning agree with Friedmann (1987) 
education does a good job that planners can play a "social 
preparing planners for practice. mobilization" role. While many 
Recent graduates in particular practitioners want to change the 
believe they have not been way they "do business", they 
prepared properly8. Sixty-nine appear to lack the tools or the 
percent of respondents to my ability to change certain things 
survey felt that there is a weak about their profession . The vast 
link between the theory and majority believes that the future 
practice of planning, which they of planning rests in identifying 
believe threatens the well-being appropriate new concepts of 
of planning practice. Sandercock planning action, but they lack the 
would have us believe that the wherewithal to act alone. Their 
problem with education rests in desire for a new "model" 
the demands by the profession coincides with Gertler's (1994) 

for a narrow view of relevant recent call for broad mobilization 

by the profession (a call that 
ultimately went unheeded by 
CIP's National Council). This 
desire for more appropriate new 
concepts of planning action 
suggests that practitioners are 
actually in the forefront of the 
postmodern debate - an 
interpretation that is encouraged 
by some recent commentary by 
another planning academic, 
Judith Innes (1998) . 

I believe that planners have a 
good grasp of the problems 
facing the profession. A review 
of some of the best examples of 
planning practice in Canada 
would include many which 
capably negotiate the six socio-
spatial processes identified by 
Sandercock in her effort to deal 
with "the specificity of the 
domain of planning" 
(Sandercock 223). 11 Many of my 
colleagues' practices have been 
based, like my own practice, 
upon a multi-disciplinary studio 
approach, using design 
charrettes, community-based 
processes (sometimes in cross-
cultural contexts), and links 
between policy and design . If 
there has been a failure, it has 
too often been the failure of 
academics to consult with those 
most affected by their work: the 
practitioners themselves. 
Academics need to ask 
practitioners what they think. If 
they did , they would find a 
profession that sees itself in 
trouble, partly because it feels 
abandoned by educators. If the 
postmodernist critique is to prove 
useful, it must break with the 
modernist doctrine of "blame the 
planner" and search for new 
reasons for the failure of our 
cities. If it did so, it might find 
that planners are the best allies in 
working toward the realization of 
Sandercock's "cosmopolis" . 

Sandercock provides a useful 
starting point for new and 
meaningful dialogue between 
the profession and the academy. 
But this time the dialogue must 
break the modernist mould in 
favour of a truly collaborative 
initiative in which the lessons 
learned in practice play a more 
significant role in shaping the 
content and delivery of planning 
school curricula. 

References: 
Friedmann,)., Planning in the Public Domain, 

(Princeton: Princeton University Press 1987) Hall, 
P. , Cities ofTomorrow, (New York: Blackwell 
1988) 

lnnes, Judith E. "Challenge and creativity in 
postmodem planning" 1 Viewpoint, in Town 
Planning Review Vol. 69 No. 2 pp vi-ix Gertler L., 
"Formulating a New Development Model for 
Canada", in Plan Canada Vol. 35 No. I 1995 

Sandercock, Leonie. "Towards Cosmopolis: Planning 
for Multicultural Cities. (Chichester: Wiley, 1998.) 
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I For my doctoral dissertation 1 completed a 
detailed survey of members of CIP and a 
comprehensive literatu re review of planning 
theory. The survey included 15 pages of questions, 
took approximately I. 5 hours to complete, and 
was answered by 133 respondents who were 
selected using a stratified random sampling of CIP 
Full and Provisional members. The dissertation is 
entitled "Identifying a More Appropriate Role for 
the Canadian Planning Profession", (Faculty of 
Graduate Studies, UBC, 1998). A preliminary 
analysis of the results was reported in my July 
1994 Plan Canada article, "Taking the Pulse of 
Canadian Planners: A Snapshot of the Profession". 
In 1986 1 wrote an article for Plan Canada entitled 
"Planning Education: The Needs of Practitioners". 
In addition, 1 have taught planning studios for the 
past twenty years, in Landscape Architecture 
programs and planning schools. 

2 That is not to say that some academics do not 
blend teaching and practice. But in my experience 
such blending is the exception rather than the 
norm. When it does happen, it tends to be on 
isolated special contracts, not in the day-to-day, 
get-your-hands-dirty planning that many 
practitioners face. (See also: Hall 1988:340). 

3 It is interesting to note that it is often the academic 
writers who have criticized practitioners for lack 
of discourse with those most affected by the 
practitioners' work! 

4 Sandercock's article in this edition of Plan Canada 
draws in large part on her appendix in Towards 
Cosmopolis, but also has new material developed 
with an audience of practitioners in mind. The 
common ground lies in the conclusions, where 
Sandercock suggests a focus on planning as an 
ethical inquiry and practice, and where she poses 
certain ''most basic questions of values" that 
practitioners and academics might tackle together. 
However, I believe she may have watered down 
her critique of the planning profession in the 
current article. Massaging her message to fit her 
audience is unfair in my opinion, and does not 
provide practitioners (unless they read the 
Appendix in her book) with a fuU sense of her 
views, most of which still convey a mentality based 
on "them" (academia) and "us" (practitioners). 

5 It was the planning schools that isolated design 
considerations from planning teaching, and 
reduced or eliminated inter-disciplinary studios. 

6 Ninety-seven percent of respondents to my survey 
thought CIP could be more relevant to its 
members. 

7 I believe that one of the difficulties of past reviews 
of the profession by academics ( except in the 
work of Forester) has been the distinct lack of 
recognition that planning is fraught with politics, 
much of which is out of the control of planners. 

8 The foUowing percentages of surveyed planners 
identified the following areas as those that made 
their training relevant 
• skill areas: interdisciplinary approach 69%, 
writing skills 55%, analytical methods 52%, 
presentation skills 49%, communication skills 
43%, law content 26%, design skills 20%; 

• knowledge areas: planning methods 55%, 
planning theory 45%, inclusion of disciplines 
42%; teaching methods - mix of core and optional 
courses 53%, generalist approach 42%, applied 
studios 36%. 

They also identified areas that made their training 
somewhat or not very relevant (in order of 
importance): 

• skill areas: lacked office practice, lacked 
computer skills, lacked law content, lacked design 
skills; 

• knowledge areas: lacked planning methods, 
lacked policy development, lacked emerging 
thought; 

• teaching methods: lacked applied studios. 

9 To get an entry-level planning job, one usually 
must display technica1 competency as a prominent 
part of one's "passionate pilgrim" persona. While 
Sandercock is correct in calling for increased 
focus upon planning as an ethical inquiry and 
practice, most planners generally need to be hired 
before they can do their "good work". Most will 
have trouble getting hired if they lack marketable 
skills, which are current (and kept current by the 
potential threat of being replaced by the next crop 
of planners entering the market). As a planner 
moves through the profession, technical 
competency may be shunted out of pride of place 
by other needs/skills, such as communication, 
community involvement processes, project 
management, etc. The key is to strike a balance 
between technical competency and the passionate 
pilgrim's other literacies. 

lQ It is interesting to note that I have spent the vast 
majority of my time in academia outside of 
planning school curricula, where I found a 
narrow view of teaching methods and lack of 
interest in interdisciplinary, design and applied 
studio teaching methods. For instance, I spent ten 
years teaching professional practice and regional 
planning studios in a graduate Landscape 
Architecture program, where I did encounter an 
interest in interdisciplinary studio and design 
teaching. 

11 These six processes are: Urbaniz.ation Processes; 
Regional and Inter-regional Economic Growth and 
Change Processes; City-Building Processes; 
Cultural Differentiation and Change; the 
Transformation of Nature; and Urban Politics and 
Empowennent. 
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Reflections on Planning 
Professionalism: 
Mark Seasons 

I enjoyed Sandercock's article. 
There's no need to rebut her 
piece, because there's so much in 
it that makes sense. Let me be 
frank: count me in the 
"passionate pilgrim" camp! She 
managed to touch upon three of 
the key sets of literacy or 
knowledge that planners need: 
design-based, ecological, and 
cultural. Her general discussion 
of context is timely. To be 
effective, relevant and credible, 
we must "read" or understand 
the nuances and subtleties of our 
planning environments in terms 
of culture, ecology, design, and 
many other aspects. Who can 

argue? 

Sandercock's job was to 
stimulate debate, and she's done 
it well. I'll comment on her 

points, and add some others in 
the interests of extending and 
(one hopes) enriching the much
needed, continuing debate. 

One of my challenges as a 
planning practitioner and 
educator is to identify and deliver 
what planners "need to know" 
in order to become and remain 
effective, literate professionals. 
My understanding of this comes 
from years of planning practice 
and a varied professional career. 
Planners need to anticipate and 
adapt to changes in our planning 
environment. Planning 
practitioners and academics need 
to be concerned with relevancy. 
Surely it goes without stating 
that planning practice must be 
guided by ethics. The list goes 
on. 

There's nothing new or startling 
about any of this. We will always 
need a community of planners 
that is equipped with the skills, 
the knowledge and, perhaps 
most important, the attitudes 
necessary to deal with complex 
and changing planning 
environments. This process 
begins with a formal education in 
planning and continues 
throughout one's career. 

The skills part seems self-evident 
and includes the usual aspects: 
analysis, synthesis, understanding 
of research instruments, 
communications, mediation, 
team and project management, 
and many others. Many of these 
skills are generic, timeless and 
easily transferred. The university 
planning programs, CIP and 
affiliates have done a very good 
job of providing education and 
training programs in these areas. 
New skills will be required, and 
they will be added to our 
repertoires. 

However, the things we need to 
know - the substantive areas -

are often less well developed, or 
too narrowly specialized. 
Certainly, practitioners know lots 
about planning law and planning 
processes - perhaps too much. 
We should view formalized and 
legalistic planning processes as 
means to ends (however 
defined), and not necessarily as 
ends in themselves. Sometimes 
we get these confused. 

I'm not sure that planners of my 
generation (what an awful 
phrase) had proper preparation 
in the planning fundamentals: 
economics (successfully avoided 
by too many of us!), ecology, 
sociology, demography, 
engineering and governance. 
That's why it is so refreshing to 
see Sandercock stressing some of 
these areas in her article. We 
need literacy in these areas; we 
also need numeracy. We need to 
know about organizational 
theory, impact assessment, and 
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evaluation, about the politics of 
planning, the concepts and 
application of strategy. It's not 
about becoming expert in these 
areas; rather, it's about being 
aware of them. 

I agree with Sandercock: 
planners need to know about 
varied cultures. But she argues 
that there is a tendency to "deny 
diversity" and to "fear 
difference" in planning practice, 
and I think she's misinformed on, 
and possibly overstating, this 
point. In my experience, planners 
have become more sensitive to 
the needs of their constituents, 
and more skilled in 
communicating with different 
cultural groups. Her message 
should be interpreted as an 
expression of the need for 
planners to be open to diversity 
in communities, and to be aware 
of possible biases in practice. 

Sandercock's discussion of design 
is also timely. Her call for design 
literacy takes us back to the 
foundations of planning practice. 
Communities and planning 
students are very keen on, and 
concerned with, urban design 
and aesthetics in general. This 
reflects a need for creative 
planning, and that's refreshing. 
However, urban designers are in 
short supply. There are few 
planning programs that specialize 
in design, although many, 
including Waterloo, are recruiting 
designers as faculty-members. 

Organizational context also 
warrants attention. Policy 
planners need to learn more 
about the realities of life in plan 
approvals and review, and vice 
versa. The planning organizations 
that seem to work best are those 
with staff who are conversant 
with both sides of the mandate. 
This is easier said than done: 
each group has a different 
culture and worldview. It can be 
difficult to make the shift 
between policy and approvals. It 
is also important that planners 
understand life in public, private 
and not-for-profit environments. 
Furthermore, planning academics 
would benefit immeasurably 
from regular and sustained 
experiences in a planning 
practice, just as many 
practitioners would find a stint in 
academe useful. We need more 
mutually beneficial exchanges 
and secondments between 
practitioners and academics. 

The manner in which skills and 
knowledge are acquired requires 
discussion. We need more 
opportunities for training, and to 
deliver training in innovative 
ways. This is especially important 
for mid-career professionals who 
are often in desperate need of 
intellectual stimulation and new 
perspectives. Let's see more 
university-practice exchanges or 
secondment programs, intensive 
short courses, training programs 
associated with the annual CIP 
conference , and distance
learning activities. 

As for the issue of attitude, 
balance and moderation are 
essential. We need to avoid 
excess and dogmatism, both of 
which get in the way of 
communications, openness and 
mutual learning. I am wary of 
planners who embrace a specific 
planning doctrine (e.g., anti- or 
pro-development, anti-urban, 
pro-environment, etc.) to the 
exclusion of other viewpoints. 

Planning can only benefit from 
diversity in training and 
philosophy. The profession must 
continue to be inclusive in 
nature. There must be room for 
different disciplines and the 
diverse perspectives they bring to 
the profession . I enjoy and have 
benefited from the richness 
brought by planners who have 
backgrounds in environmental 
studies, design, architecture, and 
many other areas. 

In my view, the most important 
professional (and personal) 
attributes are wisdom, judgment, 
and tolerance of differences. 
Traits such as flexibility, creativity 
and adaptability have been 
discussed ad nauseam, but are, 
despite over-exposure, essential. 
So is optimism, an inquisitive 
nature, and alertness to 
opportunities for change. 

Above all, ._we need passion and 
commitment. Otherwise, why 
bother? That's why the 
"passionate pilgrim" is such a 
positive, welcome and timely 
model for planning practice. 
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Professional 
Meets Personal • • 
BRINGING THE WHOLE SELF TO WORK 
by Reg Lang 

As PROFESSIONALS, PI.ANNERS ARE EXPECTED to offer 
independent, objective advice to clients and employers. Professional implies limiting 
the personal in planning behaviour. This is never easy in work that requires one's full 
presence, and it is increasingly at odds with the challenges and contextual demands 
that planners face (for example, as facilitators and negotiators, or in highly charged 
collaborative processes where people don't care how much you know until they know 
how much you care). 
How might the planning 
profession recognize more of the 
arational and the personal as 
legitimate elements of planning 
behaviour? One path involves 
practitioners becoming more self
aware, identifying their 
predisposition to ways of 
planning based on "thinking" 
and "feeling", and learning to be 
more flexible in their use of non
preferred ways. Engaging in 
dialogue enables them to share 
and develop situationally 
appropriate strategies for 
managing the ongoing tension 
between professional and 
personal aspects, not in terms of 
either/or, but rather in terms of 
both/and. 

Revisiting 
Professionalism 
Everyday language distinguishes 
the amateur from the 
professional who does paid work 
at a high level of competence 
and capability. In addition, a 
professional is someone who 
holds membership in a 
recognized profession that, when 
fully evolved, has these 
attributes: exclusive claim to and 
mastery of a stock of systematic, 
coherent, specialized knowledge, 
and exclusive right to practice in 
that field; a program of extended 
education/training based on 
professional schools and systems 
of apprenticeship; a service ideal 
oriented primarily to the public 
interest; the right to control who 
practices; a code of professional 
conduct and ethics, along with 
the means to discipline violators; 
a program of continuing 
education to maintain members' 
competence; and a professional 
organization empowered to 
ensure that its standards are met. 

Is planning a profession 
according to this definition? Not 
yet. At best, it's still evolving. The 
planning profession in Canada 
has a dubious claim to exclusive 
knowledge, a diffuse body of 
theory in which there is little 
consensus or apparent interest, 
and wea:k disciplinary processes. 1 

Nonetheless, the image of 
professionalism continues to be 
attractive, actively pursued and 
influential in the practice of 
planning. 

A list of attributes doesn't reveal 
much about professional 
behaviour. What distinguishes 
the way planners act as 
professionals? The Canadian 
Institute of Planners' Code of 
Professional Conduct (1994) 
communicates an important 
expectation : the responsibility 
"to provide independent 
professional opinion to clients, 
employers, the public, and 
tribunals" . Independent is 
commonly understood to mean 
arm's-length, impartial and 
objective.2 Arm's-length suggests 
a distance that discourages 
personal contact and familiarity. 
Impartial refers to fair treatment 
and to an absence of bias and 
prejudice, in order to achieve a 
proper balance of interests. 
Objective goes further: it implies 
dealing with facts or conditions 
without distortion by personal 
feelings, prejudices or 
interpretations - hence the 
dictionary definition "having 
reality external to or independent 
of the mind" . Compare this with 
subjectivity, which emanates 
from an individual's thoughts, 
opinions, biases and feelings; in 
this sense, reality is personally 
constructed, "in here" rather 
"out there " waiting to be 
discovered through investigation. 
Rendering independent 
professional opinion therefore 

necessitates distancing oneself 
from one's own interests and 
feelings and from undue external 
influence. Situations are to be 
dealt with i,:npersonally, in a 
detached, impartial and fair 
manner. "Personal" is restricted 
to meaning that the professional 
opinion belongs to a particular 
individual, who is drawing upon 
his or her own knowledge and 
experience. 

A classic example is the planner 
as expert witness before a 
tribunal. Criteria for this role 
(professional membership, 
competence and independence) 
are intended to ensure that the 
opinions rendered will be based 
on planning expertise and will 
not simply echo the position of 
client or employer. 3 As a former 
member of several such tribunals, 
I suspect that their members find 
it especially difficult to deal with 
evidence, which is often 
presented in painfully personal 
terms by advocates and other 
participants, such as concerned 
citizens who oppose a project on 
grounds seemingly rooted in self
interest. It's easier and more 
comfortable to reach a decision 
after a hearing where technical 
experts present their cases 
objectively and "truth" emerges 
from cross-examination . 
Unfortunately, as many have 
noted, this kind of objectivity is a 
convenient myth that privileges 
certain interests. It is 
incomprehensible to people 
whose everyday lives operate 
according to a different way of 
knowing. And it can be 
problematic for planners who 
must suppress aspects of · 
themselves in order to appear 
credible. 
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The Arational in 
Professional 
Pradice 
Planning is often said to be an 
applied science and an art (CIP 
1994). Science is the source of 
the image of the independent, 
impartial, objective professional, 
who embodies what Donald 
Schon (1983) calls technical 
rationality. It stresses scientific 
method as an objective means of 
providing information to decision 
makers. It relies on the 
separation of facts from values as 
the basis for knowledge, favours 
quantified data and models as a 
means of inquiry, emphasizes 
analysis over interaction, and 
searches for "best" solutions to 
problems. Some time ago, Schon 
argues, professional planners 
embraced this "dominant 
epistemology of practice" to 
.enhance the status of their 
fledgling profession by 
substituting scientific knowledge 
for their traditional reliance on 
experience gained through 
practice. Never mind that 
probably not a lot of real science 
finds its way into the average 
planner's daily work, where "the 
'best' solution is often 
established by subjective value 
judgments, which must be 
balanced with or against 'rational 
scientific' analysis" (Steil 1988, 
154). 

The technical-expert role, in 
which planners provide 
independent professional 
opinion, captures only part of 
what most professional planners 
actually do.4 John Forester's 
extensive research into everyday 
planning behaviour finds it to be 
mostly communicative work: 
focusing and shaping attention 
through meeting, listening, 
negotiating, facilitating, and the 
like. Planners apply knowledge 
and exercise skills that are 
interactive and political as well as 
technical, bringing into play both 
the rational and the arational. In 
collaborative planning practice, 
" fact and feeling, reason and 
emotion are often tightly 
intertwined " (Forester 1989, 
107). A narrowly framed , 

impersonal style of planning can 
be risky and self-defeating, 
"producing not professionalism 
but the impression of 
insensitivity, misunderstanding, 
callous neglect, and , as a result, 
not cooperation but anger 
directed at the planning analyst" 
(Forester 210) . Similar risk is 
incurred when planners working 
with culturally diverse publics 
disregard ways of knowing not 
grounded in scientific/technical 
investigation (Sandercock 1998). 

Rationality has long been a 
cornerstone of planning (Breheny 
and Hooper 1985). In an 
ordinary sense, rational refers to 
positions or actions that are 
based on logical reasoning rather 
than on emotion or impulse. The 
opposite, irrational, denotes a 
state of being "unreasonable " 
and "out of one's mind" , thus 
confirming rationality as primarily 
a cognitive mental function .5 

Translate rationality to planning 
and decision-making and we 
have the familiar model: establish 
a goal, consider alternatives, 
evaluate consequences , and 
select for implementation the 
alternative that offers the best 
outcome in relation to the goal. 
Despite the many shortcomings 
of this approach, variants of it 
survive and thrive, partly because 
the expectation of rational 
behaviour is so deeply ingrained 
in our society and its institutions. 
But whose rationality? Don't 
most people think they are being 
reasonable? Judgments about 
"irrationality " depend on how 
reality is framed . In the world of 
planning there exist multiple 
rationalities, each of which is to 
be negotiated in arriving at 
courses of action that are 
feasible, acceptable and ethical. 
Planners have to be prepared to 
deal not only with assorted 
versions of rationality and 
irrationality, but also with the 
arational, in which reason and 
logic are seemi_ngly absent but 
not necessarily violated (as when 
you know something without 
knowing how you came to know 
it) . The arational encompasses 
subjectivity, moral and value 

judgments, feelings, instinct, 
intuition and non-traditional 
forms of meaning-making. 
Conclusions are reached by 
processes difficult to track or 
explain , and yet are valid and 
valuable . 

Increasingly, the arational is 
" intruding upon " professional 
planning practice. Evidence of 
this is abundant. Interactive roles 
involving people skills (e .g. 
facilitator, mediator, negotiator, 
manager, etc.) are clearly on the 
rise in the planning field . 



Effective facilitators let their means being dissociated and yet happen , a good deal of self- preferring Feeling are more investigating, interacting and 
groups see them as human, listen still connected - or, as Jack awareness and flexibility is likely to opt for decisions deciding - head more than heart. 
to their own intuition, are in Hawley puts it (1993, 21), required on the part of the reached through consensus. 10 It's not that the Thinking way is 
touch with themselves and their staying in the game and being individual. And here, people wrong, it's just incomplete and in 
emotional needs, manage their more 'effective at it by getting differ. Granted, planners will not always some situations inappropriate if 
feelings when conflict erupts, set away from it. Such a stance be able to follow their used alone. 
aside their substantive expertise (familiar to psychotherapists, Sorting Out the preferences; other variables can 
to accept "ordinary knowledge" nurses and other caregivers) Personal: One intervene, such as the exigencies Effective planning requires the 
as valid, and are able to hear and involves resilience, discernment, Mode specific to a situation , external full range of personality-type 
listen to a multiplicity of voices. equanimity and adaptability, all pressure to plan a certain way, preferences in order to balance 
This trend is related to the recent essential qualities for dealing It seems that most individuals and dominance of one or more each type 's strengths and 
emphasis on emotional with diversity, conflict and have certain personality-type members of a team . Nonetheless, weaknesses (biases toward 
intelligence, which includes self- change. preferences that predispose them type-based preference can be certain theoretical models, forms 
awareness, self-motivation , and to act in certain ways regardless influential, especially when of knowledge, methods, 
self-regulation, as well as on It may be tempting to collapse of situational demands, and that there 's a fair amount of freedom information inputs and 
social skills such as the professional/personal consequently make it difficult for to determine how to proceed . outcomes) and to transform 
communication , empathy, distinction altogether, as them to be as flexible as they difference into complementarity. 
conflict management, feminists did in the 70s when need or would like to be (Lang Although data are scarce, it Ideally, the preferences of a 
collaboration and teamwork they claimed that the political is 1995). The Myers-Briggs Type appears that most planners are planning team should match the 
(Goleman 1998). The same goes personal and the personal Indicator identifies four sets of Thinking types (and more often situation . Where this is not 
for the growing recognition of political. 7 But professional and opposing preferences, all of them Intuitive than Sensing) .11 The possible, something else is 
intuition (Weintraub 1998) and personal in planning are not relevant to planning.8 One of relative absence of Feeling needed: " type flexibility" , the 
other forms of nonlinear thinking synonymous or mutually these sets addresses the different types12 does not bode well for ability to access and enact one's 
as critical qualities for planning inclusive; overlapping and ways that people reach planning processes that call for non-preferences when the 
and management in an era of interrelated, yes, but one does conclusions and make decisions.9 the strengths of this function . situation calls for it (Lang 1997). 
"chaos, complexity and change" not encompass the other. In most Thinking is an objective process This absence may also help Type flexibility has limits (for a 
(Sanders 1998). These trends professional contexts, certain involving logical, impersonal explain why many planners seek Thinking type to behave in a 
challenge planners who define aspects of the personal (beyond analysis of situations and cause- refuge in a style of practice that Feeling manner takes more 
themselves narrowly as owning one's opinion) inevitably effect relations; Feeling is a is relatively impersonal. Rather energy, is difficult to sustain , and 

impersonal detached enter planning practice; to subjective process based on than being "in a state of arrested is most difficult when the planner 

professionals. pretend otherwise is self- personal values, what feels right, emotional development" ,13 the is fatigued or stressed) , but it can 

deluding. Still , there are limits, and the impacts of decisions on planning profession may be be learned, if planners and 

Creating Space for both practical and ethical , on self and others. While we dominated by a different way of educators are willing. 

the Personal how far personal can go before it sometimes make use of our non-
ceases to be professional. And in preferred way, the one that's 

Aspects of the arational find their some settings, such as on the more often favoured impels us 
way into professional practice witness stand or "speaking truth into a distinct pattern of deciding. 
(most obviously in the forms of to power" , credible professional 

subjectivity, intuition and value behaviour may require temporary • Those who prefer Thinking are 
judgments), but they enter with bracketing of certain facets of likely to analyze what's wrong 
caution and may be difficult to the personal. in a situation , move quickly to 
acknowledge, especially in formal problem-solving, examine the 

Summary Resume settings. Most of what is seen as Professional and personal may be pros/cons and consequences of 
arational is assigned to the best viewed not as either/or but possible courses of action, and 
ambiguous category called as both/and. Barry Johnson exclude or devalue information Professional implies the provision Le professionnalisme implique la 
" personal." (1992) would call them a not logically consistent with the of independent, objective, capacite de fournir une opinion polarity, i.e. interdependent required decision. Most people impersonal, expert opinion . The avisee, impartiale, objective et 
Professions find their own ways opposites whose tension must be with a preference for Thinking reality of planning, however, is impersonnelle. Dans les faits, le 
of dealing with apparent conflicts managed on an ongoing basis . know that the human factor is more than that. Much everyday metier d'urbaniste exige 
between professional and Each pole has an upside and a important and take it into planning is communicative and davantage. Aujourd 'hui , 
personal. An example is the downside. For example, focusing account, but as only one collaborative work involving the I' exercice de cette profession 
practice of detached caring exclusively on a narrowly defined among other factors considered personal and arational : consiste, en grande partie, en un 
which acknowledges a painful professional posture may bring significant. At times it may subjectivity, moral and value travail de communication et de 
dilemma: while the quality of more credibility with other seem that, more concerned judgements, feelings, instinct, collaboration et fait appel a 
care provided depends in no professionals and less anxiety about abstract concepts such as intuition and non-traditional l' individualite et au non-
small measure on personal about having to deal with fairness, they give insufficient forms of knowledge . To create rationnel , c'est a dire a la 
relationships between clients and emotions, but it can also turn weight to the needs of more space for the personal in subjectivite, au sens critique et au 
caregivers, these professionals people off at meetings, and individuals. their professional work, sens moral, aux sentiments, a 
must bound their care to cause a planner to miss out on • Those who prefer Feeling individual practitioners need to !' instinct, a l'intuition et a toutes 
preserve their own well-being key data inputs . On the other typically identify with others become aware of their personal formes non traditionnelles du 
and avoid burnout. Planning has hand, a strongly personal stance and empathize with people predispositions to different ways savoir. Pour accorder plus de 
yet to come up with similar may bring greater acceptance by affected by their proposals. In of planning, learn to be more place a leurs qualites 
precepts that enable us to assert the public and a richer set of the examination of alternatives, flexible with non-preferred ways, individuelles, les professionnels 
our kind of caring and options, but at the price of harmony with professed values expand their behavioural de l'urbanisme doivent 
legitimately bring our selves emotional fatigue and fear of receives prime consideration , as repertoires, and open apprendre a reconnaitre leurs 
more fully into our work . diminished credibility. The trick is does information, logical or conversations with other aptitudes naturelles dans certains to capture as much of the otherwise, deemed important planners to share situationally aspects de la profession, a faire 
One possibility is to redefine positive aspects as possible while by the people involved. It's not appropriate strategies for preuve de plus de souplesse dans 
" detachment" so that it no minimizing the negatives. that most Feeling types fail to managing the certains autres et a adopter de 
longer means "distancing" and use logic in analyzing situations professional/personal polarity. nouvelles attitudes. lls doivent 
" disinterest" , but rather "the Managing polarities isn't new to and making decisions; rather, egalement ouvrir le dialogue 
capacity to care deeply from an planners seeking to achieve their logical process includes avec leurs confreres, partager 
objective place" .6 Objectivity vision and practicality, flexibility and gives priority to individuals leurs experiences et degager de 
would then be akin to non- and commitment. The innovation and groups, personal , 
attachment: the ability to engage in this case lies in thinking interactions, and values. Unlike 

nouvelles strategies qui leur 

fully with clients without getting through in advance the Thinking types, who tend to 
permettront de creer un milieu 
propice a l'equilibre des 

caught up in their emotional appropriate professional/personal favour orderly and efficient ressources individuelles et 
positions. Paradoxically, this mix in each context. For this to decision-making, those professionnelles. 
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Prall 

Bringing the 
Whole Self to 
Professional 
Planning 

The conventional image of 
"professional" is unable to 
capture the fullness of planning 
practice. Professional planners 
are not just providers of 
independent professional 
opinion. This frame is an 
inadequate fit with the contexts 
in which many planners work, it 
limits their approaches, and it 
requires them to suppress 
personal qualities while 
pretending to be something less 
than they are. The impaired 
professional and personal 
effectiveness that is likely to 
result is a disservice to clients, 
and detracts from the individual's 
versatility. These are important 
considerations at a time when 
organizational loyalty and job 
security are on the wane (Lang 
1998). 

My concern is for planning as it is 
and for what it needs to become. 
Circumstances in which planners 
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repertoire. 14 Enlarging that 
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qualities, values and ethics: 
technique or skill alone is 
insufficient. There is also a 
person using that technique, 
whose personality extends into 
and well beyond the technique 
itself, and who affects the 
outcome of most social 
interventions profoundly. People 
respond to other people in their 
fullness, not just to the tools they 
employ. On a personal level, if 
we want to become more skilled 
practitioners, then it is essential 
to develop those parts of our 
own natures which are most 
closely associated with 
intervention success. Admitting 
the heart into the study of social 
and community change is an 
indicator of both personal and 
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spontaneous manner (Perceiving). 

JO Adapted from Barger and Kirby (1995, 30-31). In 
the thirty-eight MBTI workshops I have conducted 
or allended in the past thirteen years, these T/F 
differences invariably show up. 
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professional strength (Berkowitz 
1982, 186, 188). 

Making more room for the 
personal in professional practice 
is easier said than done. The 
ultimate proving ground is in 
each individual and in each 
practice setting. Redrawing 
professional/personal boundaries 
entails revising the Code of 
Professional Conduct, in order to 
set some general parameters. For 
CIP and its affiliates, this means 
rethinking the term "professional 
planner" so that it embraces an 
expanded array of planning 
behaviours. All of this needs to 
begin at the local level, by 
opening conversations about 
how planners experience their 
professional roles, where these 
roles generate conflicts with their 
personal side and limit their 
effectiveness, and how they 
might work through these 
dilemmas. 

Underlying this issue is a maxim 
familiar to some professions but 
new to ours: planner, know 
thyself. Enhanced awareness of 
one's personal predisposition 
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also opens to new possibilities for 
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Admitting the arational and 
bringing the whole self (or at 
least more of it) to the work of 
planning means taking along our 
minds and hearts. Risky, maybe, 
but so is splitting the self and 
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~;So, what's a profession? 
:~ And how does CIP-style planning rate? 
fei 
as 

by Nancy Marshall, MCIP 

to Introduction: The 
as importance of 
lis appreciating the pieces 
Tt of professionalism 
er 

in We need to know about 
ai professions. We need to know 
se about their distinguishing 
sc features and how they function 
cc in society, because professions 
cc are social constructs that 
cc influence our work and personal 
(C lives. It is likely that few people 
fc probably stop to think about 
ir them but we ought to be 
0 conscious of them because of the 
a general effect they have on 

~ politics, economics, and social 
behaviour. 

C 

c This article briefly describes the 
t l contemporary history of 
ir professions in simple structural 
~ terms, and continues with a 

• general description of professions 
as a social construct. A more 

1 functionalist approach to 
analyzing professions would 
attempt to understand how 

1 professions operate in the social 
order, and to describe their 
relationship to clients and other 
professionals. While these 

1 functions and relationships are 
• important, they are not the focus 
' of this article. Instead, the 

theoretical framework employed 
' here characterizes professions in 

terms of their common 
components. These components 
and the related process of 
professionalisation, which 
indicates how occupations 
attempt to move towards 
"professional" status, are 
featured . Following an overview 
of each component, some 
consideration is given to the 
current CIP context, and to how 
professional planning in Canada 
might begin to be rated or, 
perhaps more realistically, how its 
professional status might be 
debated. 

A Brief Contem_porary 
History of Professions 

The earliest entrenched 
professions - namely, medicine, 
law and education/theology -
owe their origins to two 
organizations of medieval 
Europe: the university (which -
was tied to the church) and the 
guild. Around the eleventh 
century, the concept of 
associations took hold in the 
cities of Europe. This led to the 
creation of formal associations 

based on social aspects and on 
the performance of specialized 
work (Carr-Saunders and Wilson 
1933, the major source of 
references for this section) . 
Generally, they were associations 
of merchants, tradesmen and 
"the learned" who shared 

common interests and goals. 

It soon became the custom that 
anyone who practiced a craft 
required a formal license, and 
anyone who taught others 
similarly required some sort of 
university recognition. Other 
common vocations also existed, 
but these were not perceived to 
possess particularly specialized 
techniques, and therefore offered 
no incentive to their practitioners 
to form associations. 

Throughout the eighteenth 
century, professions were 
described first and foremost as 
"gentlemen's occupations". 
Professional men met periodically 
to form "dining clubs", which 
most often involved social events 
mixed with technical discussions 
of occupational problems. As 
science gained greater 
acceptance during the Industrial 
Revolution, new professions 
emerged which were founded on 
science (e.g. engineering, 

dentistry, veterinary medicine, 
surgical sub-specialties, and 
pharmacology). Professional 
practice at that time was based 
either on scientific technique or 
on intellectual knowledge. 

The study of certain, often 
specialized, disciplines continued 
to be promoted in dining clubs. 
Admission to these clubs was 
limited to those who could show 
competence in a particular 
discipline, and prestige was soon 
attached to membership. The 
title of "professional" indicated 
that an individual had acquired a 
certain degree of competence in 
his own sphere; a "title" was the 
competent professional's way of 
being distinguished from other 
practitioners. Supposedly, the 
public could also distinguish 
between competent and 
incompetent practitioners based 
on these titles. However, no one 
could yet distinguish between 
honourable and dishonourable 
members of a profession . Hence, 
many professional organizations 
introduced codes of ethics in an 
attempt to address this concern. 

More recently, during the 1960s, 
there was a movement against 
any symbol of al,lthority, coupled 
with a movement against the 
nature of work in capitalist 
society. Professions were 
regarded as part of that 
"authority". Thus, instead of 
being extolled as altruistic and 
liberalizing, they were critically 
scrutinized as part of the 
structure of privilege and social 
mobility. Freidson (1973) 

suggests that occupations sought 
a secure and privileged place in 
the economy of countries that 
had a laissez-faire philosophy. 
This "right to practice" was 
established on state support and 
provided exclusionary shelter in 
the open-market. Researchers 
began to study the components 
of professions from a theoretical 
perspective, and later focused on 
the influence that professions 
had on politics and economics, 
specifically regarding markets, 
class systems and states. 

Com_ponents of 
Professions 

Even though there are different 
approaches to studying 
professions, many writers adopt 
a set of basic components that 
differentiate professions from 

other occupations. In 1957, 
Ernest Greenwood wrote a 
seminal article about the 
components of professions, 
entitled Attributes of a 
Profession. Writers have since 
used slight variations on 
Greenwood's list, and seem to 
"pick and choose" from these 
components, which Greenwood 
thought made up the ideal 
profession. According to 
Greenwood, who is supported by 
the work of Vollmer and Mills 
(1966, 10), all professions, and 
thus all professionals, have: 

• a basis of systematic theory; 
• authority, recognized by the 

clientele of the professional 
group and exercised upon its 
own members; 

• broad community sanction and 
approval for this autonomy; 

• a code of ethics regulating 
relations between professional 
persons, clients, and other 
colleagues; and 

• a professional culture sustained 
by formal professional 
associations and a process of 
socialisation. 
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Figure 1. The Professionalisation Continuum 

Occupations • ----------t• Professions 

Some writers suggest there is one 
continuum of professionalisation, 
on which professions and 
occupations are polarized 
according to the degree to which 
the above components are 
apparent (see Figure 1 ). As 
Vollmer and Mills write, 
"occupations may be placed 
somewhere on a continuum 
between the ideal-type 
'professions', at the one end and 
completely unorganized 
occupational categories, or 'non
professions' , at the other 
end" .(1966, 2) 

However, my own research and 
experience leads me to contend 
that each component of a 
profession has its own separate 
continuum, which, when 
combined with others, provides a 
more instructive framework, 
especially for the purposes of 
more refined evaluation or 
"rating". The components, 
situated along parallel continua, 
share the endpoints that 
distinguish a fully-evolved 
profession from an unorganized 
occupation (see Figure 2). 

The following section presents a 
brief discussion of each of these 
components and their 
interconnectedness, and 
concludes with some thoughts 
about each component in terms 
of the perceived current state of 
the planning profession in 
Canada. 

Source: Marshall 1998 

Knowledge and Theory 
Specific to a Discipline 

A profession's underlying body 
of theory is a system of abstract 
propositions that describe in 
general terms the classes of 
phenomena comprising the 
profession's focus of interest. ... 
Preparation for a profession, 
therefore, involves considerable 
preoccupation with systematic 
theory, a feature virtually absent 
in the training of the non
professional. 

Greenwood (1966, 11) 

The most distinguishing element 
of a profession is knowledge 
acquired "from within a specific 
and unique theoretical discipline 
as a result of intellectual 
training". Knowledge is acquired 
both formally and informally 
throughout the professional 
development process. 
Professionals have different and 
more detailed knowledge in their 

disciplines than does the public. 
This is what distinguishes the 
professional from the layperson. 
Some writers suggest that some 
so-called professionals have tried 
to create a "body of theory" in 
order to justify the existence of 
their supposed professions. 
Others ask if there really is a 
body of knowledge that is solely 
known and used by one 
profession. Moore (1970) adds 
that, with increased technology 
and the codification and 
standardization of information, a 
given profession no longer has 
exclusive ownership of a body of 
knowledge. 

Figure 1. The Professionalisation Continuum and its Components 

Occupations 

Source: 
Marshall 
1998 
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screening those qualified to organization's information , (Pavalko 1971). Historically, 
Do planners have knowledge or practice the professional skill" research being conducted under As Goode (1957) suggests, codes professional _socialisation often 
a theoretical base that is unique (Greenwood 1966, 13). its auspices, membership, of ethics define appropriate occurred in the "gentlemen 's 
to planning? Even though CIP theoretical knowledge (imparted professional behaviour with clubs". Contemporary 
has adopted a formal definition Relevance to Basic Social Values by education), and the right to respect to individual clients, the socialisation occurs where 
of planning, there is often and Community "Good": title and practice. In part, this larger community, fellow professionals are educated , 
disagreement amongst individual Professionals were initially involves the control of practitioners and unauthorized where they work, and where 
members and amongst provincial thought to be "called" to their knowledge and a "claiming" of practitioners. Because "true" they promote their group 
affiliates about what planning is profession, with their foremost the theories and techniques that professionals hold a monopoly interests (i.e., in professional 
and what it is not, and about concern being the welfare of the profession identifies as its over their services and clients, a associations). Pavalko (1971) 
what types of "responsible, their clients and, hence, the area of expertise or exclusive professional's powers and suggests that a great deal of 
professional experience" should public interest. In more recent body of knowledge. The trait of privileges might be abused. Thus, socialisation occurs informally 
be accepted or rejected when times, many believe these autonomy also includes the " through its ethical code, the amongst clusters or cliques of 
granting membership in the altruistic traits have been ability of members of a profession's commitment to the colleagues, and is often based on 
professional organization. The undermined by self-interest, and profession to control membership social welfare becomes a matter areas of specialization, 
debate continues about what that professionals have become in the profession. No professional of public record, thereby insuring geographic proximity, and 
planning is, let alone what consumed by power, money, association is without the "power for itself the continued personalities. Often , 
constitutes its "unique" theory or influence and status. As Illich to exclude" members. confidence of the community" professionals use their "own 
knowledge . Planning theories (1977, 15) writes, professions (Greenwood 1966, 14). It is this language" or jargon as a way to 
come and go like fashion. As "dominate the creation, As Reg Lang succinctly states in confidence, in the form of influence and control discourse, 
Sandercock suggests in Towards adjudication and implementation his article in this edition of Plan community sanction, that allows excluding some from the 
Cosmopolis, "planning needs to of needs [and] are a new kind of Canada, "the planning a profession to maintain its discussion merely because they 
identify the specificity of its cartel" that keeps the demand profession in Canada has a monopoly. do not know "the language". 
domain in such a way as not to for and price of a service high. dubious claim to exclusive Edwa~ds notes that " it can be 
be declared redundant every Less cynical writers suggest that knowledge, a diffuse body of CIP has adopted a Statement of seen straight away that there 
decade " (1998, 222) - if that is the influence of a profession theory around which there is Values and a Code of exists a multitude of markers of 
poss ible. depends on the existence of little consensus or apparent Professional Conduct. While group identity .. . of which 

specific knowledge and the way interest, and weak disciplinary together these could be seen as a language is but one " (1985, 3). 

Community Sanctions in which it is organized to muster processes". The profession is code of ethics, the professional 
support from officials and the struggling to exert its authority organization rarely, if ever, relies Canada is a vast nation , and CIP 

Every profession strives to general public (both of which and to be autonomous. CIP has on them to monitor professional has, to its credit, ensured that an 

persuade the community to give professions their s·pecial thus far operated with a "closed- behaviour. What effect do these affiliate operates in every region 

sanction its authority within status). organization" corporate statements really have? Do of the country. In this respect, it 

certain spheres by conferring membership policy, eliminating planners use them, refer to them, offers a formal network of 

upon the profession a series of The planning profession in the opportunity for individuals or alter their behaviour because colleagues, although many 

powers and privileges. Canada has been granted certain who do not have a university of them? I doubt it. The members do not take advantage 

Greenwood (1966, 13) sanctions related to education degree to obtain membership in Statement of Values "is intended of it. However, no one could 
and training, as well as the legal the organization (although they to provide a source of inspiration claim that planners have their 

This component has several right to title and practice. may have training in planning as and guidance for planners" (CIP own language (unless we count 

subcomponents, which are However, these sanctions differ technicians) . However, CIP will 1994a). The Code of Professional such mumbling as, "I'm an 

intertwined with other greatly amongst provincial grant membership to individuals Conduct "is enforceable through MCIP, RPP - affiliated with OPPI 

components. Education and affiliates. For example, the with either a "related university the disciplinary provisions of the - working on a DVP for an RM-4 

training, legal right to titles and various accreditation processes degree" or an "unrelated by-law or through the now before the DAB") . Planning 

practice, and general community use different criteria to evaluate degree" providing they also have complementary codes and by- institute members do not use 

"good" are all subcomponents of members or tertiary education additional "responsible laws of the lnstitute's affiliates" symbols or letters other than 

community sanctions. institutions. Moreover, the professional planning (CIP 1994a). That is to say, the those associated with the two 
accreditation processes are experience" (CIP 1994b). From "jurisdiction" of discipline or highest rungs of the ladder of 

Education and Training: Cuthbert implemented in different ways. this, one can only assume that it practice-review committees of membership status: namely, 

believes that a profession built Only some provincial affiliates is not the relevant experience the affiliates of CIP is restricted student member, provisional 

around any discipline has never have managed to persuade the that really counts towards to the behaviour of their own member, "full member (MCIP), 

been a necessary part of any state to grant accredited planners membership in the association, members. Let us not forget and fellow (FCIP). There are also 

society, ancient or contemporary. (in that jurisdiction) a legal but the university degree, any though that there are planners "non-corporate" membership 

He contends that a profession is professional designation for the university degree, that is vaguely out there (some of them classes: specifically, honorary 

an "arbitrary construct that right to title and practice. The related to planning. educated in planning, some not) member and public associate 

derives power from its Ontario Professional Planning who are in fact practicing (CIP 1994b). 

incorporation with two key state lnstitute's (OPPI) granting of the Codes of Ethics planning but who are not 

enterprises, namely the law and Registered Professional Planner members of CIP, and thus neither Some Final Thoughts 
tertiary education" (1997, 216) . (RPP) is seen by many as a great While the specifics of their recognize nor revere CIP's 

In contrast, Jackson (1970) achievement. Why then , has that ethical codes vary among the statement of values or code of Why are a number of vocational 
suggests it is universities and legal status not been granted to professions, the essentials are conduct. groups, including planners, so 
those accredited professionals all members of the profession? uniform. These may be desperate to call their occupation 
who are also educators that described in terms of client- Socialisation and a profession? I would contend 
perpetuate the characteristic Professional Authority, professional and colleague- Professional Culture that if we look out from the 
knowledge of professions and Autonomy and Control colleague relations. comparatively hard and fast 
thus perpetuate the status of Greenwood (1966, 15) The transformation of a discipline of planning while 
professions. The professional 's authority, neophyte into a professional is keeping the "components of 

however, is not limitless; its Originally, codes of ethics were essentially an acculturation professions" in mind, we find a 
Right to Title and Practice: As function is confined to those not required by professional process wherein he internalizes group of certain planning 
Cuthbert (1997) has pointed out, specific spheres within which associations; they were thought the social values, the behavior practitioners and educators -
professions often gain power the professional has been to be unnecessary to the genteel norms, and the symbols of the especially those "institutionalized" 
from tertiary education and the educated. who somehow would "just occupational group. in CIP - attempting to 
legal system. Thus, it is through Greenwood (1966, 13) know" what constituted proper Greenwood (1966, 18) "professionalize". Are those who 
legal means that professions gain behaviour. However, for those want professional status fearful 
the "right to title and practice" Each profession has authority practitioners who did not have Socialisation is the process of of being associated with a mere 
which comes when "the that grants its members "the lineage of the learned" , unconscious and unintended "trade"? Do they covet the 
profession persuades the autonomy and control over their codes of ethics became more consequence of human seeming cachet that is attached 
community to institute on its professional organization, important (Moore 1970). interaction that occurs during to the traditionally recognized 
behalf a licensing system for including control over the formal training and in practice professions of medicine, law and 
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engineering? Does the 
E" suggestion that planning is at 
g least on its way to becoming a 
tc full "profession" really make a 
tc difference, if actual planning 
e practice is the same regardless of 
h whether or not we call ourselves 
a a profession, and whether or not 
t< we associate ourselves with a 
a professional institute? 

Ii 
T In the Canadian context, 
e planners, as a vocational group 
i1 acting through their professional 
a association - most often their 

provincial affiliate - are, based on 
s this review, actively striving to 
c attain each of the professional 

components previously 
discussed. As planners try to 
identify and agree on their 
intellectual domain, as affiliates 
seek formal sanction by winning 
provincial rights to title and 
practice, as more planners are 
socialised through accredited 
planning courses and efforts by 
CIP, and as some (less than 
acceptable) individuals are 
refused entry into "the club", we 
see the vocation of planning 
slowly inching along towards 
recognition as a full profession. 
But we also see more and more 
practitioners who, whether 
formally trained as planners or 
not, are working in the field of 
planning and calling themselves 
planners. Ultimately, does it really 
make a difference if planners are 
socially endorsed as "true 
professionals" or not? The 
debate continues. 
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Summary 
Popular and theoretical 
descriptions of professions are 
quite different. Professions really 
started to take hold in Europe 
during the eleventh and twelfth 
centuries with the formation of 
guilds and associations. These 
started out as exclusive groups, 
but, with the Industrial 
Revolution, changes came to 
society and to the professions 
within it: professional 
associations became formally 
organized, and were soon 
studied as bodies that were 
distinct from other occupations. 

Theoretically, the component 
parts of a profession are 
commonly defined as: (1) 

knowledge and theory specific to 
a discipline; (2) community 
sanctions; (3) professional 
authority, autonomy and control; 
(4) codes of ethics; and (5) 

socialisation and the 
development of a professional 
culture. In contemporary times, 
many occupational groups have 
attempted to become recognized 
as professions, and a number 
have achieved this popular 
status. A theoretical definition, 
though, continues to limit the 
application of the label 
"profession" to relatively few 
vocations. Nevertheless, many 
Canadian planners continue their 
quest for such public 
acknowledgment. 
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Resume 
La definition populaire des 
professions liberates est tres 
differente de leur definition 
theorique. Les professions 
liberates ont fait leur apparition 
au cours des 11eme et 12eme 
siecles en Europe avec la 
formation de guildes et 
d'associations. 
Elles debuterent sous forme de 
groupes tres fermes, mais avec la 
revolution industrielle, des 
changements ont bouleverse la 
societe et du meme coup le 
monde professionnel. 
Les associations professionnelles 
devinrent des organismes officiels 
et ne tarderent pas a faire /'ob;et 
d'etudes en tant que corporations 
distindes des autres adivites. 

En theorie, on peut enumerer /es 
parties constituantes d'une 
profession liberate de la fa,;on 
suivante: (1) connaissance 
pratique et theorique particuliere 
a une discipline ; (2) 
reconnaissance de la colledivite ; 
(3) ma1trise, autonomie et 
contr6/e; (4) codes d'ethique et 
(5) socialisation et 
developpement d'une culture 
professionnelle. A notre epoque, 
de nombreux groupes 
d'adivites ont 
cherche a etre 
reconnus en 
tant que 

profession liberate et certains 
d'entre eux y sont parvenus. 
Toutefois, l'une des conditions 
theoriques empeche encore un 
nombre relativement restreint 
de metiers d'obtenir cette 
appellation. 

Quoiqu'il en soit, /es urbanistes 
canadiens continuent nombreux 
a rechercher ce statut social et la 
reconnaissance du public. 
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Teaching 
Professional Practice 
in Canadian Planning Schools 
by Dr. John A. Curry MCIP 

DURING A TIME OF ACCELERATING SOCIAL CHANGE and 
globalization, planners are being asked to address increasingly compl.ex and diverse 
probl.ems. To respond to these changes and to new demands being placed on the 
profession, planning educators must continually adapt curriculum in order to provide 
graduates with the current know!.edge and skills necessary to carry out effective 
planning practice. In an effort to encourage discussion, debate, and feedback on how to 
improve planning education, this paper will review what Canadian planning students 
are being taught about planning practice, as well as the techniques used to 
communicate this information. 

John Forester (1987) defines recognized by the Canadian 
planning practice as "envisioning Institute of Planners (CIP 1999). 
a problem situation, managing The survey was inductive in 
arguments concerning it, and nature, with broad open-ended 
negotiating strategically to questions designed to determine 
intervene." Section 3.3 of the • the meaning of the term 
Canadian Institute of Planners "professional planning 
membership manual (CIP 1996) practice" in the context of the 
states that planning programs curriculum of each planning 
should provide "the ability to program; 
synthesize planning knowledge • whether the teaching of 
and apply it to actual planning planning practice is 
problems," as well as "the ability concentrated in one or a small 
to generate creative solutions to number of courses, or whether 
practical planning it is taught throughout the 
problems ... through studio curriculum; 
projects or workshops." The • topics and concepts covered by 
education provided to Canadian the course(s) or by the 

planning students will be program curriculum; and finally 
examined within the context of • the teaching techniques used. 

these descriptions of planning 
practice. All eighteen planning schools 

responded to the survey. The 
Planning education in Canada is following sections present the 
comprised of eight results of the survey and 
undergraduate programs and highlight unique topics/concepts 
twelve graduate programs, with and teaching methods. 
only the Universite de Montreal 
and the University of Waterloo 

Describing Professional having both undergraduate and 
graduate programs. Seven Practice 
programs are located in Ontario 
and three are located in Quebec. During the conceptualization of 

(No planning schools exist within this research project, the author 

Canada's northern territories.) In assumed that the development 

addition, formal planning of a comprehensive definition of 

technician/technologist programs professional planning practice 

exist in a number of colleges was possible. Upon further 

across Canada. Because these reflection, and after reviewing 

programs are not currently the comments of the survey 

accredited by the Canadian respondents, the author 

Institute of Planners, they were concluded that a more realistic 

not included in the study. Please approach would be to describe 

refer to the sidebar, which lists the main themes that constitute 

Canadian university planning professional planning practice as 

programs. it exists today. These themes will 
not be static, but will evolve over 

In January of this year, a ten- time to reflect a changing 

question survey was planning environment. 

electronically mailed to the 
program chairs and professors Canadian planning programs 

responsible for professional describe the term "professional 

planning practice courses at the planning practice" differently, 

eighteen planning programs according to the context of their 
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curriculums. The most 
comprehensive description, 
which was offered by the 
University of Toronto, states that 
professional planning practice 
entails "the practicalities of 
performing in the role of the 
planner". There are a number of 
elements embodied in this 
description: the nature of the 
relationship between planners, 
their clients (public or private) 
and their communities; the 
nature of their relationships with 
elected officials; the politics of 
planning (i.e., the various types 
and sources of power actually 
used by planners and the other 
stakeholders with whom they 
interact in the planning process); 
the ethics of planning; group 
dynamics and teamwork; conflict 
resolution; communication skills 
(oral and written); and time
management. Other planning 
programs include elements of the 
above description, focusing 
predominately on simulating 
realistic planning settings, 
presenting ethical dilemmas, and 
discussing the professional norms 
and values that guide planners as 
they work. 

Many descriptions stressed the 
important role that planners play 
both in the community political 
process and in the institutional 
environment. The descriptions 
offered by planning school 
representatives suggest that the 
objective scientific rational model 
of planner as technician has been 
replaced by a blended model of 
planner as technician and 
political process expert. To 
contribute to effective change, 
planners are now being taught 
communication and political 
skills. This broadening of the 
scope of planning education was 
evident at both the 
undergraduate and graduate 
levels of planning education. 

How Professional 
Practice is Integrated 
into Planning Curriculum 

The degree of importance that 
planning programs assign 
professional practice is 
demonstrated by the high level 
of integration of different 
elements of practice into the 
planning curriculum. Only one of 
the eight undergraduate 
programs and six of the twelve 
graduate programs stated that 
professional planning practice is 
taught in one or several courses. 
In most cases, planning practice 
is emphasized in the core 
(required) courses of the 

program. After reflecting upon a 
second question on the subject, 
all respondents concluded that, 
although specific planning 
practice courses were available, 
planning practice is one of the 
basic themes of planning 
programs and is an essential 
element of planning education. 
These responses indicate that 
most planning schools teach 
planning practice broadly 
throughout the curriculum. 

Co-operative educational 
placements and internships also 
play an important role in 
preparing students for planning 
practice. Terms involving 
mandatory or optional co-op 
work are available at many 
planning schools. For example, 
the University of Toronto 
provides summer internships 
between the first and second 

year of its graduate program. 
Co-operative placements have 
been an internal part of the 
University of Waterloo's 
undergraduate program for 
years. Co-op work terms provide 
students with opportunities to 
test many of the concepts and 
theories they have learned, 
experience the day-to-day 
practice of planning, and 
determine whether they have 
chosen the correct career path 
before investing four to five 
years in an undergraduate 
program. Co-op students benefit 
the educational system when 

they use their new-found 
knowledge to challenge, inform, 
and ensure relevance in planning 
courses. 
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Topics/Concepts Covered 

The complexity of planning 
practice is illustrated in the 
diverse range of knowledge and 
skills that planning schools are 
teaching at both the 
undergraduate and graduate 
levels. This knowledge is 
organized into six themes: 
planning process, the politics of 
planning, professional ethics, 
written and oral communication, 
other interpersonal skills, and 
entrepreneurship. Each theme is 
briefly discussed below. 

Respondents considered an 
understanding of planning 
process to be a central element in 
effective planning practice. 
Topics such as project and 
program planning, site planning, 

and urban design process are 
commonly incorporated into 
Canadian planning curricula. 
Modes of public participation, as 
one element of planning process, 
was mentioned on numerous 
occasions as essential knowledge 
for planners who strive to 
operate effectively in the current 
environment of diverse 
community interests . 

The description of professional 
planning practice provided by the 
University of Toronto highlights 
the importance of 
comprehending planning politics 
and finding ways to operate 
constructively within a political 
environment. Planners must deal 
with external politics at the 
neighbourhood, community, 
regional, provincial, national and 
international levels, but they 
must also deal with the internal 
politics of their own 
organizations and institutions. 
Ways of understanding planning 
environments (which involve 
activities in municipal 
administration, private practice, 
senior government, small-town 
and rural settings, and 
community development), as 
well as the administration of 
planning work in these 
environments, are topics taught 
at various planning schools. 

To prepare planning students for 
the ethical dilemmas and 
challenges they will confront, all 
schools provide instruction in 
professional ethics and planning 
law. Fathoming the complex 
political and ethical environment, 
while acting as both professional 
advisor and upholder of the 
public good, is possibly the most 
difficult personal conundrum 
facing planning students as they 
launch their careers. 

Planners communicate 
constantly, both orally and in 
words and images. Planning 
students are receiving ample 
opportunity to develop their 
writing skills, which have been 
the traditional focus of academic 
evaluation . Yet, increasingly, 
opportunities for graphic and 
verbal communication skills are 
being included in the curriculum 
in the form of projects involving 
writing terms of reference and 
proposals, responding to calls for 
proposals, and preparing 
professional reports. Students are 
receiving real-life experiences in 
the classroom. They are also 
developing expertise in graphic 
communication through the use 
of computer programs such as 
Geographical Information 
Systems (GIS), Computer Aided 
Design (CAD), and presentation 
packages. Valuable training in 
team-work and group dynamics 
is also offered by many planning 
schools. By practicing written, 
graphic, and verbal 
communication skills, students 
are learning to construct and 
present effective and complex 
planning arguments. 

Many important communication 
skills, such as negotiation, 
facilitation, mediation, conflict 
resolution, creative problem
solving, and creative decision
making, are working their way 
into planning curricula. The 
added skills of facilitation, 
mediation, conflict resolution, 
and creative problem solving are 
enriching the repertoire of tools 
to plan effectively. For example, 
educators in the Environmental 
Planning Major at the University 
of Northern British Columbia 
involve students in researching 
downtown revitalization, 
facilitating community planning 
workshops, and attending and 
participating in community 
planning and development 
meetings. These students 
observe, and participate in, the 
highly communicative process of 
planning, and experience the 
complex political and ethical 
environment in which planners 
practice - an environment which 
many students find difficult to 
understand in a classroom 
setting. 

A recent development in 
planning education is the 
teaching of entrepreneurship. 
Twenty years ago, most planning 
students found employment in 
government organizations. 
Today, a very different 
employment market exists, with 
many planners spending most or 
all of their careers working as 
consultants in the private sector 
or for non-governmental 

organizations. Less than half of 
the planning schools indicated 
that they offer instruction in 
starting or managing a planning 
firm. Those that did indicate 
training in entrepreneurship cited 
business planning, promotion, 
marketing, financial planning, 
and management cited as the 
most common topics taught. 
Entrepreneurship training may be 
one of several areas in which 
·planning schools can prepare 
students for the working world. 
Another possible area for 
consideration in planning 
curricula is career and 
employment planning. 

Teaching Techniques 
Used 

Along with the traditional formal 
lecture and seminar, educators 
are embracing new and 
innovative techniques that bring 
experiential learning into the 
curriculum. Team teaching, panel 
discussions and debates are used 
to enliven the classroom 
environment. Students are going 
on field trips to planning 
departments and community 
development agencies, and 
practitioners are being invited 
into the classroom. The learning 
experience now extends beyond 
the university environment and 
into the community, as students 
are encouraged to attend public 
and municipal council meetings, 
to volunteer on committees, and 
to provide technical/facilitation 
assistance to community-based 
workshops. Many planning 
schools involve practitioners 
directly as curriculum advisors, 

student mentors, and teachers. 
These are examples of active 
learning, but none of the 
respondents mentioned that 
active learning was an explicit 
element in planning program 
development. 

Studios continue to be a popular 
method for providing experiential 
learning. The studio/workshop
based format includes the use of 
such teaching techniques as 
individual projects, case studies, 
role playing, design charettes, 
hands-on practical exercises, 
group projects with real clients, 
written reports, and oral 
presentations. In many schools, 
project teams are assigned a 
"resource person" drawn from 
the world of practice . Student 
teams are encouraged to use 
visual methods to convey 
quantitative and qualitative 
information. They may present 
and defend their work before a 
panel of assessors that includes 
the client and other stakeholders. 
In a number of cases, audio
visual recording of student 
presentations is used to provide 
direct, unbiased evaluation of 
presentation skills. 

Conclusions 

Although attempts have been 
made to define planning as a 
unique set of practical skills and 
knowledge, the diversity of 
topics and skills taught by 
Canadian planning schools 
demonstrates that the practice of 
planning is not a narrow 

profession . Many practicing 
planners continually pursue the 

Observations of a Practitioner and Educator 

new, the unique, the " cutting 
edge" ideas of society, and thus 
constantly recreate the practice 
of planning. The evolution of the 
profession, the original social 
needs that the profession was 
called upon to resolve, and the 
increasingly complex demands 
that the profession is attempting 
to address, call for generalists in 
a world of increasing 
specialization . To meet this need, 
planning students must be 
taught the wide variety of skills 
and knowledge discussed in this 
article. 

The results of this research 
demonstrate that planning 
educators are using a wide array 
of traditional and innovative 
techniques to teach a variety of 
topics and skills . This diversity in 
teaching technique and variety in 
content may represent both a 
strength and a weakness of 
Canadian planning education . 
The strength lies in the way that 
planning educators are 
responding to the ever-changing 
realm of planning practice by , 
providing students with current 
knowledge and skills. The 
weakness involves a patchiness in 
professional development in 
Canada. How do professors 
decide what to teach? Do 
students, particularly mature 
students with planning 
experience, have a say in course 
and program content? Do other 
practitioners have a say? 

Facing the next millennium, 
Leonie Sandercock (1998, 225) 

envisions not only the need for 
technical and analytical literacy, 

After twenty-five years in the planning profession, as a student, a practitioner, and most recently an 
educator, I remain a "passionate pilgrim" committed to the complexity, diversity, and constantly 
changing practice of planning. Occasionally I lapse into envy of many of my academic: colleagues who 
spend their professional careers in the pursuit of focused, specialized knowledge. Their lives seem so 
simple. Then I go to a public meeting where citizens, passionate about their community and desiring 
an improved quality of life, advocate change from the status qua. I'm hooked yet again on helping 
people create better communities. 

I was initially trained as a technician. When I entered the profession I was shocked at the politics of 
planning, but I soon learned to love the political dynamics of getting things done in community. I was 
trained as a bureaucrat, and then developed social and entrepreneurial skills to make things happen in 
community. 

For this reason, I constantly return to the writings of Joseph Schumpeter ([1943] 1987), who coined 
the concept of change as a process of "creative destruction". Schumpeter was the first author to 
discuss entrepreneurial activities as necessary components of change (which can also be referred to as 
transformation or regeneration). Although he is most closely identified with the economic aspects of 
the " entrepreneur", Schumpeter was concerned with the creative process involved in developing new 
combinations of resources that would throw aside the status qua and allow for social innovation, 
change and evolution . 

Finally, I was trained as a social and economic planner, and then discovered the ecological elements of 
planning which require the integration of concepts of sustainability into our daily planning practice. 
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but the need for multicultural, 
ecological, and design literacy as 
core elements in planning school 
curricula. Educators will be hard

pressed to keep up with the 
constantly changing, evolving, 
and enriching practice of 
planning, particularly when they 
must work within the extremely 
conservative culture present in 
many universities, where changes 
to curricula can be excessively 
slow (Baum 1997, 26) . In this 
environment of academic inertia, 
change may be facilitated by a 
closer working relationship 
between planning educators, and 
between these educators, the 
practicing profession, and the 
communities they serve. 

The great diversity in the skills, 
topics, and methods used to 
teach professional planning 
practice emphasizes a need to 
share the experiences of teaching 
planning practice in schools 
across Canada. Canadian 
planning educators need to meet 
at least once annually, in order to 
confer and debate with 
practicing planners, community 
representatives, and knowledge
planning students. The Canadian 
Institute of Planners should 

create an environment at its 
annual conferences that 
encourages debate about 
planning education. This could 
be achieved by ensuring that 
education becomes a standard 
theme at national and affiliate 
conferences. Doing this may in 
turn generate the environment 
for debate on the value of 
continuing education, a topic 
which other professions are 
embracing energetically. 

As with so much research, we 
end up with more questions than 
answers. In a rapidly changing 
world, planners must be 
politically astute, 
entrepreneurially active, and 
ecologically informed, and must 
pass these sets of knowledge and 
skill on to the communities they 
serve. The ultimate goal of 
planning education is to develop 
informed and ethical 
practitioners. To achieve this 
goal, strong links need to be 
developed between the 
academy, the practicing 
profession , and groups of 
community activists. 

University Planning Programs in Canada 

Universities with Undergraduate Planning Programs: 

University of Northern British Columbia, Prince George 
Nova Scotia College of Art and Design, Halifax 
Universite du Quebec a Montreal, 
Ryerson Polytechnic University, Toronto 
University of Saskatchewan, Saskatoon 
University of Windsor 

Universities with Undergraduate and Graduate Planning 
Programs: 

Universite de Montreal, 
University of Waterloo 

Universities with Graduate Planning Programs: 

University of British Columbia, Vancouver 
University of Calgary 
Dalhousie University, Halifax 
University of Guelph 
Universite Laval, 
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg 
McGill University, Montreal, 
Queen's University, Kingston 
University of Toronto 
York University, North York 
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Summary 
This article analyzes data from a 
ten-question survey which was 
designed to determine how 
Canadian planning students are 
taught professional planning 
practice. The survey, which was 
electronically mailed to 
representatives of the eighteen 
planning programs at Canadian 
universities, asked respondents to 
describe what is meant by the 
term "professional planning 
practice" , the professional 
planning practice topics/concepts 
covered by their program 
curriculum, and the teaching 
techniques used . Conclusions 
identify a need for a closer 
working relationship between 
planning educators, and between 
these educators, the practicing 
profession, and the communities 
served by the profession . 

Resume 
Cet article analyse les resultats 
d'un sondage contenant dix 
questions destinees a faire une 
evaluation de l'enseignement de 
la pratique professionnelle de 
l'urbanisme. Ce sondage a ete 
adresse par courrier electronique 
aux responsables des dix-huit 
programmes d'urbanisme des 
universites canadiennes, leur 
demandant ce qu'ils entendent 
par «pratique professionnelle de 
l'urbanisme», quels sont les 
sujets/concepts de la pratique de 
l'urbanisme couverts par leur 

programme de cours, et quelles 
sont les methodes 
d'enseignement utilisees. Les 
resultats de ce sondage font 
ressortir le besoin d'une 
collaboration plus etroite entre 
les professeurs d'urbanisme eux
memes, mais aussi entre les 
professeurs, les professionnels de 
l'urbanisme et les communautes 
qui beneficient de leurs services. 
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Introduction 

A number of characteristics are 
often used to distinguish 
professions from non-professions. 
One of these is the presence of a 
distinctly ethical justification for 
the service that the profession 
provides (e.g., Bickenbach and 
Hendler 1994). Planning, for 
example, has been said to create 
"the greatest good for the 
greatest number", protect the 
least well-off members of our 
societies, ensure that 
environments are used wisely, 
and so on. Such values help to 
outline the boundaries of a 
profession and begin to define 
the responsibilities and 
obligations of individual 
professionals. These values are 
typically articulated in a 
professional code which informs 
society of the mandate and scope 
of the profession, educates 
professionals about the ethical 
standards against which their 
performance will be measured, 
and ensures that employers and 
clients understand the ethical 
expectations they may have while 
working with professionals 
represented in the code (see, for 
example, Hendler 1990a). 
Moreover, the code may act as a 
"binding ideal" for the profession 
and provide a normative 
statement of values around which 
its members might coalesce. 

This paper presents results of a 
study of planners in Ottawa, 
Ontario. The intent of the study 
was to identify and describe the 
values these planners held with 
respect to the natural 
environment.1 While there have 
been many empirical studies of 
planners' values, no study has 
directed its attention solely to 
questions of the use of nature. 
This paper thus begins to fill a 
void in the literature of planning 
ethics, and presents data, as well 
as a method, worthy of 
examination by planners 
interested in the environmental 
side of their work. Information 
presented in the paper also helps 

us to further discussions 
regarding the normative nature 
of the planning profession and 
the role these ideas play in 
identifying its mandate, especially 
as this mandate is expressed in its 
professional code(s). In her article 
in this issue of Plan Canada, 
Leonie Sandercock defines 
environmental ethics as part of 
the baggage of the "passionate 
pilgrim"; but to which sort of 
environmental ethics do planners 
seem to adhere? 

Environmental ethics: 
Justifications of 
environmental values 

For individual human beings, as 
well as for professions such as 
planning, ethics define the 
boundaries of acceptable 
behaviour. When the behaviour 
in question pertains to the natural 
environment, we look for 
guidance to a sub-field of moral 
philosophy, namely that of 
environmental ethics. 

Environmental ethics refers 
to the activity by 
which we 
consider our 
relationship to 
the natural 

environment and seek principles 
that are morally supportable. As a 
sub-field of moral philosophy, 
"environmental ethics has 
become a serious source of 
thought and theory about the 
appropriate use of the physical 
world" (Beatley 1989, 2) . 

This interest has not been limited 
to philosophical circles. 
Professions such as planning have 
also turned to environmental 
ethics for insight and criticism. 
For example, Beatley (1994, 
1989) and Martin and Beatley 
(1993) discuss environmental 
ethics in the contexts of planning 
theory/practice and planning 
education, respectively (see also 
Beatley 1995 for more 
information on the latter). 
Likewise, Jacobs (1995) speaks of 
particular strands of 
environmental ethics and how 
they can contribute to planning 
theory. 

Like many other sub-fields of 
philosophy such as feminist ethics 
and bioethics, environmental 

ethics cannot be summarized 
in terms of one or even a 
handful of separate 
perspectives. Instead, 
there are 
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myriad approaches to defining 
appropriate relationships between 
humans and their environments. 
There are, however, some 
dominant themes and points of 
departure amongst the various 
perspectives. Key points here are 
sentience,2 the role of human 
interest, the role of life itself, and 
the nature of biological processes. 
We expand on these below; in 
doing so, we wish to point out 
that our intent is to provide a 
context for the empirical work 
that we have done, and not to 
offer a comprehensive discussion 
of the field of environmental 
ethics (see also Fox, Hendler and 
lmort 1999 for a more inclusive 
array of environmental ethics 
perspectives). 

Peter Singer (e.g. 1975) has 
argued that, if we are to take a 
utilitarian view of ethical 
decision-making, we should 
incorporate non-humans into our 
pain/pleasure calculus. His 
position hinges on the fact that 
utilitarians believe that pleasure 
ought to be maximized and/or 
pain minimized. Thus, there is no 
reason why humans are the only 
beings that should be considered; 
instead, any organism that can 

feel pain should be 
factored into our 

decisions. 
Sentience, 

therefore, is 
the 

central 
criterion 

against 
which we 

decide 
what parts 

of the 
environment 

have moral 
standing. Non

sentient objects such 
as plants and rocks do 

not satisfy this criterion, so 
utilitarians, or animal 

liberationists in this context, do 
not have to worry about them in 
conducting and judging their 
behaviour. 

Tom Regan (e.g. 1983) is also 
primarily concerned with animals, 
but his perspective on ethics is 
not based on utilitarianism. He 
regards rights-holders as worthy 
of moral concern and argues that 
those of us possessing inherent 
value have the right to be treated 
with respect. He believes that all 
animals that can feel and are 
subjects of their own lives have 
inherent value and should be 
respected as such . Again, though, 
his argument includes sentient 
individual beings, and excludes 
such things as plants, rocks, 
ecosystems and non-sentient 
animal life. 

Albert Schweitzer and Kenneth 
Goodpaster hold points of view 
that go beyond sentience: here, 
the state of being alive is of 
fundamental moral concern. 
Goodpaster (1978), for instance, 
argues that anything apart from 
the condition of being alive is an 
arbitrarily held and discerned 
criterion for moral consideration. 
Thus, any living thing should be 
protected from unnecessary 
harm. Unlike Singer and Regan, 
then, these ethicists hold that 
plants should be included in our 
moral community while rocks and 
other inanimate objects should 
not. 

Paul Taylor (1986) has developed 
a particularly comprehensive 
theory of environmental ethics. 
His "respect for nature" 
perspective is based on the 
premise that something can have 
a good of its own without being 
sentient, but not without being 
animate. In other words, he holds 
that all living things have inherent 
worth, thus rendering humans, 
non-human animals and plants as 
equal members of the earth's 
community of life. One aspect of 
this argument is that each 
organism is a centre of life that 
pursues its own good in its own 
way. From this standpoint, he 
develops sets of moral rules and 
priority rules, thus facilitating the 
application of his biocentric (life
centred) theory to actual cases 
and circumstances. 



To this point, we have outlined Planners (CIP) and the Ontario resulting in a satisfactorily high action described was either important reasons. The remaining 
theories that respect sentience, Professional Planners Institute response rate of 77%. ethical or unethical. In these reasons, especially the rights of 
inherent worth and life processes. (OPPI) . cases, no more than 18 % (20) of living things and recreational 
Environmental ethicists like Aldo Results the respondents ever took value, provoked more 
Leopold (1949; see also Callicott Ottawa planners were selected as positions opposite to that of the disagreement. 
1989) go beyond these the study population because 1. The respondents majority. Actions that benefited 
boundaries by emphasizing the they represented a reasonable Of the 114 respondents, 82 % human health over wasps, From Table 3 it is apparent that 
moral worth of entire ecosystems. number of planners working near (94) were male and 18% (20) human health over poison ivy, consensus was high, but not as 
Leopold bases his "land ethic" on the authors' place of residence were female. They were between and raptors over transportation high as in Table 2. Here, for four 
the interdependence of animals, (Kingston, Ontario). Had the 26 and 65 years of age with a were viewed as the most of the six reasons given in the 
plants and inanimate objects, all mail-out survey generated an mean of 41 years. Most of the acceptable actions (scenarios 8, 6 second ranking question, from 
of which make up food chains, insufficient number of responses, respondents (62 % , or 71 and 2). Actions that benefited 71 % (81) to 75% (85) of the 
nutrient cycles and energy flows. it would have-been fairly easy to individuals) had Master's degrees aesthetics over trees, public respondents always ranked a 
In the complex sets of gather more responses through as their highest level of safety over wetlands, and waste given reason in the three most 
relationships that exist in these face-to-face or telephone education. Thirty-three percent reduction over public health were important reasons or in the three 
pathways of material and energy, interviews. (38) had Bachelor's degrees and considered to be the least least important reasons. In these 
inanimate elements play a role four percent (5) had Doctorate acceptable actions (scenarios 3, cases, no more than 29% (33) of 
that is just as vital that of as The survey instrument was degrees . .The academic area of 29 and 26). the respondents took a position 
animate elements. Leopold thus developed according to the study for most respondents was opposite to that of the majority. 
argues that non-living parts of objectives of the study, and to urban planning (77%, or 88 On the remaining 13 short Inherent value of the ecosystem 
the natural environment must be the desire to make the instrument individuals); the second most scenarios there was more and the protection of rare species 
given respect and moral attractive, interesting and fairly common area was geography· disagreement. The actions that were viewed as the most 
consideration; this is a holistic simple to complete. The (12%, or 14 individuals). provoked the most disagreement important reasons for rejecting 
perspective focusing on the questionnaire3 included questions Architecture/landscape were those that benefited a bog the development in question. 
biosphere as an interconnected on three topics: professional architecture, biology, sociology, ecosystem over a forest Rights of living things and 
system. codes, professional ethics, and history and economics were areas ecosystem, transportation contribution to the global 

professional background. The first of study for 12 % of respondents. development over red trilliums, ecosystem were the least 
The above constitutes a brief of these introduced respondents and exotic animals over the important reasons. Reasons 
description of only a few of the to the study and tested their Most respondents considered entertainment industry (scenarios concerning the aboriginal 
central arguments having to do familiarity with the codes of CIP their primary area of 15, 27 and 10). community provoked more 
with how we should treat nature. (1994) and OPPI (1986), two concentration to be land use disagreement. 
There are many other writers and documents that contain some planning (75% or 85 individuals). Most respondents were able to 
theories that emphasize such value-based guidelines regarding Six percent (7) considered make a choice about the ethical In Question 5, which dealt with 
considerations as future the natural environment and the housing to be their primary area propriety of a particular action. choosing between a 
generations, rarity, aesthetics, planner's responsibilities to it of focus, six percent (7) But for each of the short preservationist or a 
deep ecology, the Gaia (e.g., "To value the natural and transportation, and five percent scenarios, there was a number of conservationist position, 68% 
hypothesis, environmental justice cultural environment", CIP 1994, (6) environmental planning. The respondents who were uncertain (78) of the respondents said they 
and feminist points of view 2). The second section elicited remaining eight percent (9) of about the "goodness" or would support a preservationist 
(again, see Fox, Hendler and respondents' values regarding the respondents cited regional "rightness" of the action position. Thirty-two percent (36) 
lmort 1999 for an overview). natural environment. Scenarios planning, heritage conservation described. For all of the short selected the conservation-
While all of these are interesting were used as an indirect method and economic planning. scenarios, the mean number of oriented choice.7 

and important, our intent here is, of determining respondents' undecided responses was 23%. 
again, not to survey the whole of ethical attitudes. Both short and The majority of respondents The number of undecided Finally, when we directly asked 
environmental ethics literature. long scenarios were used; the worked in the public sector respondents ranged from a low respondents to identify their 
Instead, we wish to point out former described a planner's (61 %, or 69 individuals). of six and seven percent conceptions of a moral 
some of the main forks in the action with respect to a particular Fourteen percent (16) worked in (scenarios 8 and 2) to 35% in community, most (57%, or 65 
road, so to speak, that lead us to ethical dilemma and asked the private domain and 25% (29) scenario 26 which pertained to a individuals) thought that integral 
recognize different environmental whether the respondent thought worked in both. The respondents' conflict between a cleaner parts of ecosystems were most 
values. These basic differences the planner's action was ethical or experience in full-time planning environment and public health. worthy of moral concern. The 
were the basis of our study. unethical.4 Two longer scenarios practice ranged from one to 37 next larges_t group (22%, or 25 

were also included; these asked years; the mean was 14 years. While these results are interesting respondents) considered all living 

Method the respondent to rank the in their own right, forcing things deserving of moral 
reasons given by a planner for Of the 114 respondents, 73 % respondents to assign priorities to consideration. Interestingly, 12 % 

Our goal is to describe, not to her or his action on an (83) were full members of ethical positions enables us to or 14 individuals thought that all 

judge or explain, the values environmental issue. These CIP/OPPI, and 27% (31) were confidently develop a snapshot of living and non-living things were 

planners have regarding the rankings were to provide provisional members. Most, 69% planners' values. Tables 2 and 3 part of the moral community. The 

natural environment. Thus, while information on the weight our or 79 individuals, had read one or contain the results of the two smallest groups were those who 

we are interested in apparent respondents placed on particular both of the professional codes of ranking questions found in the viewed only sentient beings (3% 

inconsistencies and conflicts, we ethical positions. 5 The third part these planning bodies. A majority questionnaire. In Table 2 it can be or three individuals) or only 

are not concerned with of the questionnaire included of the respondents (87%, or 99 seen that consensus was high for humans (6% or seven 

comparing the values themselves questions designed to provide individuals) thought that a four of the seven reasons given respondents) as being morally 

against some predetermined demographic and related data. planning code should include for why conserving a forest was valuable. 

norm or set of norms. Nor do we duties concerning the natural an appropriate thing for a planner 

attempt to suggest why planners The questionnaire was pre-tested environment. to do. From 85% (96) to 94% 

hold particular values. on student and professional (107) of the respondents always 
planners in Kingston, Ontario. 2. Respondents' values towards ranked a particular reason in the 

Descriptive, empirical studies of These respondents found the the natural environment three most important reasons or 

planners' values are fairly questionnaire to be manageable, The means and standard the three least important reasons. 

common. Howe and Kaufman pertinent to the planning deviations for responses to the 29 In these cases, no more than 

(1979), Lang and Hendler (1990), profession, and interesting. Their short scenarios are presented in 10% (11) of the respondents 

Hendler (1990b) and Howe comments allowed us to clarify Table 1.6 They are arranged in ever took a position opposite to 

(1994) are examples. Like many some terms and omit confusing order from most acceptable that of the majority. Inherent 

such investigations, our research scenarios. The resulting action to least acceptable action. value of the ecosystem and 

involved a mail-out questionnaire was sent to our For 16 of the 29 scenarios, preservation for future 

questionnaire. It was sent to study population of 149 planners consensus was high: from 60% generations were viewed as the 

planners in Ottawa-Carleton who and, after one reminder, a total of (66) to 89% (98) of the most important reasons. Revenue 

were full or provisional members 123 (83%) forms were returned. respondents answered that the generation and "sustainable 

of the Canadian Institute of Of these, 114 were completed, development" were the least 
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Analysis 

The respondent group in this 
study is fairly homogeneous. It is 
predominantly male, middle
aged, highly educated and 
trained in urban planning. 
Compared to one view of the 
Ontario Professional Planners 
Institute as a whole (see OPPI 
1992), our sample contains a 
higher proportion of full 
members, has more years of 
planning experience, works more 
in the public sector and is more 
dominated by males. These 
observations notwithstanding, 
our results are useful for the 
purpose of suggesting the 
environmental value-based 
boundaries of the planning 
profession , as well as for 
applying these boundaries to the 
development of planning codes 
of ethics and conduct, and for 
shedding light on questions of 
planners' values in terms of 
generating ideas for future work. 

With respect to the short 
scenarios, we can suggest that 
respondents appeared to value 
public health and safety more 
than elements of the natural 
environment. Note, however, 
that the one scenario in this 
group which did not elicit this 
kind of response was the 
question that posed a conflict 
between public safety and the 
conservation of a wetland . That a 
majority of respondents seemed 
to value the wetland more than 
public safety could be interpreted 
to mean that they valued 
ecosystems more than an 
individual human life. 

We also found that most 
respondents appeared to value 
the natural environment over 
development. The only scenario 
in which this was not the case 
involved a decision between 
transportation development and 
the preservation of red trilliums. 
Most respondents here appeared 
to value human concerns more 
than plant life, or at least that of 
a given population of a given 
species. 

Posing natural elements against 
human-made amenities led us to 
conclude that human heritage is 
one of the few amenities that 
appears to be valued more highly 
than living things. Other 
amenities, such as aesthetics 
gave rise to much more ' 

ambiguous results. 

We also tried to set one natural 
element against another natural 
element. We used scenarios that 
described decisions protecting a 
threatened natural element from 
another such element. Most of 
the respondents agreed most of 
the time that protecting a natural 
element is ethical. This suggests 
that the respondents believe that 
management of the environment 
is a good thing; they do not 
believe that leaving nature to its 
own devices is necessarily 
desirable.8 The only scenario to 
generate ambiguous results is 
one which matches a bog against 
a forest. The respondents here 
were evenly divided over human 
interference in the process of 
succession. 

Casting these results in the light 
of our overview of approaches in 
environmental ethics enables us 
to make the following 
observations. First, animal 
liberation and animal rights 
perspectives do not appear to 
play a large part in planners' 
ethical views about the 
environment. Nor does an 
approach based on reverence for 
life seem to hold much favour in 
this regard . Second, while 
human-centred values such as 
public health often figure 
prominently in planners' values 
it seems these values must refe~ 
to what could be called essential 
elements such as health and 
safety, as opposed to less central 
factors such as recreation and 
commerce. Third, responses to 
both the short and long scenarios 

point to the importance of 
ecosystems: this result is 
supported by respondents 
characterization of moral 
communities in witch most 
indentifed ecosystems as most 
worthy of moral concern . 

Conclusions 

The results of our study enable 
us to draw some relatively clear 
conclusions: 
• the natural environment is an 

important part of planners ' 
work;9 

• approaches based on "land 
ethic" and, to a lesser degree, 
"respect for nature" appear to 
represent relatively common 
perspectives of planners on 
questions of environmental 
value; and 

• there are numerous interesting 

contradictions and unclear 
aspects of the data, which form 
one of several bases for further 
work in this area. 

If we accept the apparent 
importance of the environmental 
values suggested here, we might 
want to work towards 
incorporating these values into 
our notion of professionalism in 
planning. As discussed earlier 
one way of achieving this ' 

objective would be to ensure that 
such values are cited in our 
professional codes. At this point 
in time we can see that such 
approaches are reflected to some 
degree in the current codes of 
the CIP (1994) (Principles 1, 3, 5 
and 6 in the Statement of Values) 

but are not part of the OPPI 
(1986) code. One could argue 
that these statements should 
include values that have been 
shown to be important to 
members. In this instance, these 
values reflect a strong stance on 
environmental aspects, as 

opposed to a stance like that of 
the OPPI code, which refers only 
1mpllc1tly to the environment as a 
group of "resources" _10 
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Having said this, however, we 
have left a number of questions 
unanswered. While we can now 
say something about how our 
respondents feel about the 
natural environment, we cannot 
say with any degree of certainty 
or confidence how they actually 
behave towards the 
environment. While we might 
hope or presume that their 
values guide their behaviour, we 
recognize that acting is messier 
than thinking, and that all we 
asked of our respondents is to 
think. Furthermore, there are 
obvious contradictions in the 
planners' views, contradictions 
that need to be reconciled in 
day-to-day planning work. 

Still, our study highlights some of 

the values that form part of the 
ethical context for 
professionalism in planning. It 
would seem that many planners 
believe that ecosystemic values 
and respect for nature are 
important in this regard; this fact 
supports Leonie Sandercock's 
plea for the inclusion of 
environmental ethics in the 
planner's contemporary tool-kit. 
Future research in this area 
should, we suggest, seek to 
expand and clarify these 
conclusions by focusing on 
qualitative analyses of planners ' 
values, the underlying rationale 
for such values, and the ways in 
which such values are applied (or 
not) in professional work. 
Following Howe (1994), we 
could then suggest avenues for 
continued refinement of the 
environmental values that 
underlie planning as a profession, 
and recommend enhanced 
modes of self-regulation, 
education and professional 
development in this regard . 



TABLE 1 
Rank Order of Short Scenarios by Ethical Acceptability 

Rank Group or Short Percent total Percent total 
order issue that scenario responses responses 

benefits number ethical unethical 

1 Public health over 8 89 5 
wasps 

2 Public safety over 6 85 5 
poison ivy 

3 Raptors over freeway 2 88 5 

4 Wetland over 12 76 5 
recreation 

4 Public health over pets 19 81 10 

4 Oak trees over gypsy 25 81 9 
moth 

5 Wetland over 1 72 6 
shopping centre 

6 Trout over recreational 23 70 9 
lake 

7 History over english 14 69 11 
ivy 

8 Other ungulates over 21 66 6 
red deer herd 

9 Other plants over 13 60 6 
purple sage 

10 Birch trees over 18 63 13 
beavers 

11 Butterflies over 9 59 15 
starlings 

12 Trees over recreation 7 61 16 

13 Balanced ecosystem 24 64 18 
over deer herd 

14 Frogs over decreased 11 55 15 
costs 

15 Public health over 16 56 24 
skunks 

16 Aesthetics over birds' 17 53 21 
nests 

17 Wild flowers over 28 47 25 
rabbits 

18 Exotic animals over 10 40 26 
entertainment 

19 History over pigeons 4 41 26 

20 Transportation over 27 43 31 
trilliums 

21 Bog ecosystem over 15 35 35 
forest ecosystem 

22 Cattle over 20 24 52 
rattlesnakes 

23 Low-income housing 22 19 50 
over wetland 

24 Cement factory over 5 19 56 
wilderness coast 

25 Waste reduction over 26 12 53 
public health 

26 Public safety over 29 17 66 
wetland 

27 Aesthetics over trees 3 13 63 

Percent total 
responses 
undecided 

6 

10 

7 

19 

9 

10 

22 

21 

20 

28 

34 

24 

26 

23 

18 

30 

20 

26 

28 

34 

33 

26 

30 

24 

31 

25 

35 

17 

24 

31 

Mean and 
(Stddev) 

1.55 (0.81) 

1.60 (0.85) 

1.69 (0.86) 

1.85 (1.03) 

1.85 (1 .12) 

1.85 (1.00) 

1.91 (1.06) 

2.05 (1.01) 

2 .10 (1.03) 

2.15 (0.95) 

2.19 (0.97) 

2.32 (1.03) 

2.33 (1.13) 

2.35 (1 .14) 

2.36 (1.19) 

2.45 (1.15) 

2.54 (1 .29) 

2.58 (1.12) 

2 .70 (1.23) 

2.76 (1.26) 

2.81 (1.15) 

2.82 (1.25) 

3.00 (1.31) 

3.41 (1.23) 

3.48 (1 .17) 

3.59 (1.18) 

3.66 (1.16) 

3.70 (1.15) 

3.75 (1 .13) 

Resume 
Cet article porte sur /es questions 
suivantes : Quelle importance les 
urbanistes accordent-ils a 
l'environnement ? La prise en 
compte de ces valeurs dans les 
codes d'urbanisme peut-elle 
contribuer a redefinir la 
profession ? 
Les principes d'ethique en matiere 
d'environnement ont ete passes 
en revue et les resultats d'un 
sondage effectue par 
correspondance a Ottawa, 
Ontario, indiquent la position des 
urbanistes a cet egard. Ce 

sondage fait ressortir l'idee 
reconfortante que /es urbanistes 
sont soucieux de la qualite de 
l 'environnement et qu'ils sont 
particulierement sensibles a 
certains elements et certaines 
proprietes de la nature. En 
general, les urbanistes ont 
tendance a accorder plus 
d'importance aux ecosystemes et 
a leurs particularites qu'a tout 
autre aspect de /'environnement, 
y compris l 'interet humain. JI 
s'agirait done d'une valeur 
essentielle ou personnel/e et non 
d'un critere accessoire. Dans 
/'ensemble, /eur position face a 
l 'environnement semble re/ever 
plut6t d'une " /oi du sol ". 
Malgre les quelques 
contradictions ou deviations que 
contiennent les donnees, les 
resultats de ce sondage nous 
indiquent que certains problemes 
environnementaux revetent une 
importance particu/iere aux yeux 
des urbanistes. Nous pouvons 
a/ors commencer a appliquer 
cette interpretation aux codes de 
l'urbanisme, auxquels on a 
souvent reproche de manquer de 
precision sur /es questions 
d'environnement. 

Summary 
This paper explores the following 
questions: What values do 

planners have regarding the 

environment, and how might 
these values help define their 

profession by having a presence 

in planning codes? Theories of 

environmental ethics are 
reviewed, and the results of a 

mail-out survey to planners in 
Ottawa, Ontario indicate which 

perspectives these planners 

appear to prefer. The results 

support the intuitively attractive 

position that planners are 
generally pro-environment. They 

tend to value a number of 

elements and attributes of 
nature. Planners generally seem 

to value ecosystems and 
ecosystemic properties more than 

other aspects of the 
environment, including human 

interest. This can be seen as 

. intrinsic or inherent value as 
opposed to instrumental value. 

Collectively, their attitudes 
towards the environment are 

suggestive of a "land ethic" 

perspective. Despite some 

contradictions and incongruities 

within the data, we can use such 
results to suggest that certain 

environmental values carry 
special weight with planners. We 

can then begin to apply this 

interpretation to professional 
planning codes which have often 

been criticized for lacking 

specificity in areas such as 
environmental consideration. 
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There are many environments - naturaJ, physical, built, social, etc. Here, we use the tenn to denote only 
natural environments. Thus, we use the tenns "environment" and "nature" interchangeably. 

"Sentience" here refers to an ability to process sensory "data" such as pain and pleasure. 

The length of the survey precludes its inclusion in this paper. Please contact the authors if you would like to 
receive a copy. 

Here is an example of a short scenario: A city planner proposes that a site containing a wetland be drained 
and filled in order that a low-income housing project may be built there. 

ETHICAL 1 4 UNETHICAL 

Here is an example of a long scenario: A wilderness area of deciduous forest in southern Ontario is slowly 
disappe.uing; it is gradually being cleared to make way for agriculture. A regional planner recommends that 
a large tract of this forest be conserved. 11 you were the planner making this recommendation, what would be 
your most important reasons for conserving the forest? Please rank the following ... from 1 to 7 I where I . 
1 [is the[ . . most important reason, and 7 [is the] ... least important reason. 

-The forest is inhabited by animals and plants that deserve to live 

-The forest generates revenue for the region by attracting tourists to the area to see it 

-The forest is valued by the local communities as a visual amenity 

-The forest is a source of outdoor recreation 

-The forest is an ecosystem with inherent value that deserves continued existence 

-The forest is a source of firewood, berries and other forest products for the loca1 communities 

-The forest is a unique environment that will be appreciated by future generations 

6 Firs,, it should be noted that the language used to describe the scenarios in this table and in the text reflects 
our "shorthand" approach to identifying the central conflict presented in each scenario; the language in the 
questionnaire was more specific. Second, standard deviation values in all three tables refer to the variability 
or the responses around the mean (i.e. , the lower the standard deviation, the more agreement in responses). 

Preservation refers to a hands-off approach to use of the environment, whereas conservation is more 
management-oriented. 

8 Note the apparent contradiction between this result and the one above pertaining to the respondents' choices 
re preservation versus conservation. 

9 However, we cannot, within the confines or this study, compare the importance or the environment with other 
aspects of planning such as social justice. 

10 The fact that this article is being published at the same time that the OPP! code is being reviewed and revised 
might enable those individuals working on the code to consider including environmental v-aJues that are, at 
leas~ clearer and more relevant to contemporary planners than those currently found (or not found) in the 
code. Ensuing discussion around successive iterations or the draft codes would lend credence, or suggest 
a1ternatives, to the environmental values suggested here. 
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TABLE 2 
Rank Order of Reasons from Most Important to Least 
Important 
Rank Reason Percent Percent Mean and 
order total total (Stddev) 

responses in responses in 
three most three least 
impor important 
tant reasons reasons 

The forest is an ecosystem 88 6 1.86 (1.32) 
with inherent value that 
deserves continued 
existence. 

2 The forest is a unique 94 3 1.96 (1.08) 
environment that will be 
appreciated by future 
generations. 

3 The forest is inhabited by 54 34 3.81 (1.64) 
animals and plants that 
deserve to live. 

4 The forest is a source of 35 36 3.91 (1.34) 
outdoor recreation, offering 
opportunities for hiking, 
camping and observation. 

5. The forest is valued by the 22 48 4.52 (1.33) 
local communities as a 
visual amenity. 

6. The forest generates 10 85 5.71 (1.39) 
revenue for the region by 
attracting tourists to the 
area to see it. 

7. The forest is a source of 6 86 5.93 (1.27) 
firewood, berries and other 
forest products for the local 
communities. 

TABLE 3 
Rank Order of Reasons from Most Important to Least 
Important 

Rank Reason Percent Percent Mean and 
order total total (Stddev) 

responses in responses in 
three most three least 
important important 
reasons reasons 

The valley is an ecosystem 75 25 2.46 (1.60) 
with inherent value that 
deserves continued 
existence. 

2 The valley provides habitat 73 27 2.82 (1.22) 
for several species of rare 
plants and animals. 

3 The valley is an integral 60 40 3.11 (1.82) 
part of the aboriginal 
community's culture. 

4 The valley is a source of 45 55 3.85 (1.75) 
food and building materials 
for the aboriginal 
community. 

5. The valley is inhabited by 29 71 4.19 (1.43) 
plants and animals that 
deserve to live. 

6. The valley contributes to 26 74 4.35 (1.53) 
maintaining the global 
carbon/oxygen balance. 
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Bridging the Gap 
Dr Sandra Smith 

Some twenty years ago, being a professional and the 
acquisition of a professional designation seemed very 
important to me. With a Masters from UBC's School of 
Community and Regional Planning and eight years of 
experience in England, I felt I actually deserved such a 
designation. Besides, I was jealous of my English 
colleagues. With their RTPI moniker, they could testify at 
public inquiries. I was always sidelined, whispering 
instructions to a lawyer. I wanted, in Yeats' words, 

.. . a coat 
Covered with embroideries 
Out of old mythologies ... 1 

or a cloak of equal grandeur. 

In fact, I took this yearning so 
seriously that I stood for election 
to the Planning Institute of British 
Columbia Council. Once elected, 
I found that my colleagues were 
more interested in arranging 
conferences at which much 
enjoyment and some knowledge 
was to be had. My aspirations for 
a professional title somehow 
evaporated. Or at least they did 
until I found myself working next 
to engineers whose designation 
brought them considerable 

financial rewards. Unfortunately, 
at that point the timing for a 
champion of professional titles 
was all wrong. No one was 
certain what a planner actually 
was; ambiguity may have even 
been useful, as it so often is, in a 
period of fast-paced "change" -
or is it simply an early sign of 
"anything-goes" mediocrity? 

Accordingly, for years now I have 
not thought about the need for a 
professional title, but I have been 
very concerned about 
professionalism, particularly 
when hiring planning staff. 
Invited recently to offer some 
personal reflections on planning 
professionalism, I found to my 
surprise that having a 
professional title no longer seems 
very important to me - except 
perhaps "theoretically". What is 
important to me, however, are 
some aspects of the "standard 
practice" of being a 
" professional" that fall beyond 
the dreary mix of technical skills 
that our education system 
provides, and beyond the trite 
cant to the effect that a 
professional is one who takes 

legal, moral and financial 
responsibility for their work 

(however important these 
may be) . 

Musing today on a 
desirable "cloaking" of 
professionalism for 
planners, and whether 
planners should aspire 
to a professional title, 
has led me to consider 

aspects of my work/life 
"theory", created and 

fashioned through 
professional "practice", in . 

planning and other contexts. 
The invitation has allowed me 

to reflect on how I would ideally 
"bridge" this theory and 
practice. 

Above all, I believe that a planner 
should consciously operate in a 
socio-spatial context, and, I 
would add, with an increasingly 
necessary ecological world-view 
- thus invoking a kind of 
cosmopolitanism-laced 
professionalism, to paraphrase 
the title of Sandercock's latest 
book (Towards Cosmopolis: 

Planning for 
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Multicultural Cities). I believe 
that the existence of an "institute 
of planners" is important, if only 
to gather together colleagues 
with a common calling and a 
common understanding, who 
strive to attain certain basic 
standards. Perhaps more 
important, especially now that 
change constantly assaults us, 
are the more enduring standards 
or qualities, some or all of which 
may well be inherent in 
Sandercock's "knowledges" and 
"literacies", and in her inspiring 
image of the planning 
professional as a "passionate 
pilgrim" (see her article in this 
issue of Plan Canada). I would 
suggest from my own 
theory/experiences that these 
ideal standards/qualities include, 
in no particular order: 

• the ability to work in a team 
and to recognize that effective 
results can be achieved only by 
valuing diversity, integration 
and collaboration; 

• the ability to listen (and I mean 
listen empathetically) to the 
client, the community, and the 
politician - for they will 
ultimately be the decision
makers; 

• openness to the "emotionally 
imaginative" aspects of life 
represented by the arts and the 
humanities; 

• the courage to think 
strategically; to tolerate 
moments when not everything 
fits together and tackle those 
ever-present value questions; 

• the humility to respect others, 
particularly our colleagues and 
those we serve; 

• the determination to expand 
the definition of the common 
good to include those 
"planned-for";2 

• the courtesy to practice within 
one's own area of specialty 
(physical, social , environmental 
etc.); 

• the ability to provide good, 
solid options to assist in the 
resolution of planning issues, 
among others (not just 
simplistic solutions to perceived 
problems); 

• the wit to know when reaction 
to incremental pressures will 
result in long-term planning 
disasters; 

• the strength to exude calm 
under fire; 

• and perhaps most important to 
this practitioner: the wisdom to 
recognize that work and life 
must be in balance. 

Perhaps the embroidered coat or 
mask of a professional title is no 
longer needed when such 
standards-cum-qualities can be 
found in a professional planner. 

I W. B. Yeats, "A Coat" from The Poems ofW.B. 
Yeats: A New Edition, edited by Richard j. 
Finneran. London: Macmillan, 1956. 

2 For more on dtis see the forthcoming book - on 
the destruction of home - jointly-authored with 
Doug Porteous. 

Dr. Sandra Smith MCIP is a 

somewhat arthritic planner whose 

advice, these days, is given mainly 

to her students in the University of 

Victoria 's Department of Geography. 

She is a former Manager of Water 

Policy for B. C. Environment, and a 

former Manager of Local Planning 

for the Islands Trust. Her thoughts 

here have been enriched by recent 

conversations with academics Judith 

Allen in London, Ian Wight from 

Winnipeg, and Doug Porteous and 

Allison Habkirk in Victoria, as well 

as with practitioners, past and 

present: Kim Fowler, Brodie Porter, 

Tom Loney and Lyn Kriwoken in 

Victoria. She can be reached by 

email at <swsmith@home.com> 



Jane Jacobs needs little introduction. she's 
well known to planners as the author of many critical assaults on planning and 
urban design, which she has delivered at conference!, in numerous ar~icles a,:z~ 
interviews and in books such as The Death and Life of Great American Cities. 
Jacobs ha; also given us urban economic studies such as The Econ_omy of Cities 
and Cities and the Wealth of Nations~ which have helped to establish her as a 
leading thinker on urban issues. Systems of Survival~ in which Jane Jacobs 
identifies two contradictory moral systems of government and commerce~ was 
first published in 1992. 

Beware of Monstrou 
A Professional Planning Perspective on Jane Jacobs' Systems of Survival 
governmental, business, or " Like the other animals, we find Jacobs' hypothesis builds on the planning solutions. Jacob's model 

Beware of Monstrous Hybrids! volunteer and grass roots and pick up what we can use, foundation of Plato's Republic, offers a perspective from which 
A Professional Planning policies". Using this literary and appropriate territories. But, forming a new perspective while to look at this trend. 
Perspective on Jane Jacobs' device, Jacobs shows a diverse unlike the other animals, we also attempting to identify certain 
Systems of Survival group of people working trade and produce for trade. universal truths about human Can the concept of 
(Vintage Books; $13.00; together to make sense of their Because we possess these two behaviour. The concept is simple, professionalism acknowledge the 
reprint edition : 1994; environment, thus giving a radically different ways of and offers a remarkable attempt commercial arena in which many 
ISBN: 0679748164) flavour of contemporary dealing with our needs, we also to come to terms with ethics in planners now work - an arena 

consensus-building. The result is have two radically different the real world . that involves competition Reviewed by David D. readable, and Jacobs' arguments systems of morals and values." amongst firms, collaboration Brown RIBA are illustrated with a treasury of Whether readers choose to amongst multi-disciplinary teams, 
fascinating examples and The guardian syndrome of accept Jacobs' thesis or not - and and productive and efficient 

This book has displayed enduring anecdotes. The characterization government involves obedience, it's well-tested by the characters operations? Planning is about 
value and might already rate as a is somewhat thin - indeed, discipline, ostentation , tradition , in the book - the many planning guarding community interests; 
classic, especially when Ambruster, Kate, Jasper, and loyalty. The commercial practitioners who dwell on the yet, looking through the lens 
compared with many highly- Hortense, and Ben are syndrome of trade and industry is border between the political and offered by Jacobs' model, its 
hyped books that have had a caricatures, and I must admit I'm guided by principles such as commercial realms are likely to base is moving from the guardian 
very short shelf-life. This review unsure whether or not their honesty, competition, recognize at least a few of the realm to the commercial realm . 
has two distinct but cosmopolitan choices of food industriousness, respect for elements of Jacobs' moral So planners are required to 
complementary parts: first, an and drink are intended to be contracts, inventiveness, and the principles. "syndrome-hop", as planning 
overview of the book; and comic. But this is forgivable, peaceful resolution of conflict. consultants attempt to be both 
second, a personal view of the because the conversational form The guardian syndrome is So, given that we are exploring dutiful (guardians) and, by 
book in the context of planning of the book, if a little whimsical , centred on order and security, the nature of our role as necessity, commercial. Will the 
professionalism. works well as a vehicle for the commercial syndrome on contemporary professionals, commercial frame of mind 

presenting a compelling moral change and efficiency. what significance does Jacobs' compromise the profession's 
Systems of Survival, subtitled A model of economic and political Underlying both systems are model have for planning guardian role? Planning, like the 
Dialogue on the Moral life. common moral virtues, such as professionalism? other built-environment 
Foundations of Commerce and cooperation, courage, and mercy professions, will be straddling 
Politics, is intentionally This model is comprised of two (see Figure 1 ). With the emergence of a global Jacobs' two moral systems. 
provocative reading. Jacobs' distinct moral " syndromes": the economy, the dominance of Perhaps the first step in dealing 
expedition into economic commercial and the guardian . Another dimension of Jacobs' economic rationality has placed with the ethical challenges of 
philosophy investigates the codes Jacobs argues that these argument concerns what cities in a competitive global syndrome-hopping in an 
that govern human behaviour syndromes, or codes, emerged happens when the line between network. Indeed, the collapse of environment governed by 
and conflicting moral principles in from the human ability to trade, the two realms is crossed. In the boundary between the economic rationality is to 
the working world . The book and that this ability shaped Jacobs' view, both taking commercial and public realms is recognize when the situation 
presents, in the form of a human social order so that two (politics) and trading (commerce) characteristic of contemporary arises - and, at the very least, 
fictitious dialogue, the lively groups emerged: guardians and are morally legitimate as long as life - the very situation of which Jacobs offer.s guidelines on how 
musings of a group comprised of traders. The guardians, including their self-organizing systems are Jacobs warns. Planners live with to do that. 
a retired Manhattan publisher, his government, police , and the separate. And they must be kept the notion of entrepreneurial 
lawyer niece, and three of his military, are concerned with separate, for allowing them to government, but can anyone Yet planners will still face the 
past authors (a mystery novelist, territorial responsibilities. mix results in immorality and imagine a dynamic, inventive, contradiction that is outlined in 
a biologist, and a radical Guardians preserve order and corruption . Jacobs coins the term and agile guardian public sector? Jacobs' model , and that exists at 
environmentalist) who were enforce rules of fairness so that " moral hybrids", or even Or a conservative, hierarchy- the heart of contemporary 
previously unknown to each traders can secure a prosperous " monstrous moral hybrids" , for respecting commercial private professionalism: those granted 
other. They agree to form a life for all. Simply put, the role of such dangerous mixing, and sector? autonomy and license by society 
committee and meet over a government is to create and offers a Law of Intractable in return for a disinterested 
period of months to discuss the maintain an environment for new Systemic Corruption which states During the last decade, economic commitment to the public good -
everyday moral dilemmas of ideas and honest trading. that "any significant breach of rationality has been a large factor an area identified in Jacobs' 
business and public life. this integrity [of a self-organizing in driving planners to join other thesis as the guardian system -

Jacobs holds that there are two system] will convert some of its built-environment professions in also survive by, and profit from , 
But the dialogic form isn 't ways of living: taking and virtues into vices ". In support of the private sector, thus moving the marketplace services they 
Platonic; there's no authoritarian, trading. Each is informed by its this argument, she offers a planners from the realm of subsequently provide - services 
all-knowing Socrates. The own set of moral principles. Both catalogue of the problems that guardians to the realm of traders. that reflect Jacobs' commercial 
characters are presented as the guardian and commercial arise whenever the systems The increasing use of private- syndrome. A moral hybrid! 
equals because Jacobs is systems are, Jacobs tells us, valid become confused , as they have sector consultants in public 
"convinced that we need and necessary. In support of this in the centralized economies of planning activities suggests in The last two decades of 
informal democratic explorations hypothesis, she offers the reader the Soviet Union and in some way that the culture of the postmodernism have offered 
on the part of people who must an anthropological view: organized crime. public sector may not be the planners a multicultural context 
thread their way through arena in which to prepare 
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within which "civil society " has 
emerged as a democratic force. 
This is due, in part, to public 
disenchantment with decision
making about the environment, 
which, in particular, indicts the 
planner-architect nexus of built
environment practitioners. In 
response, we 're beginning to see 
a philosophical shift in public 
administration (from perceiving 

by society as visionaries, rather 
than as guardian "pol ice" . In 
order to take this direction, 
planners need to help make 
things happen in the area guided 
by the commercial syndrome, 
working with citizens toward 
collaboratively-developed visions. 
The current working 
environment, led by market 
rationality, challenges planners to 

1 Hybrids! 
Figure 1 

THE COMMERCIAL MORAL 
SYNDROME 
Shun force 
Come to voluntary agreements 
Be honest 
Collaborate easily with strangers and 
al iens 
Compete 
Respect contracts 
Use initiative and enterprise 
Be open to inventiveness and novelty 
Be efficient 
Promote comfort and convenience 
Dissent for the sake of the task 
Invest for productive purposes 
Be industrious 
Be thrifty 
Be optimistic 

the public as "customers" to 
recognizing them as " citizens " ), 
and an accompanying move 
from "public participation " to 
"citizen engagement" . Yet, the 
role of the professional planner is 
far from clear. 

Of the three professions 
traditionally involved with the 
built environment - planners, 
architects, and landscape 
architects - planners are in the 
vanguard that is responding to a 
call for greater public 
accountability. Perhaps Jacobs' 
model gives planners an ethical 
perspective from which they can 
lead the built-environment 
professions toward a praxis
directed future - expanding the 
modernist professional notion of 
the "expert", with its reliance on 
technical-instrumental 
knowledge, to include everyday, 
intuitive knowledge. Doing this 
would enable planners to take 
centre stage in the attempt to 
increase people's control over the 
public decisions that affect their 
lives. 

I would argue that planners must 
come to the table as informed 
citizens - first as people, not as 
professional experts - who add 
the value of their knowledge and 
skills to groups constructing 
strategic solutions to planning 
challenges. It's possible that such 
a new direction for practice will 
result in planners being perceived 

THE GUARDIAN MORAL 
SYNDROME 
Shun trading 
Exert prowess 
Be obedient and disciplined 
Adhere to tradition 
Respect hierarchy 
Be loyal 
Take vengeance 
Deceive for the sake of the task 
Make rich use of leisure 
Be ostentatious 
Dispense largesse 
Be exclusive 
Show fortitude 
Be fatalistic 
Treasure honor 

reconcile working for profit 
(often in competition with peers) 
with working for the common 
good . Planners therefore need to 
develop a new professional 
culture that will enable them to 
span Jacobs' moral codes . Let the 
debate commence! 

David D. Brown RIBA is a 

principal of McIntosh Brown, a 

landscape and urban design 

consultancy based in Winnipeg, 

Manitoba. McIntosh Brown has 

been involved in a number of urban 

design pro;ects in Winnipeg, as well 

as in parks planning pro;ects in 

British Columbia. David is a 

registered UK architect, and is 

currently completing a mid-career 

Masters in the City Planning 

program at the University of 

M anitoba. He can be reached at 

(204) 452-3216, or 

umbrow1 B@cc. UManitoba. CA 

Jane Jacobs, thinly disguised as 

Kate in the book, identifies two 

moral and commercial syndromes 

that guide public and working life. 

Each comprises fifteen 

interconnected principles, 

underpinned by common moral 

virtues, such as cooperation, courage 

and mercy. 

Barrie Melotte, 
FRAPI, National President, 
RAPI (1998 - 1999) 
Personal Email : 
barriem@arch.curtin.edu.au 
RAPI Email: 
rapi@ozemail .com.au 

TOWARDS MUTUAL 
UNDERSTANDING: 
I would like to emphasize our 
I nstitute's appreciation of the 
offer from Nancy Marshall and 
Plan Canada to introduce our 
Institute through your 
professional Journal, and am 
especially grateful for a debut in 
this "planning professionalism " 
theme issue. I have an 
understanding and admiration 
for the basis and achievements of 
Canadian planning. CIP/ICU and 
the Royal Australian Planning 
Institute (RAPI) have much in 
common - as I'm sure much of 
the content of this issue will 
demonstrate - yet some things 
are slightly different "down
under" . 

I also take this opportunity to 
suggest that both Institutes 
explore how we can work 
together - to our memberships' 
mutual benefit - to be formalized 
in a Memorandum of 
Understanding. This MOU could 
embrace professional 
cooperation and exchange as a 
minimum initially, with a view to 
us perhaps arriving at the 
understanding and confidence to 
agree to mutual recognition, 
under the auspices of a Canada / 
Australia agreement. 

The following description of RAPI 
highlights the general similarities 
and differences between our two 
organizations. 

Australia does not have 
registration of planners to protect 
the title or the practice of 
planning. RAPI recognizes and 
represents professional planners. 
These planners have generally 
completed a RAPl-recognized 
four-year undergraduate degree, 
or two-year recognized 
postgraduate degree, and two 
years recognized work 
experience, or the equivalent 
prior learning. Professional 
recognition of Members by the 
Institute is designated by MRAPI. 
There are at present 
approximately 3500 members 
including 90 international 
members. 

The Institute aims to stimulate 
debate on current planning 
trends amongst its members and 
the community-at-large, and to 
take a stand on public issues 
where it is believed that planners 
can make a contribution . The 
Institute also lobbies Federal and 
State government departments 
and agencies, other professional 
associations and community-
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From Our Professional 
Counterparts Down Under: 

ROYAL AUSTRALIAN 
PLANNING INSTITUTE 

based organizations, and the 
media, across Australia. All 
Members of the Institute are 
required to uphold the Institute 
Code of Professional Conduct, 
which includes individual 
Professional Development.1 The 
State Governments of Victoria 
and New South Wales (the two 
most populated in Australia) 
have planning legislation 
providing for private certification 
of development applications. In 
NSW the Institute of Engineers 
Australia has been granted 
approval to administer private 
certification . 2 

RAPI NATIONAL COUNCIL: 
A National Council, with 
Councilors representing 
Divisions (States and Territories), 
governs RAPI . The National 
Council chooses the President 
from applicants from the 
Membership-at-large. The 
National Council is a policy and 
decision-making body, which is 
supported by a National 
Secretariat. Determinations 
include: membership, fee-setting 
and collection, and disciplinary 
issues. A wide range of services 
includes policy statements, 
conferences, workshops, a 
professional journal , and 
national news. 

RAPI DIVISIONS/ AFFILIATES: 
The eight Divisions are: 
Queensland, New South Wales, 
Australian Capital Territory, 
Victoria, Tasmania, South 
Australia, Western Australia, and 
Northern Territory. RAPI 
Member programs and services 
include: 
• RAPI Journal (Australian 

Planner - produced 6/year) 
and separate National Office 
News '(4/year) 

• Annual National Conference. 
This year, to be held in Darwin 
(Northern Territories) on 17-19 
September 1999 in association 
with the East Asian Regional 
Organization for Planning and 
Housing (EAROPH). Come on 
Down-Under! 

• Annual Awards for Planning 
Excellence. Selected from those 
nominated by each Division 

• Members' Handbook and 
National Councillors' 
Handbook, published annually 

• National Certificate for 
Professional Development, 
presented to Members for 
successfully completing PD 
requirements (activities are 
operated by RAPI Divisions) 

• National Young Planners 
Network (with a NYP 
representative on National 
Council) 

• National Young Planner Award 
(private sector sponsorship) 

• Career development 
opportunities, overseas job 
exchange agreements 

• Portability of RAPI across all 
States and Territories and, 

• Exchange agreements with the 

New Zealand Planning Institute 
and the American Institute of 
Certified Planners. 

RAPI COUNCIL, PORTFOLIO 
STRUCTURE: 
• National Council - President (2 

years) , Two Vice-Presidents 
(General/ Local Government), 
President Elect (1 year), 
Portfolio Chairs, Division 
Councillors , National Young 
Planner Representative 

• National Council Portfolio 
Structure: 

Promotion of Excellence: 
Awards, Promotion , 
Government Liaison and 
Submissions, Policy Statements, 
Research Projects. 
Professional Competency: 
Accreditation , Education and 
Planning Schools; Continuing 
Professional Development; 
Competence; Code of Conduct 
and Ethics. 
Communications: Consultants 
Register, International 
Relations/Export, Publications, 
Internet, Research and Practice 
Notes, Member Handbook, 
Councillor Handbook, Policy 
promotion . 
Member Services: International 
Division, Activities, National 
Conferences (with Divisions), 
Young Planners, Retired 
Planners, Local Government, Job 
Exchange, Mentor/ Advice 
Panels , Membership. 
Corporate Services: Finance, 
Annual Report, Corporate Plan, 
Office Management, Service 
Committees, Performance 
Indicators, Constitution / 
Bylaws, National HQ (relocating 
to Canberra). 

OUTLINE: RAPI CORPORATE 
REVIEW 1999-2001: 
The RAPI National Council 
wants to: 
1 Promote excellence in the 

practice of planning and in the 
management of urban and 
resources. 

2 Benefit the present and future 
communities 

3 Recognize diverse interests 
4 Focus on planning with a 

spatial dimension 
5 Promote the planning 

profession for the benefit of 
the Members 

6 Embrace change. 

1 There is mandatory Professional Development for 
RAPI members, approximately 30 hours per year, 
in a very liberal range of what is considered 
Professional Development. The system is self• 
monitoring and reporting, but each member is 
expected to do the minim um. 

2 "private certification of development applications" 
means planners and engineers in NSW can 'cenify' 
a Development Application, expediting a Council 's 
approvaJ - almost, but not aJways, in a 'rubber
starnping' sense. 
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Planning and Urban Design 

257 Adelaide Street West , Suite 500, Toronto, Canada M5H 1X9 

T 416.340 .9004 F 416.340.8400 E admin@urbanstrategies .com 

MacNaughton 
Hermsen 
Britton 
darkson 
Planning Limited 

Proven Professionals in Urban & Regional 
Planning & Resource Management 

(905) 76 1-5588 Fax: (905) 76 1-5589 
email clarkson@ionline.net 

545 North Rivermede R~ad # 204, Concord, Ontario, L4K 4Hl 
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CONSULTANTS JNC. 

2 800 Fourteenth Avenue 
Suite 210 
Markham, Ontario L3R 0E4 

Telephone: (905) 946-8900 
Toll Free: 1-800-959-6788 
Fax: (905) 946-8966 

E-mail: lnfo@entra-markham.com 
Website: www.entra-markham.com 
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Transportation 
Consultants 

45 St. Clair Avenue West. Suite 300 Toronto, Ontario M4V 1 K9 
416.961.7110(tel) 416.961.9807(fax) www. bagroup.com 

,4MALONE GIVEN 
9'aPARSONS LTD. 

PLANNING AND DEVELOPMENT CO NSULTANTS 

•Urban & Regional Plannng • Tourism O..elopment Strategies 

•land Development •Urban Design •Asset Ma nagement Strategies 

•Development Management • Market Aroly,is Research • Management Cons~ting for GIS 
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INTEGRATED PROFESSIONAL 
PLANNING SERVICES IN ... 

• GIS APPLICATIONS 
• LA ND SUITABILITY ANALYSIS 
• VISUAL ANALYSIS 

ENVIRONMENTAL 
DESIGN AND MANAGEMENT LTD. 

• WATERFRONT PLANNING 
• COMMUNITY PLANNING 
• TOURISM DEVELOPMENT 

HALIFAX NS • MONCTON NB • ST JOHN'S NFLD 
WWW.EDM.CA • E-MAIL: IN FO CP EDM.CA 

TOLL- FREE TE LEP H ONE: 1 (877) 425-7900 

• ENVIRONMENTAL PLANNING 
• ENVIRONMENTAL ENGIN EERING 
• LANDSCAPE ARCHITECTURE 

Linda n 
Allen 
Registered Planner 

-I 
CitySpaces 
Consulting Ltd. -< 
Suite 209-1110 

Al Government St 
Victoria BC 
V8W 1Y2 

.. 
Tel 250-383-0304 
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Yours is not just a job. It 's a mission. 

But now, globalization, technology, 

mergers and acquisitions, and 

government restructuring all create 

uncertainty about how to manage 

your land development, real estate 

and infrastructure projects. 

At Arthur Andersen , we know how 

you feel - and we have a solution 

to offer. 
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CATHERINE A. SPEARS 
B . E. S . , M . SC. (PL), MCIP, RPP 

36 Quee n sb u ry Ave nu e 

To r o nto , Onta ri o 

M l N 2X7 

Ph one : 4 16 / 69 8/ 3 7 0 0 

Fax : 41 6 / 698/3 199 

Em a 11 : c a spea rs@lnterl o g .com 

Arthur Andersen's REsource One® 
provides a complete solution for 

complex issues requiring innovative 

answers. From feasibility to finance. 

For more information, visit 

www.arthurandersen.com/rehsg 

or call David Ellis at 416-947-7877. 

ARTHUR 
ANDERSEN 

Helping In Ways You Never Imagined.™ 
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